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SUMMARY

The 1987/88 academic year has been one of noticeably increased activity and

major change for the Library. Budget supplements granted by the
administration and a strong commitment by the staff to maintain high

standards of service and collection support have allowed us to respond to

demands caused by increased enrollment and the implementation of the general

education requirement, increased serials prices, and the need to begin

automation and integration of the libraries catalog systems.

Use of library materials and requests for assistance and instruction in
library research methods skyrocketed in the fall, making very apparent our

need for increased staffing in all areas.

Serials price increases, owing to inflation and the devaluation of the

dollar, resulted in a 10% increase in UA serial subscription prices

overall. The serials review and cancellation project, an intensive effort

coordinated by librarians, combined with the supplement from the

administration, allowed us to accommodate all faculty requests and maintain

our previous level of book buying, though this level is drastically reduced

from that of previous years. For the third year in a row, no new serial

titles were purchased.

A decision to begin providing online access to the Library's catalogs

resulted in the purchase of the Innovative Interfaces Inc. INNOPAC system

which will be installed this July as a prototype online catalog in the

Science-Engineering Library. The system will integrate access to the

on-order files, the check-in files for current periodicals, and the catalog

records for books. Remote access to the catalog will be possible from

offices and dorms, and better search capabilities will be available that our

present manual catalogs cannot offer. We hope this is a first step to

providing computerized access to all library holdings in the future. We are

one of the last ARL libraries to install an online catalog.

Other major events and accomplishments in the library include the completion

of fundraising and groundbreaking for the new Center for Creative

Photography building, transfer of the Film Library to the Library's Media

Center, the completion of an acceptable plan to increase space for archival

storage for Special Collections, submission of a plan for an integrated

Music Library within the planned Fine Arts Complex, the acquisition of

Compact Disk (CD-ROM) reference data bases, the creation of a half-time

position to assist the Library in fundraising and development activities,

the receipt of over $12,000 for books donated by members of the Parents

Association, and increased attention to the hiring of minorities in career

staff positions. A draft Affirmative Action Plan for the Library has also

been completed.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The administration's support, in the form of budgetary supplements and
support for automation, for the Library's efforts to remain one of the top
25 research libraries in the country and to accomplish its mission to be an
integral part of the educational experience of the students here, is a major
strength and a key component in the Library's success. Attention to the
Library's needs must continue to be high on the administrative priority list
for us to continue to be supportive of the University's goal to become a
first-rate undergraduate and research institution.

The commitment of our staff, librarians, classified staff and administrators
to service, cooperation, and creativity is without equal among libraries of
our size. Understaffed as we are, they are always willing to go the extra
mile, to try the better way, to share in the teaching process so that
students can have a quality education. As a group and as individuals, they
strive to become better at what they do and to contribute to the growth of
their colleagues. These are challenging times, and this staff meets the
challenges head on and with a sense of pride and accomplishment. They
question, they disagree, they suggest new and better ways and means, they
participate in planning, and they pitch in to see that we take advantage of
all opportunities to accomplish our goals of excellence.

The step-by-step approach to automating the Library's bibliographic records
will prepare us for full implementation of an online catalog. The building
of our serials check-in and acquisitions data base over the past two years
will now allow us to mount an integrated data base in our prototype
catalog. The process of "bringing up" this catalog will give us invaluable
experience in preparation for full implementation of an online system in

1990.

Crises in the serials' acquisitions budget have forced us to strengthen our
policies and procedures for building the collection and selecting
materials. The automation of the serials records database has provided
invaluable management information. Communication with the faculty in this
difficult time will lead to a stronger partnership for Library support of
research and teaching.

The availability of electronic data bases and the possibilities for
increasing and dispersing access to library materials also can be considered
a major strength of our library. We have supported free or subsidized
access for all users, and have attempted to make use of all advanced
technology to make library research easier and less time-consuming for all

users. Our continued efforts to integrate data bases, to increase the
effectiveness of instruction, to reduce backlogs, and to provide long hours
of service contribute to effective use of the Library and broad support for
its importance to the University.

Last, but not least, James Enyeart, Director of the Center for Creative
Photography was appointed as a John Simon Memorial Guggenheim Fellow in
conjunction with his sabbatical research, and Gloria Alvillar, Business
Manager, was honored with a U of A Award for excellence.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The critical shortage of state-supported professional and staff positions
continues to be our major weakness. We are now supporting 22 regular
positions on local funds just to be able to offer normal services. As we
face implementation of new programs and demands for more and better access,
the addition of positions and state funding for more of our present
positions is imperative. We must have time to plan adequately, to serve
graduates and undergraduates better, and to spend the necessary time to
implement new systems appropriately.

To remedy this situation and in order to remain responsive to demands, we
have resorted to splitting positions, sharing staff, trading positions and
funding yet one more person on local funds. We have had to make hard
decisions that certain disciplines/areas on campus should receive less
service so that others can meet demands without staff burnout. The need to
serve undergraduates in large numbers has caused us to postpone plans to
provide key service to graduates in the sciences who should be receiving
education and experience in learning database searching and research
techniques in their respective fields. In other areas we have allowed
backlogs to grow. A request for new positions was forwarded to the Provost
in the spring.

The burden of funding regular staff on local funds makes that support
unavailable to supplement acquisitions and automation activities. If we do
not receive some relief soon, committment will suffer and service will
deteriorate. As we build new branches such as the Center for Creative
Photography and the Music Library, we must plan for adequate staffing of
these facilities.

The lack of legislative support for Library acquisitions funds is
disastrous. Last year's lack of even an inflationary increase and the
threat of the same this coming year, puts the burden on the administration
to suppy local funds on a year-to-year basis. A 15+% increase to the base
will be absolutely necessary in 1989/90 if we are to survive as a major
research library. To manage next year's commitments, we will seek $300,000
from central funds. Any thoughts of being able to respond to changing
programmatic directions, or the addition of new programs, especially in the
sciences, will be out of the question. The ability to add enhanced access
to electronic data bases will be severely limited, as will our efforts to
increase preservation activities. The capability to respond to possible
further increases in serial prices is prohibited.

We face an additional crisis in the lack of an approved plan for Library
expansion space. In the Main and Science-Engineering Libraries, where we
are already far below standards in the provision of study and user seating,
we will have to reduce study space further in three years to accommodate the
need for additional shelving as we steadily increase the collection size by
3% per year. A 10-year building plan will be submitted for administrative
approval this summer.



FUTURE PLANS

Implementation of the prototype online catalog in the Science-Engineering

Library will be a top priority for 1988/89. The staff has dedicated a great

deal of energy to planning the loading of data base and integration of the

public access terminals into the reference area, and we look forward to

enthusiastic reception by students and faculty.

Further implementation of the INNOVACQ acquisitions/serials system to allow

for branch library access will improve ordering. Implementation of the OCLC

CJK catalog system for Chinese and Japanese materials will mean that all

cataloging is now done in machine-readable form in preparation for a future

fully online catalog.

A five-year automation plan, assuming 1990 funds for an online catalog, will

be developed. The plan will detail priorities for retrospective conversion
of catalog records, target additional access sites, and identify all steps

that must be taken to fully implement a system that integrates circulation

with the online catalog.

The renovation of the Main Library to provide additional archival space

should begin this summer so that we can receive the Udall archives as they

become available.

Substantive space planning is imperative this coming year. Decisions

regarding centralization of collections or decentralization through the

creation of additional branches must be made and proposals for construction

submitted to the legislature. In order to achieve the goal of improving

film and video support for instruction, major facility renovations must

occur. Support of the proposal for a fully integrated Music Library will be

sought so that collection can adequately serve its large and active

clientele. The National Association of Schools of Music highlighted this

need in their report to the administration and approval of that concept is

very important to Library space planning.

Our serials review and cancellation project will be completed, and we hope

to begin judiciously selecting new titles. Additional CD-ROM products will

be added. Expansion of our instruction efforts to reach transfer students

will assist us in reaching our educational goals.

We look forward to adding to this year's successes of increasing private

donations to the Library. Our new 1/2 Assistant Director for Development

will work closely with the newly appointed Fundraising Advisory Committee to

increase the support of outside donors.

Our draft Affirmative Action Plan indicates the need to increase the number

of minority and women librarians and every effort to improve that situation

will be made.

In addition to these major library-wide plans, each department has committed

to a variety of projects, studies, and development activities that will

enable us to be an integral part of the University's goal to remain a

premier university. That continued dedication should not go unnoticed and

unsupported in terms of allocation of additional staffing and budget.
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During 1987/1988, the Center temporarily narrowed the focus of its
activities in preparation for moving into a new building in October/November
1988. Exhibitions, photographic services, loans to other museums,
acquisitions, grant funded activities, and the lecture series were areas
that were curtailed either partially or completely. These reductions in
services and programs were necessary in order to reassign staff to specific
tasks that need to be accomplished before moving into the new building and
in order to make up for the staff shortage caused by Director James
Eriyeart's year-long sabbatical and a four-month vacancy in the position of
Museum Registrar. However, general hours have not been changed (although
specialized research hours in the manuscript archives have been reduced) and
all services to University of Arizona students, staff, and faculty have
remained essentially unchanged for the time being.

Cataloging, collection management, and the overseeing of the new
building project were areas that received significantly increased attention.
During the year the ten thousand photographs that received full or brief
cataloging by Sharon Alexander, her excellent successor Marcia Tiede, and
Enea Cooper was nearly double the number of photographs that have been
cataloged in the previous twelve years combined. The Center's collection is
presently about 35% cataloged. The hiring of Anne Sullivan, an experienced
and highly capable new Museum Registrar, has given a new boost to the
Center's massive collection management task at a critical moment, and most
of the first six months of 1988 have been spent in modernizing and improving
the Center's complicated collection management systems.

The new building, which we plan to dedicate as part of the February lo,
1989, Board of Regents meeting, is on schedule, although when we do move in
it will be only a partially completed building lacking a finished third
floor. Resolving problems, overseeing construction progress and quality,
and ordering furniture and equlpuent have taken a considerable amount of the
Acting Director's time, as well as that of the Director, who has had to
devote significant amounts of his sabbatical time to resolving critical
building problems.

The publications program has had a good year under Editor Nancy
Solomon, unhampered by the shift of activities in the rest of the Center.
The most notable accomplishment is a 296-page Guide to the Twentieth Century
Print Collection of the Center for Creative Photograohy which has progressed
as far as the printer. By taking back our own distribution of our
publications, under the direction of Solomon and Nancy Lutz, we have nearly
regained all of the national and international distribution that was lost
several years ago when we entered into an experimental distribution
arrangement with the University of Arizona Press.

The Library, under Amy Rule, experienced a 12% increase in annual
circulation and all books have been fully tattletaped in anticipation of' the
new building, which comes equipped with our long-awaited 3M Tattletape theft
detection unit.



The archives, also under Rule, acquired eighty-seven shelf feet of new
manuscript material, created a new detailed inventory of all 1,900 shelf
feet of archives materials, and completed the processing of the Witkin
Gallery Papers under Mary Anne Redding, whose temporary salary is being
funded by a bequest from the Witkin Estate.

The print collection received new gifts of photographs exceeding
$130,000 in value from a variety of donors.

The Center's traveling exhibition Supreme Instants: The PhotograDhy of
Edward Weston has been seen at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the National
Museum of American Art, the Anion Carter Museum, and the Los Angeles County
Museum, four of the nation's finest museums.

No summary of the past year's activities would be complete without a
mention of the eight-week disruption to the Center caused by the threat of
an "interim" move to a temporary location that would have occurred if the
University Commons project had gotten underway as planned this spring.
Although the staff responded to this challenge with a remarkable "can-do"
attitude, the end result was a terrible waste of many weeks' effort.

MAJOR STRGTES

The Center's collections, its staff, and its unique institutional
philosophy must be cited as its basic strengths. The collections continue
to attract researchers and visitors from around the world and the country.
The reputation of the quality of the Center's collections, the Center's
professional staff, and its highly responsible and responsive attitude
toward both collections and users continues to attract substantial donations
and offers of prints and collections.

Two recent projects exemplify the growing role that the Center plays in
the international photography scene as a result of its collections, staff,
and its institutional commitment to carrying through quality international
programs. The Hitachi Corporation and Hitachi Foundation have entered into
a multi-year program to support the Center's developnent of a collection of
contemporary Japanese photography and related exhibitions. The United
States-Spanish Joint Committee for Cultural and Educational Cooperation has
supported the Center in a program of visits to Spain, an exhibition of four
Spanish photographers, and a related symposium.

Director James Enyeart, who has received a Guggenheim Fellowship and is
on sabbatical, has published an interview with photographer Judith Golden in
a monograph published by the Friends of Photography; he has lectured at the
AMON Carter Museum and the Los Angeles County Museum; he has been invited by
the Sheldon Memorial Gallery, University of Nebraska, to curate an
exhibition surveying their collection of photographs; and he has been a
consultant to the MFA program, SUNY-Brockport.

Acting Director and Curator, Terence Pitts, has been a Panelist for the
Visual Arts Program of the National Endowment for the Arts; he has lectured
at the International Art Fair in Madrid, Spain; and he has been a consultant
to the Department of Special Collections, University of Utah Libraries.



Editor Nancy Solomon was elected Secretary of the Tucson Pima Arts
Council and chairperson of its Visual Arts Committee; she served as a
Panelist for the Visual Arts Program of the Arizona Commission on the Arts.

Archives Librarian An5r Rule has published an article on Julia Margaret
Cameron in the journal Extosure.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

While the opening of the Center's long-overdue new building in February
1989 will alleviate some of the Center's space problems, we will still be
unable to move anything from our ¿ ,000 square foot area in Arizona State
Museum North into the new building until funding is freed up for the
completion of the third floor. The years of delay that our building
suffered so seriously eroded the value of funds raised that the third floor
is being built as a shell. The building project, which began officially in
1981 as a University-approved project, cannot be considered completed until
the original goal of a finished three-floor building has been accomplished.

Equally serious as a major limitation is the pressing need for
additional staff for the new building. This important new facility will
thrust the Center even more prominently onto the international stage as one
of the few world-class photographic museums. With its present university-
funded staff of nine (four of which are on "soft" money) and its current
student wages budget -- all of which only adequately operate the current
k,500 square foot facility -- the Center cannot safely monitor and operate
the 38,000 square feet facility that will open up in February without
eliminating services and programs. Certainly the Center cannot hope to
expand hours, services, programs, or even its own fundraising efforts
without some measure of staff increase. The Center has submitted a decision
package requesting additional staff and student wages with the strong
support of the University Library, which has given this package its highest
priority for the coming year.

While the Center will always seek and will probably often have some
grant-funded staff members, this will never provide more than a few staff
members at any one time and they will always be oriented toward the
completion of specific grant-funded projects rather than accomplishing basic
operational needs. The Center has an extremely serious need for new staff
to assist with the daily operations of its library, its print collection,
its archive, and its administrative needs.

FUTURE PLANS

As has been said in past annual reports, some of the Center's future
plans depend on when and how the staffing shortage is alleviated. The
Center represents the finest overall repository in America for the study of
the history of photography. In its field, the Center is an internationally
recognized leader in collection management, publishing, and scholarship. We
aim to bring the areas of exhibition and museum-education programs up to the
same international standard. Once the new building Is 100% completed, the
Center can seek accreditation from the American Association of Museums for
the first time.



In the immediate future, we plan to dedicate the new building on
February 10, 1989, and open it to the University and general public. During
the first week of March, we plan to hold a major symposium that will serve
as a focal point for a building inauguration on a national level. We
foresee that this latter event will attract hundreds of scholars, artists,
and friends of' the Center from across the country and abroad. Throughout
the year the Center will be mounting exhibits of major importance, some
organized from its own collections and some organized by other museums.

The new building represents a beginning, not an end. It represents an
opportunity for students, scholars, and the general public to have the
proper facilities to make use of the Center's library, print collections,
and archives; it represents the opportunity for the University to provide
safe and adequate storage for a collection worth more than $10,000,000; and
it represents the opportunity for the Center to begin the next stage of its
educational mission.



ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE REGISTRATION/PRINT AREA 1987-1988

The master print collection increased significantly this past year,

396 prints were accessioned, 242 print were gifted to the Center and

15 prints vere purchased. These accessions represent 90 individual
photographers. The total value of gifts received this past year vas
$97,361. Highlights of this years purchases, gifts, and loans are

listed below.

NOTABLE GIFTS

W. Eugene Smith

Baron Adoiphe De
Meyer

Joel Sternfeld

American Roads
Port fol io ,twenty

artists

Andreas Feininger

Ralph Gibson

Robert Heinecken

Harold Jones

Ansel Adams

Marion Post
Wolcott

Gift of thirty-six prints $143,200.

from Aileen Smith

Gift of one print from $1000.

G. Ray Hawkins Gallery

Gift of five prints from $2500.

Helen Levitt

Gift of Michael Stern $7825.

Gift of thirty-four prints $21,000.

from the artist

Gift of twenty prints from $140,000.

Arthur Goldberg; gift Of
twenty prints from James
A. Mullaney

Gift/purchase of two prints, $3250.
one lithograph and four jet-

graphs

Gift of nine prints from $2250.

Michael Stern

Gift of three prints from $1500.

the Friends of Photography

Gift of nine prints donated $7000.

by Jack Welpott



SELECTED PURCHASES

Richard Avedon

Jerry Uelsmann

Barbara Morgan

Clarence White

Dick Areotz

Bradford Washburn

Aaron Siskind

Danny Lyon

Purchase of one print from the artist

Purchase of three prints from the artist

Purchase of five prints from Morgan & Morgan, Inc.

Purchase of one print from the Halstead
Gallery

Purchase of AMERICAN SOUTH-WEST, a portfolio of ten
prints from the artist

Purchase of twenty-two prints from Palm Press, Inc.

Purchase of two prints from the Aaron Siskind

Found at ion

Purchase of one print published in his book THE
BIKERIDERS, gift of the artist.

HAITI, a boxed set of thirty-five prints, purchased
from the artist

The Collection of Spanish Photographers consists of works by ten
photographers; Toni Catany, Juan Dolcet, Valentin Vailhonrat, Luis
Ortiz Lara, Miguel Yanez-Polo, Ramon Zabaiza, Gabriel Cuallado, Marta
Sentis, Xavier Guardans, Jaime Blassi, America Sanchez, Catala Roca,
Alberto Schommer, Christina Garcia Rodero, and Cristobal Hara.

The Center has purchased fifteen prints and received twenty prints as
gifts donated by the photographers.

The Hitachi Collection of Japanese Photography consists of works by ten
photographers; Yoshiyasu Suzuka, Mischiko Kon, Shomei Tomatsu, Issei
Suda, Hiroshi Yainazaki, Miyako Ishiuchi, Ittetsu Morishita, Toshio
Shibata, Nono Kobayashi, Hiroh Kikai.

The Center has purchased thirty-three prints and received twenty
additional prints as gifts donated by the photogaphers.

TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS

Final tour itinerary for SUPREME INSTANTS; THE PHOTOGRPAHY OF EDWARD
WESTON.

March k - April 2k, 1988 Amon Carter Museum
Forth Worth, Texas



Jurie i - September ', 1988

October 15 - November 30,1988

January 10, 1989 - February 28, 1989

April 15 - June 1, 1989

July 15 - September 1, 1989

October 6, - December 3, 1989

January 15, 1990 - March 1, 1990

EDWARD WESTON: COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY

November 1, 1988 - December 30, 1988 Galleries of the Claremont
Colleges, Claremont, Ca.

LET TRUTH BE THE PREJUDICE, W. EUGENE SMITH

A retrospective organIzed by the Philadelphia Museum of Art, co-
sponsored by the Center for Creative Photography.

August 27, 1988 - October 23, 1988 Glenbow Museum
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

December 3, 1988 - January 29, 1989 Indianapolis Museum of Art
Indianapolis, Indiana

May 1 - September 7, 1989 Center for Creative
Photography

CURRENT LOANS

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, one print by Thomas Barrow for a
retrospective of his work.

Los Angeles County Museum of
Art, Los Angeles, California

The High Museum of Art
Atlanta, Georgia

Mary & Leigh Block Gallery
Northwestern Universty
Evanston, Illinois

Denver Art Museum
Denver, Colorado

Museum of' New Mexico
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Cincinnati Art Museum
Cincinnati, Ohio

Center for Creative
P ho to gr aphy



Museum of Modern Art, New York, twenty-four prints by Garry Winogrand
for a retrospective of his Work.

The Toledo Museum of Art, nineteen photographs by Judy Dater.

Carpenter Center for Visual Arts, Harvard University, one print by
Robert Heinecken and one print by Joyce Neimanas for FABRICATED
PHOTOGRAPHS, a show scheduled to travel to Israel and Japan during the
following year.

Arizona Bank, Phoenix, Arizona, forty-three prints by Aaron Siskind.

Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts, two prints by Phillippe
Haisman, one print by Joyce Neimanas, and one print by Robert Heinecken
for the LEGACY OF LIGHT exhibition.

DAS AKTFOTO, West Germany, three prints by Robert Hethecken, this show
will be exhibited in Geneva and Zurich, Switzerland, during the
following year.

CATALOGING Marcia Tiede, Library Assistant III

During this year major strides were made toward creating thorough
on-line records for the entire collection. We now have over 5,000
complete cataloging records in our INMAGIC database. These records
include curatorial information such as donor, value, process, location
and physical condition as well as all available titles and dates,
variant or duplicate information, exhibition history, and publication
references. Complete cataloging is now being carried out on all new
acquistions as they arrive.

In addition, the Center has begun a process of short-form or
"quick" cataloging in an effort to document the collection as rapidly
as possible, a goal made more important in view of this coming year's
move into the new building. An important aspect of this process is the
re-evaluation of individual print values for insurance purposes.
Approximately 2,500 short-form catalog records have been imput to date,
and an equal number await inputting. Collection lists will eventually
be generated from on-line records rather than being created manually.

Projects for the coming year are to upgrade our computer hardware
in order to increase space available for record storage, to complete
revision of our cataloging manual and make it availabale to requesting
institutions, to complete the transfer of 6,300 catalog records from
the University's computer center, where they had been maintained until

3 years ago, to our in-house database. A consultant was hired to
transform these records into a format compatible with the Center's
database system. Transfer of these records will more that double the
number of catalog records available.



PRINTVIEWING Victor LaViola, Museum Assistant I

The total number of printviewing appointments this year was 1422,

this represents 1,276 individual viewers. There were 35 University of

Arizona classes that scheduled appointments and 8 printviewing sessions
for student groups from schools and universities throughout the
country. Printviewing participants represented the counties of Canada,

England, West Germany and Austria.

Tours and orientations to the Center totaled 50 this past year

with 375 participants. There were 13 University of Arizona classes

scheduled for tours, 7 Tucson area schools and 2 non-academic
organizations that attended orientations at the Center.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES Diane Nilsen, Photographer III

Photographic services remains in a «slow down" phase in
preparation for the Center's move. During this time concentrated
efforts have been made by the full-time staff photographer to work
exclusivley on documentation of the entire collection. A slide
inventory and labeling system have been created on Database III for the
purposes of expiditing the process of record-keeping.

To date, 14000 photographs in the collection have been documented in
slide form. This project is proceeding with the help of one part-time
student and the efforts of the staff photographer whenever she is not
involved with the continuing needs of in-house photographic requests.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

The apparant limitation of all four areas of the print archives,
registration, cataloging, printvlewing, and photographic services, is
the shortage of staff. Registration, cataloging, and photographic
services will require the addition of one full time staff in each
department to handle the anticipated increase of work (which will
inevitably occur with the new facility). It will be necessary to expand
the Museum Assistant I from a half-time position to a full-time
position to accommodate anticipated printviewing.

All areas of the print archive continue to prepare for the move to
the new building. The photographer and library assistant will attempt
to complete their documentation of the collection before moving. The
registrar and museum assistant will complete the physical packing and
plan for the safe transport and archival storage of the collection at

the new facility.



Report submitted by Anne Sullivan, Registrar, May 20, 1988

professional Activities

Attended American Association of Museums Conference, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Attended Museum Association of Arizona 6th Annual Conference, Prescott,

Az.

Representative to the Tucson Association of Museums

Representative to the Tucson/Pima Arts Council working group for Tucson

Sculpture '89 exhibition

t



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 602-621-7968

PUBLICATIONS REPORT--JUNE 1987 - JUNE 1988

The years 1987-88 saw the completion of a large, multi-year
project to compile and publish a 296-page guide to the Center's
twentieth-century print collection. We also published a
handsome catalog for the exhibition photoqraphv in the American
Grain, four posters, an announcement, issues of the The Archive
on early work by Ralph Gibson and the American Monuments series
of Lee Friedlander, and archives and publications brochures.

In addition to her duties as halftime Information Specialist
II for the Edward Weston Supreme Instants exhibition, Pat Dow
proofread and assisted in editing the twentieth-century print
guide until the funding for her position ran out at the end of
March. Her work on the Weston exhibition i5 being absorbed by
Anne Sullivan and Nancy Solomon. Her help in the publications
area is missed.

With the addition of Nancy Lutz as halftime Assistant
Marketing Specialist in April 1987, we set up computerized
systems to improve the reporting of sales and to establish
reliable marketing data. We arranged with Idea Books to
distribute our books in Europe, used our publications catalog to
contact museum shops and bookstores that sell photography books,
sent direct mail promotions to individuals, and made sales calls
to appropriate bookstores in Arizona, San Francisco, Boston, and
New York. Poster sales have increased noticeably since the
mailing of the catalog, which shows a picture of each poster. In
the first ten months of this fiscal year we took in $35,616 from
publication sales. This surpasses last year's total from the
Center and the university press combined by $3500--even though
most of the sales were from backlist, since most of our new
titles are coming out in this quarter. It is over two and a half
times the 1985-86 nadir when our books were distributed by the
university press. The Center has successfully re-established
itself as the distributor of its own publications and has
systems in place to grow with the new facility and programs.

Nancy Solomon was elected Secretary of the Board of the Tucson
Pima Arts Council; she is chairperson of its Visual Arts
Committee, which organizes the Tucson Art Expo, Biennial
Sculpture Exhibition, programs in art for young people, visual
arts fellowships, and Tucson artists' slide registry; she also
serves on the art council's Arts Channel Committee and Arts
District Committee. She is president of Video Art Network and
served as grants evaluator of visual arts proposals for the
Arizona Commission on the Arts and of multi-discipline proposals
for the Tucson Pima Arts Council.



Nancy Lutz is chairperson of the Working Group on the
Biennial Sculpture Exhibition for the arts council; for the
United Way, she coordinated training for the Target
Campaign for the University Itbrary and vas a member of the
Allocations Process for 1988-89; she is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Sam Hughes Neighborhood
Association and chairperson for the Photography of the Sam
Hughes Neighborhood History Survey.



1987-1988----CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY----PLJBLICATION SALES

Month Direct Mail In-House Subscriptions Total

July $606.49 $107.06 $270.00 $983.55

August $1863.46 $98.13 $180.00 $2141.59 Nancy Lutz to San Francisco bookstores/museum shops

September $735.29 $132.40 $240.00 $1107.69

October $1748.35 $168.39 $240.00 $2156.74 Nancy Lutz to New York/Boston bookstores/iuseuo shops

November $3059.96 $237.12 $495.00 $3792.08 Orders froc New York and Boston trip

December $4998.32 $327.93 $120.00 $5446.25 Catalog mailing; European distributor order

January $2840.40 $602.61 $180.00 $3623.01 Catalog sales

February $2667.15 $285.99 $735.00 $3688.14 Catalog sales

March $5103.10 $1001.00 $945.00 $7049.10 SPE Conference; Catalog to booksellers

April $4296.58 $401.45 $930.00 $5628.03 European distributor order

May

Jun e

VTO $27919.10 $3362.08 $4335.00 $35616.18



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 602-621-7968

PUBLICATIONS: JUNE 1987 TO JUNE 1988

Several of the Center's publications have been supported in part
by grants; this support is indicated in parentheses below the title.

SERIAL PUBLICATIONS

The Archive 24, Ralph Gibson Early Work
(Polaroid Corporation support and National Endowment for the Arts grant)

The Archive 25, Lee Friedlander: American Monuments Series
(Polaroid Corporation support and National Endowment for the Arts grant)

BOOKS

Guide to the Twentieth-Century Print Collection
of the Center for Creative Photography

(National Endowment for the Arts)

Photography in the American Grain
(National Endowment for the Arts)

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Archives Brochure

Publications Catalog

Publications Order Form

Registration and Loan Forms

POSTERS

Photography in the American Grain

Ralph Gibson: Early Work

Laura Gi].pin

Aaron Siskind
(The Arizona Bank)



ANNOUNCEMENT

An Enduring Grace: The Photography of Laura Gilpin

PUBLICATIONS IN PROGRESS

Decade by Decade
(Co-publishing with New York Graphic Society

and grant from National Endowment for the Arts)

4 Spanish Photographers
(catalog and poster)

Twentieth Century Materials Reference Guide
(Polaroid Foundation grant)

Edward Weston: Catalog (vol. I and II)
(National Endowment for the Arts)

FUTURE CENTER PUBLICATIONS

The Archive 25: Carry Winogrand

The Archive 26: Ansel Adams/Paul Strand
(edited correspondence and an essay on their landscapes)

The Archive 27: Ben Rose Archive

Ansel Adams: Bibliography

Dick Arentz: Platinum Processes

Guide Series: Acquisitions List 1985-1987

Guide Series: Witkin Gallery, Inc., Collection

New Building Opening Programs

New Center Brochure

Publications Brochure Insert

Ralph Steiner: Philosophy of Photographic Technique

Willard VanDyck: Autobiography

Edward Weston: Daybooks (facsimile edition)



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

CATALOGING, 1987-88

During this year major strides were made toward creating thorough

on-line records for the entire collection. We now have over 5,000 complete

cataloging records in our INMAGIC database. These records include cura-

torial information such as donor, value, process, location and physical

condition, as well as all available titles and dates, variant or duplicate

information, exhibition history, and publication references. Complete

cataloging is now being carried Out Ofl all new acquisitions as they arrive.

In addition, the Center has begun a process of short-form or "quick"

cataloging in an effort to document the collection as rapidly as possible,

a goal made more important in view of this coming year's move into the new

building. An important aspect of this process is the re-evaluation of

individual print values for insurance purposes. Approximately 2,500 short-

form catalog records have been input to date, and an equal number await

inputting. This project relies heavily on student assistants. Collection

lists will eventually be generated front on-line records rather than being

created manually.

Some projects for the coming year are:

to upgrade our computer hardware in order to increase space

available for record storage.

to complete revision of our cataloging manual and make it

available to requesting institutions.

to complete the transfer of 6,300 catalog records from the

University's computer center, where they had been maintained until 3 years

ago, to our in-house database. A consultant was hired to transform these

records into a format compatible with the Center's database system. Trans-

fer of these records will more than double the number of catalog records

available.



MEMO F: A N D U M

T o Terry Pitts
From: Amy Rule

Subject: 1987/88 Annual Report for the CC:F Library

Summary of the year's activities
The bock budciet was ini:reased s:oo this year t':' a total of
$32,000. With these funds, we were able ti:! signi ficantly build
up our ccii ect ic'n of archives books, includi ng artists' books,
and t':' add over 50 books on Japanese photography, in addition t':
keepi ng up with new puhi i cat i c'ns i n photography. C:Ç:F' ai:qui red the
important reference source Artrc'nix Index at the end cf the yearfl

The freeze cn new peri odi ':al subscript ions i:cintinued. I::c:F

reviewed its per icudi ':ai subscri pti cuns (a year ahead ':uf sç:heduie)
and rei:u:urnmended cancellati ':'n u:uf $705 in cu:umpi i an':e with the
University Library's Serials Review F.rcu.je':t. Basi': maintenance
cuf the peri i:'di. cal ':c'l 1 eu:t ion was in the hands u:uf ':'ur graduate
i i br ar y schc'i:'i student assi st ant, Debu:urah Shel tcun, who made sure
that ::'ur over fi cuwi ng bai: k issues were sent ti:' the bi ndery.

In May, students began the special prci.ie':t tc' tattle-tape ail
ci ri:ul at i ng bocks i n the c:C:P cciii e':t i :un . Our est i mate is that
eai:h she]. f takes u:'ne hour ti:' pr ':uu:ess and that the prcujeu: t should
be ci:'mplete near the beginning cuf July. Twc' sensitizing machines
were purchased when the pru:ujeu:t began. These will be used fr':um
now cn when bcucuks are ':harged ':uut and di s':harged bau: k i nt': the
u: u:ul ]. e': t i cn

As part i:if ':'ur eff':urts tc' prepare the cu:ulleu:ti':un f':ur the m':uve
mt':' the new building, student assistant, Bill Alexander wrapped
ali the fragile archives b':'cuks in bcund paper and ccutt':'n twine.

Use c'f the library inu:reased dramatiu:ally last year.
C:irculatii:in, infcirmati':'n desk questiu:uns, and inter--library lcuan
all increased alth':'ugh staff and hu:uurs remained the same.

Major strengths

Every year the C:C:F Library strengthens its position as ':une u:uf the
top phu:utu:.graphy libraries in the u:u:uuntry. We have been able tu:'
cc'nt i nue acquiring a ma.ju:ur i ty cuf new ph':'t':ugraphy bocuks and tc'
fill in the gaps in ':uur h':uldings cf out cuf print bu:'cuks. Our
cu:ullectiu:un c'f artists' bcuu:uks has gr':uwn tc' the pu:'int that we are
asked tu:' lu:uan wc,r::s tu:u exhibitic'ns a':ross the ccuuntry. With the
theft-detecti':un system in plau:e in u:uur new library spa':e, we will
be able tcu better preserve this u:u:ulle':tiu:un.

May 25, 1988



Major limitations
The lack of a full-time referen':e librarian is ai:utely felt by
the patrons and staff of the C:CP library. The ':cillectic'n is
negleu:ted and the patrons' needs are n':'t met in our current
situation. No ':'ne is more aware of this than the part-time
librarian who has been forced ti:' prioritize the tasks of running
a library to a dangerous degree just to keep the library open,
it is essential to fund this pi:isitiu:'n as soon as pi:issible after
the move to the new building.

Future plans

The next year will be a rewarding cine in which we ':ome closer to
':'ur goal s for a ful 1 y-funct i oni ng photogr aphy 1 i brar y. Fr ':igrams
and procedures in the new building will be evaluated and
restructured. We anticipate greatly ini:reased use in the new
library and hope ti:' meet new demands with a well-trained and
dedicated staff i:f student assistants.

The ser i al s budget has been "un-fr':'zen, " sci w can ant ici pate
adding new titles to our colleu:tion.



31 May 1988

MEMORANDUM

TO: Terence Pitts

FROM: Amy Rule

suBJEi::T: 1987/88 Annual report for photi:igraphic aru:hives

Summary rif the year

Ai:quisi ti cins f':'r the year i ni:reased, as did the backlog ':if
unprocessed ':cllecticins.

We were able to hire Mary Anne Redding as Library Assistant II tc
process the Wi tki n C:c,l i ecti ':'n She completed thi s work i n Maya
In Mar':h, she visited the Witkin I3allery in New York City and
c:ol le':ted informati':'n needed t':' write the inventcry

Student Assistant, William Alexander, i:ompleted an invent':'ry cf
ail archives collecticins. This survey was recc'rded on newly-
designed inventc'ry contrc'l w':'rksheets. These will he used t':'
monitc'r the col lecti':'n as i t is moved mt':' ':'ur new building. As
a result of Bill's pro.jei:t, we have a new and much mc're precise
measurement ':'f the size c'f archives collectic'ns. They nc'w amount
tu:' ':'ver 1900 linear feet.

Fhctc'qraphic Archives Librarian, Amy Rule, travelled tc' F1':'rida
i n December t':' help Jerry Uelsmann go through hi s fi les to
organize, weed, select, and pa':k for shipment t':' C:C:p. When this
material arr i ved at C:CF, Ansel Adams Fell ':w Carey Thcirnt':'n helped
Rule in the inventory and archival stc'rage.

The number ':'f resear cher s usi ng the ':u:'l 1 e':t i c'ns i ncreased cml y
moderately cver last year, but the number cf h':'urs they spent
here mi:'re than dc'ubl ed. For example, i n June fi ve resear':her s
will spend 105 hciurs doi ng bac kgr rund work for a mot i on pi cture
about phcitcigrapher W. Eugene Smith. This intensity and
':i:uncentratii:'n ':'f work in the archives sericiusly impam:ts the
archi vist' s ability to ':arry ':'ut the wi:'rk cf the department -

The ari:hives u:c'l 1 em:tii:'n rel ati ng t':' Sidney 13r':issman was featured
in issue ':'f The Ar':hive

A pru:'pcusal for a planning grant t':' prepare for publication i:uf an
unabridged edition ':'f Edward Weston' s daybooks was submitted t':'
the National End':'wment for the Humanities.

Major strengths



Major strengths

No other repository has the depth and richness of documentation
on the history of photography in the 20th century. Our
reputation for collecting, caring for, and making available the
manuscripts, negatives, and papers of the major photographers of
our age has spread by word rif mouth as well as through the
vehicle of our pubiicatic'ns. We should expect the number of
requests from researchers tri increase dramatically each year as
our accessibility improves in the new building.

Major limitations
The limitations cif the archives can be summarized as: too little
space and too few staff.

The archives is currently available tri researchers runly half days
frrim 9am to 1pm due to a lau:k ruf staff. The Photographic Archives
Librarian is the only permanent staff member. Thirty hours rif
student assistance per week is barely enough to take care ruf
routine paging and shelving rif c.:uliertions, office assistance,
and a minimum of pru:iressing. The archivist is currently also
serving as the librarian. She has insufficient time to allow
collection deveicipment, planning, or pru:uressing. The needs of
the u:':ille':tions have been neglected in the past year in favrir of
maintaining high-quality service to the researchers.
The space available fcur safe, supervised use of the ccii ieu:tii:ins
is extremely crowded and will ai:rr,mridate only twri researchers at
a time. The shelf spau:e available tri hriuse new arquisitirins
amcuunts tri less than 100 linear feet. At our current rate i:if
arquisitirins, this will be ru:unsumed in twi:i years cur less.

Future plans

During the next year, it is imperative that we find a way tri
streamline accessicuning procedures to handle the new materials
that are arriving and that will ncit be given processing for a
year or more.

It will be a challenge during the next year, while the rest of
Coe's departments and services move into the new building, tri
maintain services to researchers at the archives' remote
location. The archivist will be spending even less time in the
archives in order to get the library up and running. Processing
and reference work in the archives will have to be reduced, but
we remain committed to keeping the collections available tri
researchers on an appointment basis.



Prc'fessic'nal accomplishments of the archives staff

Amy Pule was appointed as Member-at-Large to the University
Library's C:,:,lle,:ti,:'n Development C:ommittee. She attended the
national ':onference ':'f the Art Library Society fo North America
in February in Dallas. In May she went to Ottawa for the
internat i onal ':on ference "Ç:c,nser vat i on i n Archi ves. " She was a
partii:ipant in the workshop "MARC: fc'r Manuscripts" held in Tempe
i n Mar':h. Ru]. e was a southwest refli criai nomi natcir for the Awards
in the Visual Arts program 1988.

Pub i i ':at i on s:
"The Fhc't cigraphy ':'f Jul i a Margaret camer :In i n Amer i ca and
Modern Oblivion," Exp':'sure (spring 198e:).
"Frc'm the Ar':hives: Si d Gr':'ssmari, " The Ar':hive 24 (1987).

Mary Anne Reddinçi attended a wc'rkshc'p c'n using Wc'rdFer fe':t at the
University of Ariz':'na in February. She is currently at wc'rk cn
an arti':le about the influence ':'f Rebecca Strand c'ri photographers
Alfred Stieglit: and Paul Strand and abc'ut their portraits of her.



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 602-621-7968

MEMO TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Amy Rule

statistics for User Services Provided by the Center
for Creative Photography during 1987/88

(*Note: individuals from Mexico, Canada, Australia, Great
Britain, Belgium, West Germany, and Austria viewed
photographs)

Library
Reference Desk: In-Person Telephone

Directional questions 828 1056
Basic reference questions 423 418
Detailed reference questions 201 118

Total 3044 questions answered
Circulation:

Total number of circulation transactions = 5154
Increase over last year = 11%
Inter-Library Loan transactions = 144
Most active borrower group = adult
Number of transactions in average month = 429

(*Note: researchers from Japan, West Germany, and Australia
used the archives.)

Print Viewinq.
Number of individuals viewing photographs = 1668
Number of tour groups viewing photographs = 24

Number of individuals in tours = 325
Number of school groups (non-U of A) = 8

Number of non-school groups = 2

Number of foreign countries represented = 7*

Archives
Number of researchers using archives = 39

Number of days researchers used archives = 146

Academic researchers = 60%
Museum researchers = 17%
Independent researchers = 23%
Number of foreign countries represented = 3*

Shelley Phipps ,w-ii4T 2,l'f6
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LIBRARY SCIENCE COLLECTION

Annual Report 1987-1988

SUNMARY

The 1987-88 year proved to be another very active year in the Library
Science Collection. After the seelals cancellation project of last year,
we used the inter-sessions to complete a shelf-reading project and a major
shift of the Collection's books to make space for new additions. We have
been able to maintain the service hours through the support of our student
wages budget. Christine Henningfeld, the Library Assistant in the Collection
completed her Masters degree in Library Science and through her experience
and training has contributed greatly to the activities of the Collection.
She has been especially helpful in the maintenance of the public card catalog,
the processing of new materials orders and training and supervising the
student assistants.

This year we also began to use computer application for monitoring the wages
budget, preparing a list of the journal holdings and their locations for
patron use.

The Reserve function has been very heavily used during the year with some
periode exceeding the use in Science-Engineering Reserva and coming close
to the use in the Main Library Reserve. Because we have had the use of
our experienced student assistants, it has been possible to process the
Reserve materials a a more rapid rate with seldom a delay of more than one
day.

Despite a decrease of book funds, we have maintained an active acquisitions
of materials for support of the academic program in the Graduate Library
School. An especial effort has been made to strengthen the area of information
science.

A close contact with the faculty of the Graduate Library School has resulted
in an examination of the serials holdings toward a list of titles that
might be on a second list for cancellation should the materials budget not
increase enough to permit the high level of support that we have had in the
past.

Through participation in staff development, Christine Henningfeld was able
to conduct several library instruction sessions for freshman English classes.

The stability of the staff in the Collection has resulted in a smooth
operation, Ms Henn9ngfeld has been with us for four years. The student
assistants are a continuation form last year



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The greatest strength of the Library Science Collection continues to be
the staff. With only two full-time staff members and four part-time
student assitants, we have been able to provide the highest level of
service for 82 hours each week. Through continued experience the staff,
both full-time and student, we have reached a level of expertise that is
unusual for such a small collection.

The depth of the Collection is another great strength. There is seldom
a request for materials either from the faculty or students which is not
filled by the holdings.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The one great limitation of the Collection is lack of space. Both
the work area and the study areas are inadequate to the needs for the
best operation of a library facility. There is no private office
area for the staff to work uninterrupted. The study area in the library
is too close to the circulation desk area for a quiet study atmosphere.



FUTURE PLANS

The staff will continue to provide the excellent service that its
users have come to expect.

We will continue to work closely with the faculty in developing the
collection to support the expanding and changine curriculum.

And lastly, we will continue to seek space for the ever expanding
collection.



SUMMARY OF STATISTICS

LIBRARY SCIENCE COLLECTION

1987/ 1988

ADDITIONS TO THE COLLECTION

NEW BOOKS ADDED 488

CURRENTLY RECEIVED PERIODICAL TITLES 320

BOUND PERIOCICAL VOLUMES ADDED 102

REFERENCE QUERIES

DIRECTIONAL QUESTIONS 1,738

REFERENCE ASSISTANCE 945

CIRCULATION TOTALS

GENERAL CIRCULATION

RESERVE CIRCULATION

FACILITIES

ASSIGNABLE SPACE

OPEN SEATING CAPACITY

1975 SQUARE FEET

54

4,876

15,883



ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

MUSIC COLLECTION

1987-1988

Dorman H. Smit
Head Music Librarian



I. SUMMARY

This year has been most notable for the roller-coaster ride that
would characterize our rapidly changing fortunes in the planning
f or a new building. Up until the end of 1987, we thought that
a new 10,50(1 sq.f t. Music Collection was indeed to be a part of
the new Fine Arts Building project. In one stroke the Dean of
Fine Arts dashed these expectations, reducing the facility to
7,500 sq.f t. Though the project currently languishes some f i-f-
teen months behind schedule, there is now renewed hope that a
major revision of the entire project can once again resurrect
the larger Music Collection that will permit the integration of
the now-separate units of the collection.

Among the accomplishments we can look back upon with a sense of
satisfaction are:

--Cleared out nearly 200(1 gift items from our storage to
permit us to shift the oversize materials from the open
stacks to the closed stacks (King & Baker)
--Conducted an extensive review of procedures resulting in
the drafting of new policies and procedures for: 1) proces-
sing reserves; 2) processing gifts; 3) periodical and jour-
nal check-in; 4) receiving and distribution; 5) withdrawals;
6) inhouse cataloging; 7) processing incoming materials; 8)
filing rules; 9) opening the library; 10) binding and repairs.
----Reviewed lists of music serials for the serials deselection
program, priced and assigned priorities for the 340 music
serials, and recommended the elimination of 40 titles (Smith
& King)
--Participated in the Library Instruction program by presen-
ting 6 English 101-102 sessions (Frontain & Hastings)
--Inventoried the complete classical sheet music collection
and followed through on barcoding, withdrawals, and ordering
replacements (Baker and King)
---Inventoried the entire collection of scores and books and
followed through on withdrawals and resolving problems (entire
staff)
--Improved access to our collections by: 1) analyzing the
contents of 36 recordings of guitar music and organ music
for the card catalog; 2) completing project to barcode recor-
dings acquired before GEAC; 3) brief-cataloging 260 circu-
lating records using Librarian's Helper for card production.
--Produced the 5th ed. of the NFA Music Library Catalog and
are ready to produce a similar catalog of our trombone music.
--Accepted temporary assignment 8 hrs../wk in the media center
to relieve a staff shortage in that department during Jan.
18-Feb. 5. (Hastings)
--Participated in the National Association of Schools of
Music accreditation study of the School of music and were
given high marks for our staffing, services, and collection
strength. (Smith)



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

A major strength of the Music Collection is its support and
acceptance by both faculty and students as well as the adminis-
tration of the School of Music. In the preliminary planning of
the new facility the Head Music Librarian has been consulted
more than any other faculty member in the Music School. The
Music Collection has even received unsolicited support publicly
at faculty meetings even from individuals who have at times been
most critical of one or more library policies.

Students, who are the real losers in our crowded and uncomfort-
able quarters, have for the most part displayed unusual patience
and sympathy as well as good humor in adjusting to the situation
in the library and have a good attitude toward the daily workings
of the Music Collection.

Staff -- Over a considerable period we have been fortunate to
maintain a good-sized staff with comparatively little turnover.
The amiable relationship with our patrons is something in which
the staff takes some pride and satisfaction in developing and
maintaining, and is a factor not likely to change.

Collections -- This item could just as well be listed as a
weakness but we wish to consider it a strength. The growth of
the collections and the consistent support of the library admini-
stration that has made this possible is a continuina asset that
is in fact a great strength. In both of the NASM accreditation
reviews of the School of Music, the Music Collection has been
cited for the strength of its collections--as well as the inade-
quate facilities that cause the collection to be shelved too
compactly. It is gratifying to know that the basic resources
that music students will be referred to are now immediately
available plus a great deal more. On the opposite side of the
coin, a collection large and comprehensive enough to serve this
function will necessarily have far greater needs in terms of
space and eventually for staff also.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The basic weaknesses of the Music Collection have been recited
annually for as long as anyone can remember. In summary these

are primarily determined by physical space allocations, and our
inability to function as a full service institution within the
one primary discipline which it serves. The division of the col-
lections, inadequate listening facilities, lack of contiguous
study and reading space, the diminishing space available for

our growing collections of recordings, books and music, cramped
staff quarters and an overly-crowded circulation/card catalog
area all cry out for improvement. The extent to which we are
able to address these problems in the foreseeable future (1991?)
still appears to be unresolved.

The current listening facility is not just too small for the hun-
dreds of users it must accommodate, but in its equipping and
design represents a real threat to the continued "health of

the collection of over 25,C)C)O recordings.

The desperateness of this situation with our facilities so over-
shadows any other limitations, there is little reason to fill
more of this page. Already, we have had to reject the offer of
the fine collection of the Guitar Foundation of America because
we could not provide any assurance that there would be enough
space in the new facility to house the collection all together.
The same is likely to happen with the Zimmerman Collection of
Purcell and Handel materials. These fine research collections
deserve better than the University of Arizona appears willing to

give.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

On the immediate horizon are the prospects of new and enlarged
facilities which may make it possible for us to become a full-
service music library. This would be, of course, a major morale
booster for all concerned. However, the politics of the planning
process continue to exclude us and favor the construction of a
7500 sq.f t. facility that will only partially meet our needs.
The faculty, students, and administration of the School of Music
agree with us that it would be more than short-sighted planning
if this were allowed to happen. On this point, the accreditation
team of the National Association of Schools of Music which re-
viewed us this past spring would whole-heartedly agree.

Another new element to our operation is a modem in our PC which
will give us the ability to link up to the resources already
available at the main library. This is both a morale factor for
the staff in feeling less isolated from the main stream of li-
brary activity but an increasing asset to our patrons when we
gradually acquire greater access to the resources in the main
library and beyond. We look forward to using Innovaq to simpli-
fy our collection development and ordering processes.

Also, beginning in the next year, in preparation for the even-
tual installation of a book security system in the new building,
our score and record collections need to have security strips
applied--a project that will take a couple of years. Together
with this will be the preparation of a database of music mate-
rials from Main to be run on Innopac--hopefully to be used as
an online catalog in the new Music Collection facility.

Our continuing arrangements with the International Trombone Asso-
ciation, the National Flute Association and the American Orf f-
Schulwerk Association will hopefully bring to fruition this next
year a catalog of our trombone music, the fifth edition of the
NFA Music Library Cataloq, and a checklist of the Orf f materials
at the U of A. These will be published at the associationsex-
pense for distribution to their members.



MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

July 1, 1987 - June 30, 1988

*Not included in totals.
**Materjal determined missing following inventory.

Directional
Assistance

TOTAL

7,540 4,672
10,239 7,624

17,779 12,296

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 1,108 **],681 51,886
Sheet Music 631 ** 463 29,180
Teaching Collection 0 0 4,227
Classroom Collection O 0 1,053
Records 576 184 25,639
Tapes 374 0 2,511
Microcard/fiche O 0 710
Pamphlets O 0 850
Grant Hill Collection *( 198) O (39,200)

TOTAL 2,689 2,328 116,056

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use 1986-87 1987-88
%

Increase

Records/Tapes 14,494 12,053
Scores/Reserves/Reference 13,053 15,932

*(Pop Music) ( 2,485) ( 2,518)
Equipment 5,638 6,209

Home Use

Records/Tapes 4,522 2,610
Scores/Methods/Sheet Music 22,590 30,771

TOTAL CIRCULATION 60,297 67,575 10%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests R F R F
F = Filled 1,390 1,060 2,695 2,048

(Includes requests for direct loan from members of National Flute Association)

REFERENCE SERVICE
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SUMMARY

The year of 1987/88 is a year of growth for the OSC. It

grows on many fronts. On the front of human resources,
Stephanie Aziza of the SEL joined the OSE staff on December
7, 1987, to fill the LA III position in the Middle East
Section created upon the retirement o-f Margaret Hoel i from
her LA IV position in June, 1987. Lucia Hu' s appointment as
Temporary Oriental Studies Librarian was extended from
January, 1988, to the end of June, 1989, a].though 25'!. of her
warkinq time will be spent in the Media/Film :Library
beginning July 1, 198e. After long search, screen, and
interview, Dr. Midhat Abraham was offered and accepted the
position of Middle East Librarian which has been vacant
since the leave of Mr. Rias in 1982. M:Ldhat will assume his
position in September, 1988, reporting to both Vickie Milis
and Ju-yen Tenq, and working half-time in the Catalog
Department and half-time in the OSC.

On the front of materials, the materials budget of the OSC
was considerably increased and, as a consequence, greater
growth in a]. 1 areas was achieved, especial 1y in the Chinese
Section. More Japanese materials on Chinese subjects were
acquired. In addition to the strengthened purchasing power.,
the low prices of the PRE pub].ications and the (JSC's goal to
purchase more PRC materials to balance the existing
collection, were accountable -for the considerable growth of
the Chinese holdings. The negative growth of seríais in all
areas needs improvement badly, however.

On the front of equipment, an IBM PC/XT computer and a
WordPerfect word processing software were acquired. More
importantly., the OCLC/CJK online system was ordered and the
OSE is expected to join the online "club" early next fiscal
year. The renovation of a working location for the system
has yet to be worked out, however.

Many up-to-date Chinese reference materials have been added
to the Chinese Section. Among them are many current
Vearbooks on various subject matters published in the PRC.
Due to the restriction of the serials deselection project
and of the availability of the materials, however, these
Vearbooks have to be acquired through the uoneshot only"
method and the use o-f the monograph budget funds. With the
understanding and cooperation of the Departments of
Acquisitions and Serials, much have been accomplished in
this area and much more can be done along the same line in
the future in order to -fulfill OSC's goal to acquire more
up-to-date reference materials for all areas. This
flexibility seems to reflect the following golden rules An

I
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orcanization is structured to facilitate, not to impede the
fulfillment of its mission arid goals.

The reorganization of the Department of Oriental Studies
seems to have finally corne to a decision, the implementation
of which, however, will be postponed for another year until

1989/90. It is said that the Department will be split into
three units, namely, the Department of East Asian Studies,
the Department of Middle East Studies, and the Center for

Jewish Studies. Accordingly, the OSC has one +ul:L year to
prepare for the moving of the Middle East Section to the
main library.

The OSE serials deselection project has been successfully
completed. Fifteen percent of last year's expenditure has
been cL(t for the Chinese, Japanese, and Middle East Sections
respectively. Ju-yen, Shizuko, and Atifa have worked very
hard to meet. the deadline without any student assi stance
allocated from the Department of Serials. It is hoped that.
sorne new, important, and needed serials can be added to meet
patrons' research needs and strengthen OSC's serials
collection.

The entire Middle East public: catalog has undergone
extensive revision to comply with the AACR2 filing rules and
eliminate the dual filing system previously employed. All
the South Asian reference books were moved to the main
library, leaving the backlog items as the only South Asian
materials in the OSC. The South Asian public catalog cards
and records were also d:Lscarded. The space will be used for
the over 3,000 catalog cards for the Chinese collection
entitled Fai pu tsung shu chi ch'eng." The cards were
acquired from the Wason Collection, Olin Library, Corne].l
University, at the cost o-f $100.

The inputting of all the Chinese new arrivals and part of
the Chinese backlog to the GEAC system has been going on
very well. Close to 2,00f) titles have been inputted to GEAC
and shelved on open stacks. The inputting of Japanese new
arrivals and backlog to GEAC, however, has been temporarily
suspended because of working time and manpower
rearrangement.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Good communication and close consultation with faculty
members in regard to acquisitions of materials and other
matters by OSE staff is one of the major strengths of the
OSC. OSC staff are eager ta meet and consult with faculty
members whenever there is a need or an opportunity, and keep
a warm working and personal relationship with them.
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Good worl.::ing relationships with other library departments
are also maintained. For instance, the Catalog Department
helped out the revision of the Middle East public catalog,
the Acquisitions Department tried to speed up the USC book
orders, and the Bindery arid Preservation Department
facilitated the GEAC project.

Another major strength of the USC is the dedicated and hard
work i ng student assi stants and sta-f f. The USC is fortunate
enough to have ali the good people working together. Some
student assistants and staff are not only always punctual at
work, but refuse to take legitimate breaks in order to et
more work done.

The staff also show great interests in both personal and
professional development as well as the visibility of the
OSC and the UA Library on the reionai and national scenes.
For example, all the East. Asia staff participated in the
Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies at
Tucson, Oct. 30-31, 1987; Ju-yen and Shizuko attended the
Second Western Regional Japanese Library Conference at UC
Berkeley, Nov. 13-15, 1987; most of the EA staff attended
the Annual Meetings of the Committee on East Asian Libraries
and of the Association for Asian Studies at San Francisco,
Mar. 24-27, 1988; and Ju-yen participated in the MÏDCOM V of
the ASLA at Phoenix Apr. 8, 1988.

The relatively strong holdings in some areas constituted
some other major strengths of the USC. The Japanese
materials on China subject matters is one example. The
Chinese materials in the fields o-f pre-modern Chinese
history and literature in generai and o-f Buddhism in
particular is another.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Insufficient budgets in all areas, especially in current
Chinese serials, are the major limitations for the USC. The
EA Library at KU has an annual budget in the amount of about.
$0,000 for both Chinese and Japanese collections, whereas
the OSC has only about two-third of it. But KU has only a
dozen or so graduate students enrolled in various Ph.D.
programs of EA studies, UA has 20.

The expenditure for Chinese serials is too small to support
the research needs of the faculty members and the unusually
large group o-f graduate students. Only a little over $3,800
was spent on Chinese serials last year. With a group of 20
or so Ph.D. students enrolled in various programs of China
studies and a comparable number o-f M.A. students, such an
amount is definitely insufficient. It should be raised to
the level of that for Japanese serials, which is a little
over $15,000 last year.
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The procedure for ordering monographs through the Department
of Acquisitions is another limitation for the OSC. First,
it requires to type the order forms twice (once in the OSC,
and the other in the Department of Acquisitions). Secondly,
it takes too much time and too long for the Department of
Acquisitions to type and send out the order forms to vendors
in time. As a consequence, many orders were cancelled as
the items were sold out. Ways to overcome this difficulty
seem to be either sending out order forms in a batch as
suggested by staff of the Department of Acquisitions, or,
even better, letting the OSC send out order forms direc:tly
to vendors. Similar difficulty and solutions with the
order:irìg of serials through the Department of Serials.

Devaluation of the US dollar in the international currency
market cut deep in OSC s purchasing power. In the case o-f
Japanese Yen, US$1 = Y142 in June, 1987, whereas US$1 = Y125
in May 1988. A 12.327. decrease. In the case of Taiwanese
dollar, US$1 = NT$40 in June, 1987, whereas US$1 = NT$30 in
May, 1988. A 257. decrease.

The absence of a Middle East librarian is a limitation
specifically to the M.E. Section. The complexity of the
M.E. area and hence its materials needs a professional staff
to take charge o-f. It would be unfair to ask a person
either al ieri to or having only marginai knowledge about the
field to oversee the Section. It would also result in the
"cripp1e of the development of the collection.

FUTURE PLANS

Preparation for the installation of the OCLC/CJI< online
system and training o-f staff using the system. It is hoped
that these will be completed within the first 2-3 months of
next fiscal year and that the system will then be fully
utilized.

More in depth communications among colleagues will be
developed in addition to the regular weekly staff meetings.

Careful planning for workload sharing and work flowing
during Gene's absence in the spring semester of next year.

Completion of the revision of the M.E. public catalog and
preparation for the possible move of the N.E. Section to the
main library.

Continuation of the inputting of all the new Chinese
arrivals and part of the Chinese backlogs to the GEAC system
and beginning of the Japanese materials also.



HOLDINGS STATISTICS FOR ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION (1987-88)

OSC HOLDINGS (SOUTH ASIA) MOVED TO MAIN LIBRARY (1987)

HOLDINGS STATISTICS FOR ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION (1986-87)

Language

1986-87
Total
Volumes

1987-88
Added
Titles

1987-88
Added
Volumes

1987-88
Bound
Serials

1987-88
Added
Backlog
Vols(Est)

1987-88
Total
Volumes

1987-88
Total
Backlog
Vols(Est)

Chinese 98,180 1,203 1,606 183 1,300 101,269 3,400

Japanese 31,259 376 576 227 400 32,462 1,000

Arabic 26,037 553 608 72 0 26,717 3,000

Persian 1,983 41 51 3 0 2,037 300

Turkish 872 2 2 O 0 874 30

Pushto 217 0 0 0 0 217 200

TOTAL 158,548 2,175 2,843 485 1,700 163,576 7,930

Language

1985-86
Total
Volumes

1986-87

Added
Titles

1986-87
Added
Volumes

1986-87

Bound
Serials

19 86-8 7

Backlog
Volumes

(Est.)

1986-87

Total
Volumes

Chinese 95,499 464 744 237 1,700 98,180

Japanese 29,929 275 389 241 700 31,259

Arabic 21,558 843 976 142 3,500 26,037

Persian 1,547 114 136 5 300 1,893

Turkish 808 32 34 1 30 872

Pushto 17 0 0 0 200 217

TOTAL 169,358 1,730 2,279 626 6,/i30 158,548

1985-86
ADDED
1986-87 1986-87 1986-87

(Est.)

Backlog 1986-87
Language Volumes Titles Volumes Serials Volumes Total Vols.

Hindi 6,086 349 369 36 1,000 7,455

Urdu 6,133 138 140 25 1,500 7,773

Panjabi 971 1 1 0 200 1,172

Hindi, Urdu,
Panjabi 483 502 502

Other 310 50 360

TOTAL 13,500 971 1,012 61 2,750 17,262



TALLY SHEET (July 1986-June 1987) OSC REFERENCE QUESTIONS STATISTICS

Year Month Reference Directional Science Dewey Total
5+

min Ref.

1986 July 125 45 3 173 34

August 152 44 2 179 40

September 262 8 2 272 73

October 342 7 8 357 77

November 198 2 0 200 55

December 194 1 0 195 39

1987 January 218 3 0 221 42

February 192 5 4 201 39

March 450 15 0 465 69

April 365 18 O 383 79

May 339 12 0 351 68

June 345 7 0 352 77

TOTAL 3,182 194 19 3,349 692

TALLY SHEET (July 1987-June 1988) OSC REFERENCE QUESTIONS STATISTICS

Year Month Reference Directional Science Dewey Total
5+

min Ref.

1987 July 215 18 2 235 37

August 187 6 O 193 41

September 268 2 2 272 57

October 277 1 O 278 48

November 253 1 2 256 44

December 166 1 O 167 32

1988 January 170 19 O 189 33

February 258 2 4 264 37

March 227 5 4 236 29

April 212 4 3 219 15

May 202 6 5 213 28

June 133 5 7 145 23

TOTAL 2,568 70 29 2,667 424
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As the collections of SEL continue to grow, the space available
and necessary to shelve these materials decreases significantly.
Shelves are approaching 80% of capacity. Some shelving is being
added. More will be necessary, soon.

We need to enhance overall training procedures for reference
personnel. Due to the sheer intensity of activity and staff
constraints, a significant measure of training is on-the-job.
Some progress toward a formal training methodology is evident.
Jill's efforts with the reference orientation and training
manuals are appreciated, as are Charlene's efforts with online
services training.

FUTURE PLANS

We are excited about the implementation of Innopac in SEL, and
eventually in the library system. While a prototype system, we
believe that online access to bibliographic materials is a step
in the right direction. We are prepared to work with, adjust to,
and promote use of this online catalog.

We will continue efforts with the review of serial titles.
Considerable concern is expressed over the importance of serial
publications for the scientific and technical disciplines. As a
result, we'll continue to approach the serials review
conscientiously. Also, we will work with the Science
Bibliographer to. revise one section of collection development
policy.

We are excited over the opportunity to participate in the
National Agricultural Text Digitizing Project. We'll be able to
provide end-user access to several important agricultural files
via the CD-ROM format. In addition, use of AGRICOL on CD-ROM
will enhance access to essential agricultural articles and
reports. With enhanced access as a primary parameter, we would
like to consider NTIS on CD-ROM as a future acquisition.

We need to work closely with the Serials Department and Bindery &
Preservation on the possible use of Innovacq in SEL. Also, as we
will gain access to Innovacq records through Innopac, accurate
interpretation of records for staff and users will be necessary.

We'll continue to enhance efforts related to training. In
addition to reference and online services, we need to focus on
the role of the selector in the procedures associated with
collection development. Again, the serials review will dominate
collection development activities. However, we should consider
different approaches and options to improve our skills as
selectors.



students in the scientific/technical disciplines. In addition,
several practical bibliographic guides have been compiled. These
enhance access to the collections.

The collections of the Science-Engineering Library constitute an
essential strength. With more than 400,000 volumes, including
approximately 9,000 serial publications, faculty and students are
able to locate and utilize a considerable number of required
bibliographic resources. Additionally, several notable
microfiche sets, including NTIS, DOE, and NASA, are valuable
sources of technical information.

The increasing importance of the activities associated with
collection development and faculty liaison is a positive trend.
A measure of this importance is reflected in the time and energy
devoted to the serials review by all reference personnel.
Efforts with faculty liaison facilitate communication with
faculty members and enhance collection development. The SEL
Newsletter and the CAS Online Newsletter promote liaison activity
and provide current information.

Positive relationships with other units in the library system
enhance the quality of public and technical services. We
appreciate the first-rate bibliographic assistance provided by
those participating in the Technical Services Reference
Assistance program. A productive relationship with the Science
Bibliographer in the Acquisitions Department improves the quality
of collection development. We will continue to work with the
Serials Department and Bindery & Preservation on the
implementation of Innovacq in SEL. The valuable assistance of
all library departments is appreciated.

MMOR LIMITATIONS

The need for additional professional positions continues to be a
significant problem for SEL. With an extensive schedule of
reference and online services, an active program of bibliographic
instruction, and the increasing emphasis on collection
development and faculty liaison, it is difficult for 7 reference
librarians to proficiently serve a considerable number of
students and approximately 1,000 faculty members from 52
scientific and technical academic departments. First-rate
service at the Reference Desk is a priority element in an
effective program of reference services. As the librarians are
serving at the Reference Desk 14-18 hours per week, performing
online searches, conducting instructional sessions, participating
in collection development with a focus on the serials review,
coordinating the activities associated with different programs or
services, and attempting to upgrade bibliographic skills,
important responsibilities associated with collection development
and faculty consultation may not receive preferred or recommended
attention. Additional reference assistance is needed and will
make a positive and significant contribution.



realize that we will be working with a prototype system. At the
same time, we are enthusiastic over the possibilities of enhanced
access and the related challenges.

An Open House for new and "old" faculty members was conducted.
We enjoyed meeting 29 new faculty members.

Overall, this year is characterized by intense activity. More
students are asking more reference questions and seeking online
assistance. The number of instructional sessions is increasing.
As serial publications are perceived as critical in a major
science-engineering library, the activities associated with the
serials review are performed with care and deliberate attention.
As with other activities, the review of serial titles is being
performed with a fine sense of teamwork, enhancing the quality of
appropriate decisions.

David Buxton, Doug, and all members of SEL and the library system
continue to provide valuable assistance and support. AsSecretary, Carol's assistance provided a measure of continuity
for activities in and out of the Administrative Office.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The experience, expertise, and dedication of the people in the
Science-Engineering Library comprise the major strength of the
Library. Reference librarians, with various subject specialties,
share a commitment to provide effective reference, online, and
instructional services for the faculty and students of the
University. The librarians are familiar with the literature of
the scientific and technical disciplines and demonstrate a
proficient understanding of the methodologies associated with
traditional reference services and with contemporary end-user
programs. Career staff are active participants in public and
technical services. They are responsible for numerous important
activities and services which facilitate use of the collections.
A commitment to quality and a willingness to work as a team
characterize the staff of SEL.

Immediate access to a variety of essential online databases
expedites the research process for faculty and students.
Extensive use of QuickSearch and CAS Online indicates that the
end-user concept is becoming routine for users. Acceptance and
success of QuickSearch are evident. Direct access to AGRICOLA,
BIOSIS, NTIS, and other online databases facilitates the delivery
of effective reference services. Use of CAS Online is
substantial. Students from 25 academic departments are able to
examine articles and reports in approximately 20,000 serials in
this comprehensive chemical database.

The program of bibliographic instruction continues to be active
and productive. All reference librarians and several career
staff are conducting essential instructional sessions for



SUMMARY

This has been a very active year for the staff of the Science-
Engineering Library. Traditional reference services are being
emphasized. End-user programs provide immediate access to
bibliographic resources. Activities associated with collection
development are accented by the focus on the serials review. An
active program of bibliographic instruction continues to provide
needed assistance for students in the scientific and technical
disciplines. Efforts with faculty liaison enhance communication
with academic departments and facilitate collection development.

Several personnel changes occurred during the year. Christine
Kollen served as a temporary reference librarian through July.
Jill Newby joined the reference staff in September. Stephanie
Aziza assumed a position in the Oriental Studies Collection.
Stephanie's position has been filled by Nancy McFaul. Carol
Friesen assumed a position in the Media Center. Currently, we
are seeking Carol's replacement. Susan Husband joined the staff
as a temporary, part-time, reference librarian, effective March
28.

In the Catalog Maintenance Office, processing of materials and
filing of cards continue at an active pace. Statistical data
indicate a substantial decrease in the number of new periodical
titles processed as a result of budgetary constraints and the
serials review. Significant responsibility for maintenance of
the Subject Card Catalog has been assumed by the Catalog
Maintenance Office. In addition to coordinative activities,
Kathy Wirtz serves at the Reference Desk. Nancy McFaul joined
the CMO staff in January.

Service to the users of the Current Periodicals and Microforms
Room continues to be first-rate. The current periodical
literature, so vital to faculty and students in the scientific
and technical disciplines, is used extensively. All microfiche
sets, including the industrial and military standards, are used
by numerous faculty and students. In CPMR, a relatively small
staff is able to provide an array of public and technical
services. One "positive" note on the review of serial titles-
additional space for current subscriptions.

After considerable negotiations, more signs were installed as
elements of the SEL sign system. As the year concluded, we were
able to terminate the relationship with this company. However,
additional signs need to be designed and installed. A major
shift of bibliographic materials is being conducted on the fourth
and fifth floors. Also, the implementation of the online catalog
necessitates the installation of additional signs. Charlene's
efforts and those of the Committee are appreciated.

All members of the staff have been participating in the planning
process for the online catalog, either directly or indirectly.
The number of hours devoted to this project is substantial. We
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A. COLLECTION SIZE

1987-88 STATISTICS
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

COLLECTION STATISTICS

TOTAL ADDED
86-87 87-88

TOTAL
87-88

MONOGRAPHS/SERIALS
BOUND VOLUMES 434,057 24,154 458,211 6

MICROFORMS 1,277,358 85,813 1,363,171 7
MICROCARDS 86,000 0 86,000 0
MICROFILM 6,870 90 6,960 1
MICROFICHE (CPMR) 1,184,488 85,753 1,251,380 6

CATALOGED 105,361 20,890 126,251 20
DOE 606,879 29,760 636,639 5
NTIS 321,525 29,680 351,205 9
NACA 14,500 0 14,500 0
NASA 108,883 3,685 112568 3
GPO CPMR 19,882 155 20037 i
GPO Sci Ref 7,289 1,553 8,842 21

DOCUMENTS (paper) 26,366 435 26,801 2

PAMPHLET FILE 2,940 89 3,029 3

TOTAL ITEMS 1,740,721 110,491 1,851,212 6

TOTAL TITLES IN SEL
(MONOGRAPHS/SERIALS) 180,259 8,382 188,641 5

PERIODICAL TITLES
IN CPMR 4,472 added + 28 4,239 -5

dropped - 261
net = 233



1Collection growth statistics indicate the amount of processing done by

staff and the % of change should indicate increasing or decreasing rate

of science acquisitions.

rev. 7/26/88

1987-88 STATISTICS
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
COLLECTION STATISTICS (p.2)

1 86-87 87-88 %CHNG
B. COLLECTION GROWTh

MONOGRAPH/SERIALS
VOLUMES ADDED 27,618 24,154 -13

MICROFORMS ADDED 71,107 85,813 21

MICROCARDS O O O

MICROFILM 349 90 -74

MICROFICHE (CPMR) 70,758 85,723 21

CATALOGED 12,428 20,890 68

DOE 28,653 29,760 4

NTIS 23,678 29,680 25

NACA O O O

NASA 3,616 3,685 2

GPO 2,383 1,708 -28

DOCUMENTS ADDED 546 435 -20

PAMPHLET FILE 250 89 -64

TOTAL ITEMS ADDED 99,521 110,491 11

TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 0 44 0

NET GROWTH 99,521 110,447 11



1987-88 STATISTICS
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

SERVICE STATISTICS

A. REFERENCE SERVICE 86-87 87-88 %CHNG

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS 40,581 44,213 9
REFERENCE ROOM 28,913 30,782 6
LIBRARY SKILLS1 1,496 1,837 23
CURRENT PERIODICALS &
MICROFORNS ROOM 8,821 10,176 15

TECHNICAL SERVICES REFERENCE
ASSISTANCE 1,3512 1,418* 5

DIRECTIONAL TRANSACTIONS 8,558 12,374 45
REFERENCE ROOM 5,662 9,033 60
LIBRARY SKILLS 335 843 152
CURRENT PERIODICALS &
MICROFORNS ROOM 2,300 2,224 -03

TECHNICAL SERVICES REFERENCE
ASSISTANCE 2612* 274* 5

REFERENCE ROOM TOTAL TRANSACTIONS
(REF/DIR, ISP & TSRA) 38,018 44,187 16

CPMR TOTAL TRANSACTIONS (REF/DIR) 11,121 12,400 12

SEL TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 49,139 56,587 15

B. COMPUTER-ASSISTED REFERENCE SERVICE

RETROSPECTIVE SEARCHES BY
LIBRARIANS 410 427 4

READY REFERENCE SEARCHES 645 739 15
CAS ONLINE SEARCHES BY END USERS 1,398 1,537 10
QUICKSEARCH 956 1,189 24

SEL TOTAL SEARCHES 3,409 3,892 14

rev. 7/26/88
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)



1SEL staff only (does not include LSP staff assigned to SEL).

2Missing January and April 1987 statistics.

*Approx imate

rev. 7/26/88

1987-88 STATISTICS
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
SERVICE STATISTICS (p.2)

C. COURSE-RELATED INSTRUCTION 86-87 87-88 %CHN

COURSES 17 18 6

SESSIONS 32 55 72
STUDENTS ATTENDING 593 918 55

D. Om UNIVERSITY-RELATED
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION (Includes
presentations to Faculty)

SESSIONS 35 30 -14
ATTENDING 351 345 -02

E. OFF CAMPUS/COMMUNITY

SESSIONS --- 7
STUDENTS 158

F. INTERLIBRARY LOAN REQUESTS
PROCESSED

Sent to ILL 1,336 1,514 13



1Reshelving for CPMR and Reference is based on sample day counts. Goy. Doc
reshelving is based on a weekly count.

rev. 7/26/88

1987-88 STATISTICS
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
COLLECTION USE STATISTICS

A. MICROFORMS .(CPMR
(IN-ROOM USE & CIRCULATION) 86-87 87-88 %CHNC

MICROFILM 1,436 3,510 144
MICROCARDS O O O
MICROFICHE 3,798 3,586 -06

AEC/ERDA/DOE 990 774 -22
NASA 515 766 49
NTIS 1,360 805 -41
OTHER: CATALOGED & GPO 933 1,241 33

TOTAL MICROFORM IN-ROOM USE
AND CIRCULATION 6,308 7,096 12

B. CURRENT PERIODICALS (CPMR)

CIRCULATION 2, 011 1,480 -26
RESHELVING (IN-ROOM USE)1 89,200 85,640 -04

TOTAL PERIODICALS USE 91,211 87,120 -04

C. REFERENCE SOURCES

RESHELVING 59,675 75,814 27

D. DOCUMENTS

RESHELVING 1,488 702 -53
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SUMMARY

This has been a busy year at the Southwest Folklore Center. We have

enlarged our collections through the acquisition of commercial recordings of

regional Mexican, Afro-American and cowboy music, as well as through tapes

recorded in the field and at Tucson Meet Yourself. We have struggled to keep

our catalogue up-to-date. In the realm of reference, we have answered an

average of 6 questions daily concerning all aspects of regional folklore,

folk arts and ethnicity.

Our greatest achievements have been in the area of public education.
The Center produced and cosponsored the 14th edition of Tucson Meet Yourself,

and sponsored the fifth annual All-O'Odham fiddle orchestra contest at San

Xavier. With the Southwest Center we cosponsored a concert of cowboy songs

and a two-day symposium on Mexican-American folk art. This latter event,

with invited scholars from Texas, New Mexico, California and Washington,

D.C., was the first conference ever held on this subject. With the Tucson

Friends of Traditional Music we cosponsored a concert of western music, and

with the Tucson Museum of Art we cosponsored the first-ever exhibition on the
important religious pilgrimage and artistic traditions centering around the

Sonoran town of Magdalena de Kino. One last accomplishment is the planned

release in July of the first ever commercial recording of traditional Tohono

O'odham fiddle music, a direct result of the Center's efforts over five years
to encourage and publicize this traditional art form.

Griffith has averaged approximately 1.5 public lectures a week to a

vide range of organizations in several Arizona towns. He has also consulted

on five festivals in PHoenix, Tucson and Tumacacori, and served as MC at two

of them. He has consulted on folk arts programming and a major exhibition in
New Mexico, and seen sixteen aritcles on regional folklore published; several
more, including a book and a booklet are in press. In addition, Griffith

helped produce a short series of radio spots on Arizona folklore for the

Alumni Association. Finally, Griffith directed UA senior Amy Kitchener in

her Honors Thesis work - a most rewarding experience which resulted in

significant additions to our archival data on Mexican American cultural

traditions.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

As it is always my pleasure to report, our major strength is the

quality and level of commitment of our tiny profession staff and of our

volunteers. Grace Boyne is in her fifth year as Administrative Assistant;

she moves from strength to strength. This year saw the final departure of

Student Assistant Teresa Ruiz after several years of dedicated work in which

she declined to seek higher paying jobs out of loyalty to the Center.

Charlene Nez replaced her in the Fall of '87 and worked well until her

departure at year's end. Birgit Hans and Amy Kitchener performed significant
volunteer work in the Archives, while our various outreach projects were only

possible through the intense efforts of some of the highest quality

volunteers I have ever had the pleasure of working with.

Special mention must be made of Grace Boyne, the Center's

Administrative Assistant. Her commitment to community service was finally

recognized when she was among the finalists for the Volunter Action Bureau's

Volunteer in the WorkDlace Award.

Director James S. Griffith was honored with an interview in Arizona

Alumnus Magazine. He was also presented with a Certificate by the Tucson-

Pima County Historical Preservation Committee for his work in the area of

cultural preservation.

Two of our projects were made possible through monetary and staff

support from another tiny, overcommitted University office: The Southwest

Center. I must record my indebtedness to Joseph Wilder and Rita Arnett, the

Center's Acting Director and Administrative Assistant, respectively, for

their very real support and assistance.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year as always our major limitations are those of staff size and

space. Each year for ten years I have reported that our tiny staff has done

almost all it can possibly do; each year our accomplishments exceed those of

the previous year. We desperately need an Archivist to realize anything like

our full potential for service and education; funding for such a position has

been written into the Southwest Center Decision Package. I can only hope

that those funds will eventually be forthcoming.

Our other limitation is space. The Center's offices are becoming

seriously crowded, to the point where efficient work is being hampered. When

materials currently on long-term loan are returned, we will simply have no

place to put them. We have requested additional space in the Administration

Annext complex. I hope it is granted as our situation is on the verge of

becoming desperate.



FUTURE PLANS

As ís the case each year, our future plans consist for the most part of
continuing our current work and seizing such opportunities for additional

projects and service as may arise. We intend to produce our two annual
programs: Tucson Meet Yourself and the O'Odhan Fiddle Contest. Griffith will

continue his monthly column in CITY MAGAZINE for as long as it seems to be a

useful educational vehicle, and seek other means of informing the public

concerning our regional cultural traditions. I am confidence that exciting

challenges and opportunities will arise as the year progresses; the quality
of our support makes me equally confident that we will be able to meet them.
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I. Summary.
-

After nearly a decade of stability, Special Collections experienced

extensive staff turnover and reassignment during the 1987-88 FY. With

John McKay's resignation, the position and responsibility for State and

Local documents was shifted to Government Documents. In return, Chris

Leischow joined Special Collections (LAI .375 FTE) to provide directional

assistance and to aid with catalog maintenance. Both Carolyn Saulls

(LAI .5) and Mary O'Neil (LAI 1.0) were on extended maternity leaves.

Mary O'Neil resigned shortly after her return and Chris Leischow

transferred full time to Special Collections (LAI 1.0). At the beginning

of the fiscal year Roger Myers was selected to become Manuscripts

Librarian and Peter Steere replaced him as Congressional Archivist.

In November Lynn D'Antonio (LAIII 1.0)--a staff member for sixteen

years--resigned and Pat Coates was selected to supervise classified

staff and student assistants and to provide liaison with Technical

Services. Lou Hieb was on Sabbatical Leave July 1 - December 31 and

David Robrock was Acting Department Head. Pat Etter served as a

Reference Librarian (temporary appointment) during the first half of

the fiscal year. Finally (we hope) Rosemarie Puerta joined the staff

as LAI (.375), replacing Chris Leischow.

Staff turnover has provided the opportunity to restructure the

department and the necessity to redefine most positions. The new staff

brings expertise to the processing of manuscripts and archives, the knowledge

and skills to provide effective liaison with Technical Services and a

shared committment to public service.

Our collections have benefited from several significant gifts

including: approx. 4000 paperback flWesternsu (D. E. Martin); a collection

of 19th century accounts of exploration (E. T. Nielson); several manuscripts

of novels by Harold Bell Wright (N. Wright); and a comprehensive collection

of the novels and short stories of Harlan Ellison (R. King); the Paul

Ezell papers; over 30 novels by Nelson Nye (gift of the author);

Commonwealth Mine records; Evelyn Kirmse papers; and Southwest

Environmental Services records. At the same time Special Collections

ceased collecting State documents, with Government Documents assuming

responsibility for these documents, 1985-present. At year's end the

status of current Local documents collection development remained

uncertain.

Significant progress was made in manuscripts and archives. Physical

and intellectual control was established for all backlogged collections,

existing (Etter, Myers) and in-coming (Myers). Approximately 120 linear

feet of M. K. Udall Congressional papers were processed (Steere) and

Myers accessioned and established control files for 17 new collections,

totalling 244 linear feet. He also added 46 linear feet to seven

existing collections. Detailed, folder-level inventories were prepared

for 7 collections, totalling 73 linear feet.

Patron use of Special Collections materials, which had risen during
the years before and after the University Centennial, declined during the
first half of this fiscal year but rose again during the spring of 1988.

The turnover and reduction of staff in public service areas had its
greatest impact on exhibits. Robrock mounted a series of exhibits on
local authors and Steere one for Arizona Archaeology Week. D'Antonio
assembled a "Union List of Great Registers"--an important source of
demographic and biographic information for the Territorial period.



II. Strengths.

Staff. An experienced, knowledgeable and dedicated staff has
provided excellence in collection development (Myers, Robrock, Hieb),
in processing (Steere, Myers, Robrock), in maintaining our collections
and access tools (Coates, O'Neil, Leischow, Saulls), in providing
directional (Leischow, Saulls, Puerta) and reference (Robrock, Myers,
Steere, Coates, O'Neil, Hieb, D'Antonio) assistance, in mounting
exhibits (Robrock, Steere), in conserving books and photographs
(Hieb, D'Antonio, Steere). A new departmental organizational structure

makes use of supervisory and training skills (Coates, Myers).

Collections. Approximately 20% of the materials budget for
Special Collections was used for restoration during the 1987-88 EV.
Nearly all of the remaining funds were used for acquisition of materials
for the Arizona and Southwestern Collections. The Friends of the

Library providd support for the purchase of several extraordinary

works, includtng the Point Lobos portfolio and Of Birds and Texas.
Robrock selected Arizona and Southwestern materials throughout the
year and provided excellent liaison with The Friends.

Automation. Although Special Collections had acquired an electric
pencil sharpener in the early 1970s and a GEAC terminal was installed
in 1978, little application had been made of automation prior to the
acquisition of a PC in 1986. Significant u'se is now being made with
the PC in processing manuscripts and archives, in correspondence and
in developing finding tools and reference guides. In the 1986-87 EV

Etter developed and employed a computer program, using DBIII, to provide
intellectual and physical control over unprocessed manuscripts. Important

strides were made this year towards use of the MARC-AMC format for
future cataloging of manuscripts and archives. Myers has provided
state-wide leadership in developing this application of automation to
Special Collections materials. Beyond this, it is obvious that access
to Innovacq would greatly assist with serials check-in and claiming,
with acquisitions and with reference and that a second PC would greatly
assist in the development of brochures, in reference correspondence and
minutes and in other applications.



III. Weaknesses.

Staff. Over the past two years Special Collections staff has
decreased from 7.5 to 6.875, professional staff has decreased from
5 to 4 and the professional reference staff from 2 to 1. Moreover

the reallocation of staff has had the result of lessening overall
flexibility. Two classified staff positions (0.5 and 0.375 FIE LAIs)
are "dedicated" to providing directional assistance and security
through their location in the lobby. Two professional positions
(Manuscripts Librarian, Congressional Archivist) are "dedicated to

processing manuscripts and archives (both serve on the Reference
Desk 10+ hours a week and the Manuscripts Librarian is also
responsibility for University Archives). In addition, supervisory
responsibilities have been increased for the LAIII. Finally, the
relocation of manuscripts, archives and other materials to Cl will

require full-time professional "presence in the Special Collections

Reading Room to direct student pages (in addition to increasing
reference and security responsibilities). Although the question of
responsibility for acquiring and processing local documentscity,
county and non-governmentalremains unresolved, it is increasingly
clear that Special Collections will be asked to resume responsibility
for local non-government documents and perhaps city and county as

well. Regardless, it is essential that Special Collections be given
an additional professional line to assist with reference, with the

acquisition, processing and access to photographs and to provide
the consistent, continuous, professional attention that the Library's
Local documents collection requires.

Space. Nearly half of Special Collections shelving is at 100%
capacity, the remainder at over 90%. Nearly 250 linear feet of
manuscript collections were accessioned during the 1987-88 FY and
approximately 250 linear feet of congressional archives are being
sent to Special Collections annually. If the proposed addition

to Special Collections (Cl addition = 6000 square feet) becomes a

reality during the next fiscal year and if monies for compact
shelving are provided, this problem will be resolved. However, it

should be noted here that our collections--particularly our manuscripts--
are attracting an increasing number of studentsand visiting scholars,

and work space in our reading room is frequently at capacity.

Collections. The Collection Development Committee and The
Friends of the Library continue to support the Library's committment
to the development of a comprehensive Arizona/Southwest Collection.
However, ithasbecome increasingly necessary to divert "Rare Book"
funds to support the regional collection. The Century II campaign

and other development efforts may help provide the funds necessary
for both basic and more creative collection development.

Photographs. Special Collections contains over 30,000 documentary

photographs which are used increasingly in support of scholarly and
University promotional publications. Staff is needed to support
collection development, processing, conservation and patron assistance.



IV. Future Plans.

Staff Development and Training. A new staff and a changing
profession both require ongoing participation in staff development
and training opportunities inside and outside of Special Collections.
New staff bring new perspectives and question unquestioned policies
and procedures of the past. This, too, will involve all staff in
the development, documentation and implementation of appropriate
policies and proceedures. Opportunities for cross training and
involvement in Library committees will be encouraged. Myers'
appointment to a selection advisory committee is only the second
such appointment in ten years. Nevertheless, all staff will be
continued to be encouraged to serve on these and other committees.

Development. Appointment of a 0.5 FTE Development Officer whose
office will be located in Special Collections will provide the
opportunity to contribute to the enhancement of Century II efforts
on behalf of Special Collections and to pursue other sources of
funding for processing.

Conservation. Significant progress was made during the 1987-88
FY in conserving our early book collections through restoration of
a number of heavily used works (Hieb; Courtney Sheehan, book binder
and paper conservator). Special Collections will continue its efforts
to restore rare book materials and to employ materials and procedures
which will contribute to the preservation of all materials entrusted
to this department.

Cataloging. Myers will continue coordination of AMC-MARC
cataloging involving Special Collections and the Catalog Department.

Gifts Policy. Special Collections will continue to refine
acquisitions proceedures for manuscripts and archives which come to
Special Collections from a variety of sources within and outside of
the Library.

Outreach. Special Collections will increase its efforts at
outreach by publishing annotated notices of newly opened collections
and produce a departmental brochure.

Collection Development: Arizona Collection. The shift of
responsibility for State and Local documents to Government Documents
has raised a number of questions concerning the scope and content
of the Arizona Collection. In the past Special Collections has assumed
a comprehensive "attitude" in acquiring State, County, City and Non-
Governmental publications and a selective approach to processing.
(All backlogged materials have had main entry access). If Special

Collections is to maintain coherent subject collections for Arizona
topics (history, environment, native flora and fauna, water, native
peoples, etc.) it will be necessary to continue to select State, County
and City documents and to select, acquire and process all local
quasi- and non-governmental documents.
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SUMMARY

Just as last year will be remembered as the year of the sit-in, this
year will be remembered as the year of the increase in undergraduate
enrollment which resulted in demands for library services greater than
any in memory. Like all library departments, all Central Services
departments felt the impact of this increase. Statistics from a few of
the departments help to tell the story: during fall semester, the
Central Reference Department answered 13% more reference questions than
in Fall, 1986 while the Map Collection dealt with a 9% increase in
reference questions. Library Instruction helped to coordinate a 76%
increase in course-related instructional sessions; Current Periodicals,
Newspapers, and Microforms had a 28% increase in reshelving; and the
Loan Department saw increases in all of its services. The increased
demands placed heavy burdens on a staff already stretched thin, and I
thank everyone in Central Services for the extraordinary effort that
went into coping with a demanding and challenging year.

Despite increased demands for service, Central Services departments
were able to complete a number of important projects. There was a
smooth transition from Regional to Selective status for federal docu-
ments. While only 7% of the available items were dropped, the collec-
tion is much stronger for being rid of the unnecessary material. The
Government Documents Deparment also took over responsibility for Arizo-
na state documents (1985 to the present). A major impact on the Media
Center and the Library was the transfer of administrative responsibili-
ty for the Film Library. Bonnie Travers, Head Media Librarian, and the
staff in both the Media Center and the Film Library are to be congratu-
lated for the success of this endeavor. Through this change, the Li-

brary has also taken on responsibility for the Classic Film Series.

In other accomplishments, Central services personnel have played an
important role in planning for the prototype online catalog. The Ari-

zona Daily Star Index is now current, with an 18-month backlog being
handled this year. The Map Collection staff developed a collection
development policy. Library Instruction added a whole new set of pre-
sentations to Media Arts students, and the Loan Department successfully
coped with the threat of a student assistant wage shortfall. And de-
spite the fact that the serials review process came in the midst of a
significant increase in other demands on their time, Central Services
staff did their share to help complete the second phase of this impor-
tant project.

The saddest event in Central Services this year was the death of Jeff
Mihalek, Library Clerk III in the Science-Engineering Library. It is a
testimony to Jeff that his friends and co-workers loved and valued

him. He is very much missed.



- STRENGTHS

The division has many strengths, but its greatest asset continues to be

the excellent and dedicated staff. This year the strength of the staff

was demonstrated in the tireless way they handled the increased demand

for many services. Just one example is that the Interlibrary Loan
staff again (for the 3rd year) handled a 10% increase in requests.
Major new additions to the professional staff in central Services this

year included Merri Hartse, who became Head Loan Librarian; and Elissa

Cochran and Ralph Johnson, who joined the Central Reference Depart-

ment. There were many resignations of valued employees throughout the

Division. We miss the staff who have left while we welcome the newcom-

ers. Staff were professionally active with numerous presentations,
articles, and two books (one co-authored with Technical Services) com-

ing from the division.

The spirit of cooperation that exists among our staff is a strength of

the whole library, and this year the Central Reference Department was

the beneficiary of help from Technical Services and from the Loan De-

partment. The Library Instruction Department, as in the past, benefited

from the services of volunteers from all over the library system, the

Map Collection received assistance from the Catalog Department, and the

Media Center had help from the Music Library.

Another major strength of the department is the consistently high lev-

els of service which of course we are always seeking to improve. While

an integrated automation system is an important Library goal, GEAC,

with its excellent features as an automated circulation system, remains

a strength, and CPNM has added records for thousands of microforms to

Geac. The Library Skills program which reaches all students who take

Freshmen English is a major strength of the Division, and this year we

experimented with a new approach to the Program calling for more empha-

sis on evaluation of sources.

Central Services can be proud of its wide acceptance of automation and

other advances in providing library services. For example, the Central

Reference Department successfully acquired and promoted Compact Disclo-

sure, which allows us to access and to download current financial

data about major companies. While maintaining our end user search

service, Quicksearch, we have also purchased and made available ERIC

and PsycLIT in CD-ROM format, insuring that the advantages of online

searches can now be offered to even more patrons. Additionally,

Interlibrary Loan has made good use of the telefascimile machine ac-

quired through the State Library, and the Media Center has begun to

make use of INNOVACQ's dial-up capacity for online ordering which al-

lows us to avoid some duplication of work with the Acquisitions Depart-

ment.

The collections developed, processed, and accessed by Central Services

departments are a continuing strength. Examples of our efforts in this

area during the past year include a new approval plan for juvenile

literature and the streamlining of the processing of sheet maps by

making use of copy cataloging.



LIMITATIONS

The Division's limitations center around insufficient space and staff;
the lack of funds for needed equipment and collection development; and
the lack of bibliographic access to some of the Library's important

collections. With regard to space, a major concern is the Film Li-
brary, separated from its parent unit by half the campus and in need of
significant renovations including the removal of asbestos; a renova-

tion decision package has been submitted. Another major concern is

space for shelving and seating in the Main and Science and Engineering

Libraries. Shelving capacity in the Main Library is at 76% on the

average (80% represents full capacity). With the addition of new

shelves on the 4th floor, SEL stacks are at 74% capacity. Shelving in

the Central Reference Department is at 80% capacity, and Government
Documents continues to face shelving shortages. In addition, there is a
need for a second library instruction classroom. We continue to have
problems with work space as well with CPNN and SEL Reserve area being

the two worst situations.

As the quality of our staff is our greatest strength, our greatest
problem is the lack of staff and student assistants to keep pace with
needed services and increased demands. The Loan Department needs a
substantially higher student assistant wage base, and other departments
in the division need more wages money as well. There is a critical
need for career staff positions, especially in the Map Collection and
in Library Instruction, and there is also a need for professional posi-

tions.

A third major limitation is lack of resources for equipment. Although

the past year has been a relatively good one, there are still major

needs for microform equipment, equipment in Handicapped Services, and

equipment for the Media Center with special need for film projectors

and videotape players.

Lack of sufficient money for collection development continues to be a

concern. Particular needs include a $20,000 base for purchase of
films, as well as money for the map collection and documents. Reduc-

tion in serials continues to hit the Division hard as it does the whole

library. Fortunately we will be able to add a few new serial titles in

the coming year. Bibliographic access to some of the collections also
remains a problem given the map backlog, the lack of a current Film

Library catalog,and the complete absence of some collections in the

Library's union catalog.



FUTURE PLANS

Continue the high levels of service presently offered by the Division
and improve service where necessary and possible.

Begin to reach transfer students with library skills information.

Work with others in the University community to link up with the Stu-
dent Information Service and to be involved with plans for the mf orma-
tion Center in the College of Business and Public Administration.

If the renovation plans are funded for the Special Collection addition
and for the Film Library, support those efforts as needed.

Continue to integrate state documents and the Film Library into the
Division's services and procedures.

Hire and be involved in training a new Head Map Librarian.

Support a library instruction workshop on new teaching methods and

instructional formats.

Continue to acquire appropriate CD ROM sources such as the Monthly

Catalog to U. S. Government Publications and AVOnline.
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SUMNARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Having arrived at the end of this fiscal year with the
entire CRD staff still here and sane must be considered a major
accomplishment. This year, particularly the fall semester, was
unusually demanding on staff. The major increase in enrollment
placed especially heavy demands on everyone working in the
department. Reference librarians experienced long lines for
service at the reference desk as well as more and larger classes
for library instruction. CPNM staff had to cope with significant
increases in use of both paper and microform materials, and
Interlibrary Loan Office staff experienced another year with an
increase of about 10% in requests for interlibrary transactions.
In addition to the increases in demands for service, the

professional staff were heavily involved in the second year of
the serials review, a necessary exercise to keep our expenditures

for serial publications under control, but an extremely time-
consuming one.

Increased demands for service, notwithstanding, CRD staff
were able to make considerable progress in training, in

automation, and in indexing. The training program of the
department has long been one of our strengths. Level I, the 17-
hour basic training element, was modified somewhat this year,

particularly, the section on use of the card catalog.

Intermediate training, Level II, was thoroughly revamped and
streamlined during the year; and elements of advanced training
were reorganized, although more work needs to be done on this
portion of the program.

In automation, the department was successful in acquiring
three major resources in compact disk format--Compact Disclosure,
ERIC, and PsycLIT. These CD-ROM resources will provide library
users in business, education, psychology, and related fields much
of the power of online searching without the expense of computer
line and citation charges. CRD and CPNM staff have spent many
hours in preparing to make these resources available to the users
with as few restrictions as possible. In the Interlibrary Loan
Office two major automation efforts have come to fruition this
year. First, with assistance from Fred Edson in Photocopy, the
ILL staff have created an extremely useful database containing
billing and loan information for all libraries with which we
deal. The database has reduced significantly the work required
for processing invoices for the over 40,000 transactions handled
by that office annually. Second, the ILL staff have implemented
the ILL/RKS system for tracking ILL requests. This system will
allow the staff to prepare ALA request forms and maintain records
for materials obtained from non-OCLC libraries and can then
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integrate those statistics with those for transactions processed
through the OCLC-ILL subsystem. The management reports possible
from this new system will greatly enhance our ability to identify

materials and areas needing increased collection development

attention.

This year saw the elimination of an 18-month backlog of
indexing for the Arizona Daily Star. Through the efforts of

Bonnie Hintzman and Bruce Parsil, indexing for 1986 and 1987 was

completed by February, 1988, and the volumes will be ready for

sale by July 1. In addition, through the help of the Library's
Computer Operations staff, the STAR indexing program has been
successfully moved from the C/PM environment of the old Compustar
equipment to an IBM compatible environment.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

As in years past the people in CRD units, and indeed,
throughout the library are our greatest strength. Characteristic

of this staff is greater-than-average experience in the

profession and well developed subject expertise coupled with
strong interpersonal skills. CRD librarians and career staff
alike are active professionally. In addition to their very
considerable accomplishments in the library, they have produced
this year no fewer than 14 presentations to professional groups,
9 articles, 11 book reviews and one book.

Not only have we been able to attract and, for the most

part, retain extremely talented personnel, we have been blessed
with a spirit of cooperation rare in such large organizations.

CRD has been especially fortunate this year in having the
invaluable assistance of staff from the Cataloging, Acquisitions,

and Loan departments, who have helped staff both the Information

Desk and the reference desks.

While this year has seen more than normal levels of turnover
in CRD units, we have been fortunate in our hiring. In CPNN Sara

O'Neill, Julie Mannell, and June Gregory have filled key

positions, bringing with them considerable experience in other
library units. In CRD Elissa Cochran was welcomed back, this

time full-time, as business/social sciences librarian, and in
late May Ralph Johnson returned to Tucson from the University of
North Texas to become humanities/communications librarian. While
the searches to fill these two positions were underway, we were

fortunate to have the able assistance of two talented
temporaries, Carla Long and Michael DeVito. Finally, this year

we lost years of experience when our technical services liaison
Christy Taylor-Parsil took another position, but her replacement
Nancy Valles brings many years of cataloging experience to the
position and is filling the gap quickly. The high degree of
professionalism of the staff make filling positions with top
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quality people such as these much easier.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year has underscored the fundamental problem faced by
this library for many years: growth in staff has simply not kept
pace with the increase in demand for services. Were it not for
the dedication of staff members willing to put in many extra
hours of their own time to assist users, the level of service
would deteriorate seriously. As it is reference staff are often
frustrated by the amount of "band-aid" reference service we are
forced to provide during peak times of the academic year.

While the University administration has been supportive of
the library's needs this year, failure to move forward a decision
package for the online catalog has meant that other library
resources have had to suffer in order to provide funding for the
automation efforts we have been able to make. Lack of funding
for staff and equipment have slowed progress on many fronts for
CRD staff; with so much effort having to be put out by the staff
simply to meet daily needs for service, little time or energy is
left for developing new skills and improved means of delivering
information to our users.

Of course, limited resources are a way of life, and the lack
of sufficient funds to do everything one might want is an
excellent way of forcing the establishment of priorities. There
is, however, a point beyond which reprioritizing has value, and
additional resources are simply needed. That day is at hand.

This building is now eleven years old and was designed for a
decade of growth. Despite its spacious appearance, in many areas
it has reached its planned capacity. Central Reference is one of
those areas. During peak use periods every seat and much of the
floor space is occupied, and the shelving has long since reached
the 80% capacity recommended as maximum manageable utilization.
The department continues to weed the collection on a regular
basis, but even so frequent shifts of major portions of the
collection are necessary in order simply to accommodate small
sets of new reference works.

THE FUTURE

Despite heavy workloads, the spirit of adventure is not dead
in the Central Reference Department, and the next year will be
one which sees the department looking forward. High on our list
of priorities for the future will be the implementation of CD-ROM
services. The ERIC and PsycLIT services arrived in late spring
and will be ready for unveiling to the public early this summer;
later in the year we hope to be able to bring the Compact
Disclosure service upstairs from its current home in the Current
Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms Room and integrate it
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into our CD offerings.

The imminent demise of our ready reference terminal has
forced the department to begin planning for its replacement with

a PC capable of providing access not only to remote databases but

to locally-owned and locally-produced files as well (time to

develop these, of course, is a problem). More generally, the
department will also spend time this year planning for the future

integration of other electronic information sources into the

reference area.

Aside from automation, the department will also continue to

refine its training efforts. We will fully implement our new

Level II training program, and expand our advanced training

program. Working with other departments, we will expand the

knowledge of our own staff and when appropriate assist in the

training of their staff.

In addition, we will continue to reassess our own activities

in order to reaffirm and/or redefine our priorities as a

department. This will be a difficult task since much of the work

in all the CRD units is driven by the needs--and the sheer

numbers--of our users, and any suggestions for cutbacks in
service will be met with stiff opposition from users and staff

alike. While increased enrollment can sometimes be managed by
increasing class size or other work can often be managed by

allowing backlogs to build, there is no way much of the work of
reference staff can be handled in similar ways. Reference work

is by its nature a one-on-one activity, the value of which is
intimately tied to the time frame in which it is provided.



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

Desk Statistics, 1987-88

Month Directional Reference Total

86-87 87-88 86-87 87-88 86-87 87-88

July 384 677 5625 4723 6009 5400

August 333 800 4900 4197 5233 4997

September 549 1785 9677 10078 10226 11863

October 983 1722 11998 12458 12981 14180

November 981 1676 1O6' 82 11638 13858

December 429 827 5847 6822 6276 7649

January 940 676 5183 6210 6123 6886

February 1172 1276 2959 9397 4131 10673

March 1397 1218 9268 9945 10663 11163

April 1222 1061 10909 '1172 12130 12233

May 512 435 4502 4657 5014 5092

June 752 801 5387 6190 6139 6991

9652 12954 86911 98031 96563 110985



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

Other Performance Measures

8 6-87 87-88

COMPUTER SEARCHING

Mediated Searches 633 546

Ready Reference Searches 1503 1463

Average Cost $2.97 $3.19

User Conducted Searches 1179 1289

Average Cost $6.19 $7.92

CLASS INSTRUCTION SESSIONS

Sessions Conducted 287 323

PUBLICATIONS

New Publications Produced 41 42
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LENDING:

Number of requests received
(OCLC & U.S. Mail)

Number of requests filled

Number of requests unfilled

INT!RLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

July 1, 1987-June 30, 1988

USDA DOCUMENT DELIVERY SYSTEM:

Number of requests received 457

Number of requests filled 246

Number of requests referred 211

TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS:

Received 42,943

Filled 21,896

Unfilled & Referred 21,047

REASONS FOR UNFILLED: LOAN PHOTO

Not owned 1,378 5,468

In Use 3,270 384

Not On Shelf 2,380 4,080

Non-circulating 2,246 0

Fragile 116 0

No OCLC Reply 0 6

Miscellaneous 241 1,267
9,631 11,205

SUMMARY:

Number of Loan requests filled: 12,076

Number of Photocopy requests
filled:

42,486

21,650

20,836

9,574 (Includes USDA)

THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED INCREASED BY 5.8t THIS FISCAL
YEAR.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT, 19R7/88 (DRAFT)

u mina ry

Personnel: The Department experienced several staff changes during the
course of the year--quite a shock for a unit whose last permanent hire
occurred four and a half years ago. While gaining a full-time librarian
(Atifa Rawan) to manage current Arizona materials (both the position and the
collection were transferred to the department from Special Collections), we
gave up fifteen hours per week of our LA I position In return. Nancy Lauver
retired in April and Ditas Reitz has been promoted as her replacement.
Christine Leischow transferred to a full-time position in Special
Collectiöns. Her replacement, Rosemarie Puerta, joined the staff just last
week. From December through March Cindy Austin was on maternity leave; she
has rejoined the staff on a part-time basis and will be working 26 hours per
week until resuming her full-time duties in August. I was on maternity leave
from January through March as well. The LC III vacancy created by Ditas'
promotion remains to be filled. Due to Rita Gonzalez-Boepple's Impending
maternity leave, the Department will not be fully staffed until next December
at the earliest.

Service: Responsibility for providing reference service to current Arizona
documents was transferred to the Department last December 1. Although the
collection is still relatively small, its impact on our service has already
been significant and will increase as the collection grows and as patrons
become familiar with its new location. State documents inquiries and
questions relating to federal income tax forms probably account for much of
the substantial rise In demand for reference assistance experienced during
the spring. The staff deserve recognition for meeting these two major
challenges, which coincided with the simultaneous leaves of absence and
position vacancies noted above.

Processing: The Department underwent another fundamental change in switching
its federal depository status--from regional to selective--last summer.
While only 7% of available items were dropped, these accounted for much of
the wasted (because the materials were never used) and duplicate (because of
dual format distribution) processing routines required of regional
depositories. A significant decrease In depository microfiche receipts
occurred during the year, due in part to loss of the dual format option and
in part to the GPO microfiche contractor default last fall. At some future
date the massive backlog of materials awaiting conversion to microfiche will
be processed and shipped to depositories. By mid-May all of the Arizona
documents transferred into the Department had been fully processed and
shelved for use. Atifa has been very aggressive in acquiring copies of both
newly-Issued and older materials from state agencies. Responsibilities for
processing new items have been divided up among the staff; technical
procedures parallel those used for federal documents.

Collections: Approximately 100 linear feet of Arizona documents issued 1985
to the present were added to our stack and reference collections. Stack
expansion of the federal collection has slowed somewhat due to our switch to
selective depository status. United States Codes Lawyer's Edition was
withdrawn to make room for Arizona reference materials. Again the Department



could afford only one major microfiche purchase, Readex Corp.'s UN documents
Issued from 1981 through 1983. This acquisition makes our holdings of UN
materials complete from 1981 to the present.

¡1alor Strengths

The Department's principal strengths continue to reside In the depth of Its
collections and In the collective experience and expertise of Its staff. Our

convenient, highly visible location Is another major strength.

Malor Limitations

While the switch to selective depository status has had a mild dampening
effect on the rate of growth in our federal documents collection,
increasingly crowded stacks and reference area continue to be a problem for
patrons and staff. Short-term relief will be gained by transferring the pre-
1980 Serial Set to the new Special Collections storage area to be constructed
in Bi (hopefully) next year. Since our printed hearings collection Is again

oachincj c!itical ui purcha c'E ditional incrouterit of tt

congressional microfiche will be mandatory either this year or next.
Inadequate funds for materials purchases continued for the second straight
year. While our deposit accounts have not suffered, the department has been
unable to acquire important new microfiche collections and Indexes from CIS.
A new and relatively Inexpensive CD-ROM version of the Monthly Catalog has
been requested for purchase after July 1. I am hopeful that this will be
approved and that its Installation will substantially facilitate access to
our federal documents collection.

future Plans

Effective integration of Arizona materials into our reference and processing
activities comprises our primary goal for the coming year. The arrival of a
new collection and three new staff members during the last half of the fiscal
year will provide us with an excellent opportunity to focus our efforts on
Improved access and service. Possibilities for reconfiguring our reference
area and microform collections, as well as for meeting long-term stack
expansion requirements, will be evaluated. Additional staff training In
online searching, PC word processing, and CD-ROM searching will be
undertaken. And, finally, now that the Texas/Marcive project to correct the
USGPO Monthly Catalog tapes Is nearing completion, alternatives for
Incorporating machine-readable records for federal documents in the Library's
expanded online catalog will be identified.

Cynthia E. Bower
Head Documents Librarian



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 1987-88 YEAR

PUBLIC SERVICES 1986/87 1987/88

Documents reference questions 16,154 18,648
Library Skills Program reference quest1on 2,209 2,144
Total reference questIons 18,363 20;792

Documents directional questions 6,032 7,354
Library Skills Program directional questions 1,319 1,062
Total directional questions 7,351 8,416

Total questions 25,714 29,208

Items circulated* 6,237 5,305

Library use of printed items NA NA

Library use of microforms 21,860 22,450

TECHNICAL SERVICES

Document5 received (print format):

Federal
Depository 20,628 17,417
Non-depository 6,146 6,242

International
Cataloged 78 46

Uncataloged 2,162 1,798

Arizona** NA 1,103

Documents withdrawn (print format):

Federal 16,890 5,915
InternatIonal 655 180
Arizona** NA 1



Documents routed (print format):

*Documents loaned for photocopy purposes have not been included In this count
since February 12, 1987. ThIs figure also does not reflect documents checked
out at the main loan desk.

**The Library's collection of Arizona state documents issued 1985 to the
present was relocated from Special Collections to the Government Documents
Dept. last year. The wArizona category in this report reflects the number
of official state publications and related reference items either transferred
to or acquired by the department since December 1, 1987.

***For 1987/88 this figure Includes 39,386 SRI microfiche transferred to the
department from CPNM.

Federal
International
Arizona**

5,033
320

NA

3,564
257

NA

Total printed documents added to collection 6,116 16,689

Total estimated printed documents 888,751 905,440

MIcroform received:

Depository mIcrofiche 24,508 9,381

Non-depository microfiche*** 32,610 67,181

Microfilm reels 96 12

Microfiche withdrawn 1,144 636

Microfiche routed 3,27 1,176

Total microfiche added to col]ection 52,447 74,750

Total estimated microforms:

Microfiche 965,081 1,039,831

Microfilm reels 6,763 6,775

Volumes bound 1,929 1,195

Document records added to Geac 6,101 6,390

Document records deleted from Geac NA 200

Total document records In Geac 34,725 40,915
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The Library Instruction Department has had an extremely cthallenging year.

Flexibility, creativity, hard work and a sense of hunor have daracterized

the departmental attitude and actions. The dramatic increase in student

enrollment experienced this year has been one of the ingredients to impact on

the department. Another factor affecting the Department was the unexpected

departure of the Library Instruction Librariana critical position in a two-

person department.

txiring the Fall of 1986, 92 course-related instructional sessions were

presented to undergraduate and graduate students. This Fall, the figure

stands at 162, a 76% increase over the last year. There was a 19.5% increase

in the nuner of students ccleting the Library Skills Program as catipared

to the Fall of 1986. Such increases affect every operation, function and

service of the department.

A Librarian, Jennifer Flint, was hired to fill the position of Temporary

Library Instruction Librarian in Febn.ary 1988. A national search for the
permanent position is being caipleted. From a pool of 90 applicants from

throughout the country, four highly gualified people are scheduled to be

interviewed for the position.

The Library Instruction Department nevertheless had an extremely active and

productive year. An experimental study of the Library Skills Program was

planned, administered and inplemented for the Fall of 1987. Randomly sampled

English 101 sections were introduced to a revised search strategy which asked

students to look iiore critically at the sources they chose and apply more
evaluative judgment to their research process. New procedures allowed the

instructors to evaluate the relationship of the sources students selected

through the search stratay with the strength of the doc.mented essay.

Instructors responsible for these classes were given a workshop to

familiarize them with these new procedures and to explain the pirpose and

objective of the experimental sessions. Skills desk assistants were given
special trainix. A representative of the English Department worked with the

Library Instruction Department in developing evaluation instruments.

As the Head Library Instruction Librarian, I assumed the position of CAPS

education and training coordinator. I had the responsibility of coordinating

the online searching workshops designed for staff training. These

responsibilities include initiating and responding to requests for searching

workshops, identifying dates and scheduling sessions, coordination of Library

staff attendance, coordination of equipment and facilities and coordination

of catering services. CAPS workshops were based on staff need or vendor

requests.

In this capacity, the Head Library Instruction Librarian also coordinates the

ccmnittee charmed with nKdifying the QuickSearch instructional session. A

special presenters workshop was called to discuss this issue. The

presentation was mtx1ified to produce a imore participatory workshop with mxre

emphasis on the steps in the profile sheet, elimination of advanced searching

1



techniques and emphasis on how to identify and make modifications to a search

while online.

As a direct result of the Spring 1987 Faculty Seminar, an instructional
session based on a class research project was designed for all beginning
Media Arts students. These sessions were given in the Fall and Spring

semasters and reached approximately 300 students.

The Library Skills Workbook assigrmient sets underwent a major revision during

the Spring semester. Approximately one third of the questions were replaced

and problem assigrmnts were rewritten. Minor revisions were made in the

text to correct erroneous or obsolete information and to reflect changes in

physical structure, collections or services. The Search Strategy Assigrment
has been modified to better accorrurcdate the variety of topics chosen by
students.

Several possible funding sources were identified to provide equixnent for the
Handicapped Services Roan and requests for applications su*nitted to four
foundations. A full proposal to the Del E. Webb Foundation was submitted for
approval of the University, but was turned down by the Vice President for
Research. It will be resubmitted this sunutier. The Library Instruction
Department and representatives from Disabled Student Services met with a
representative from the University of Arizona Foundation to seek other
possible sources of funding.

A lar printer was purchased by the Library Instruction Department to
provide graphics support for Instruction. A special allocation was made to
the Department's budget for the purchase of PC-Storyboard. This software has

been purchased and is available through the Media Center. It is for use by

all staff methers to support instructional activities.

Both the Head Library Instruction Librarian and the Library Instruction
Librarian were active in state and national instructional organizations.
Susan Hoffman and I served on the ASIA Instruction Committee and planned,
coordinated and participated in the conference program "Matching Instruction

Techniques to Educational Levels." I served as co-chairperson of the
Affiliates Task Force of the Library Instruction Round Table. Susan served

on the Bibliographic Instruction Section' s Preconference Planning Coituriittee.

I was a major presenter at the 16th National LOEX Library Instruction

Conference held in Bowling Green, Ohio. The conference focused on teaching
to diverse library groups, and I spoke on training library staff to teach and
reach international students.

IIMOR s'rRms

A major strength of the Library Instruction Department is the solidness of
existing programe and services. The formalized structure for example of the

Library Skills Program ensured a srrcoth and consistent transition despite the
departure in mid-semester of Susan Hoffman the Library Instruction Librarian.
The hard work ai-xi support of the Library Instruction Advisory Committee,

2



Library staff members, English Department staff and Graduate Library School
students contribited significantly to the success of the Program.

The success of working and coordinating progralts with canp.ls offices and
departments is apparent in the planning for a special program for reaching
transfer students which has long been a goal of the Library. A special
program for reaching transfer students bas been developed for Fall 1988 in

coordination with the Office of Orientation, Advising aixi Retention.

Discussion and planning with this office led to a cooperative effort which
should be highly effective. They made suggestions on the content aiti format
of our sessions based on their experience and knowledge in working with
transfers.

The success of the committee structure was also strongly in evidence this
year. .iickSearch Instructional Session Revision Ccitittee members Jack
Mount, Jeanne Pfander and Lee Sorensen deserve special mention for their
excellent work. Anne Moore, Jill Newby, Suzette Redford and Karen Williams
gave much tute, energy and insight in their service on two Selection Advisory
Ccmmittees. Susan Hoffman, Lee Sorensen and Bonnie Thavers contributed
significantly to the cc*mnittee developing the instruction sessions for Media
Arts 100.

Each member of the Library Instruction Advisory Ccanmittee ccaipleted at least
one brainstorming project on a relevant library instruction issue facing our
Library. Reports were written and presented to the conuriittee for discussion.

A second session was held on each issue to allow committee members to discuss
options and make recommendations. The identified key issues bave all been
presented and documented, and the final report is in the process of being
edited. We bave already made use of many of the reports. The report on
graphics was instrumental in Planning Council's decision to allocate the
purchase of a laser printer for Library Instruction. The report on
Instruction's role in online catalog planning has been distributed to key
members on the Online Catalog Iirplementation Ccimnittee, and the report on the
core curriculum resulted in a LIAC member's appointment to a university
omnittee exploring this issue.

IIPJJOR LD4IThTIO

The major limitation facing the Library Instruction Department continues to
be the lack of a full time career staff position. Despite the steadily
growing services and programs provided by this department, and the tremendous
impact the increase in student enrollment bas made on staff workloads, our
staffing level bas riained unchanged. Keeping pace with just the daily
operations needed to administer these programs has been challenging. Such an
increase in demand has affected coordinating and scheduling of sessions,
statistical recordkeeping, use of the Library Instruction classroom,

photocopy support services for Library Instruction bibliographies and
reprinting of the Library Skills Workbook and library guides. The need to
meet such iTraldiate and pressing demands of the program bas had a significant
effect on other departmental functions and responsibilities. It is clear
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that the addition of a career staff position is critical arx much overdue in
this deparbint.

We have a history of success using the volunteer model for support to
instruction. However, as a result of increased demars on library staff
me1Tbers' time, volunteerism has dropped. For example, ninety-six Library
Skills Program presentations were given in Fall 1987 conpared with 81 in Fall

1986. Despite the nearly 20% increase in the nmiber of presentations given,
the nuither of volunteers increased by only 1/2 of one percent. Library
Instruction Departnnt staff were called upon to perform more instructional
sessions than in the past leaving less time for administrative functions.
The nuner of veteran presenters volunteering to give more than two
presentations dropped by 41%, so those with the most experience are
volunteering less. This affects the overall quality of the presentations.
Additional funding to pay a care group of GIS students to do sane of the
basic sessions could free staff member to participate in other instructional

activity.

The lack of technologically advanced equipment in the Handicapped Services
Room prevents disabled users from gaining inmediate and independent access to
our library resources. Without the pirchase of such equipment, students must
continue to rely, in many instances, on a reader or other intermediaries.
New sources of grant funding must be identified in the hopes of gaining
outside funding for sane of this equipment.

VURE PL

The Library Instruction Department has defined specific goals to be achieved
in the coming year. Of immediate concern is the hiring of a full-time
professional librarian to assume the Library Instruction Librarian position
August 1, 1988. The implementation of a ccmprehensive training program to
prepare this person for the responsibilities of administering the Library
Skills Program is a departmental priority. Several instruction programs have
been targeted for revision. The existing Library Skills program presentation
will be modified to pratote clarity and brevity and increase relevance to a
Freshman audience. The Quicksearch instruction Manual will be revised to
meet the needs of nore advanced searchers and serve as a reinforcement to the
instructional presentation. The sessions will be redesigned to make it more
interactive and will include a demonstration model. We are also planning to
explore the advantages of videotaping portions of these sessions. "Surviving

and Thriving in the Library" workshops planned for transfer students will
take place in Fall of 1988. A model plan to introduce graduate students to
Library services and resources will be developed during the 88/89 academic
year.

Plans are underway to introduce staff involved in instructing n teaching

methodology, learning concepts and instructional formats. The LIAC will
coordinate a workshop to address at least one of these issues. The Library
Instruction Department will develop and conduct a survey to assess current
status of instruction sessions, focusing on such elements as use of library
related assignments and teaching methodology.
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* Qthinad gradiate/uxx1ergraduate sessions were assigrd to either the
graduate or unergraduate categories prior to 1987-88.

IIARY niria PARI!*N
OEIIPARATIVE srATIgI'Ics

XJIE RElATED BIBUOQAIC

1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

iNsicric* SESSIONS:
Graduate

Number of sessions 74 104 65 72
Number of sbxents 1,263 1,751 1,364 1,451

Urergraduate
Number of sessia 284 242 211 400
Nuxrber of sbients 5,844 6,037 6,126 12,990

Library Skills Program
Number of sessions 108 116 116 138
Number of stients 3,503 3,691 3,806 4,670

* Graduate/UrKlergraduate
Number of sessions 14
Number of sti.ents 301

NGt-JE RELATED
INSIgJCrIONAL SESSIONS:

Number of sessions 128 174 145 139
Number of pecçle 1,962 2,528 1,644 1,549

!NJNTIY INS]BJCICtAL SESSIONS
Number of sessions 26 16 18 30
Number of pecple 456 438 377 574

TL
Number of sessions 620 652 556 793
Number of pecple 13,028 14,445 13,909 21,535



xri
1987-1988

Q]JIE-RELED BI&JOGRAH{LC INSTIJCI'IONAL SESSIONS

AThTE:
Number of Sessions: 72

Number of Students: 1,451

UDELXThTE:
Number of Sessions: 400

Number of Students: 12,990

Number of Sessions: 14

Number of Students: 301

BUUIL:
Number of Sessions: 486

Number of Students: 14,742

NON-JIE RELATED INST1JCTIONAL SESSIONS
(Stixents, Faculty ar Staff)

Nier of Sessions: 139

Number of People: 1,549

v1MUNTI? INSTIJCPION SESSIONS

Sm:
Number of Sessions: 30

Number of People: 574

LIARY SKETIS GRAM

Number of ISP Sessions: 138

Number of People: 4,670

ND '1YrAL NUMBER OP I UCTIONL SL9SI: 793

AND TOTMJ NUMBER OP PEOPlE: 21,535



LIBRY SIZB P1GRN( DK TISTI

(does rt ir1ie June, 1988 statisti)

Total nurrber of questions asked at ISP Desk: 21,163

Tota]. directidnal: 4,443

Total assistare: 16,720

Q directional: 2,358

assistare: 11,939

directional: 816

assistare: 2,128

DO directional: 1,186
assistare: 2,653

Total Ner of desk hours: 765



1E TED nTRIL'rIcL BES8I
1987-1988

Jrergraduate Students
G=Graduate Sbents

7

Deparbnent irse tscription
# #

SES InstructorID

Acoc*nth U 422 Corporate Taxation 62 4 Hawbaker-4

Agriculture G 509 Information Scur for
AgriQiltural Science 12 1 Jones-i

Anthrcçolcgy U 308 Family in the dern
World 7 1 Rice-i

U 403 Anthrcçology of Conflict
Resolution 90 2 Ferreli-2

U,G 441 Organization of sem 19 1 Rice-i

Art U 117 Survey of World Art 440 13 Didcstein-2
Greerifield-1
Long-1
Olsn1-1
Sorensen-7
Willians-1

G 511 !.thods of Art History 9 i Sorensen-i

G 633 Issues ar Recent Research
in Art Education 15 i Sorensen-i

Black Studies U 220 Introduction to Black Studies 18 i Rice-i

theznistry U lO5aH Honors C1nistzy 75 2 itley-2

celing U 623 Testir in Oz*.mselir 21 1 Didcstein &
Wil1ian

Eiogy ar
Evolutionary U 464 Htman ysiology 33 2 Newby-1
Biology Pfarer-1

Ecut U 411 Ecxncznic Deve1cnt 35 1 Hawbaker-1

G 534 Public Finance 11 1 Hawbaker &
Mitchell-i
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G 553 ErKlnic Forecastir 2 1 Hawbaker &
Mitdell-1

Educational U 350 Social Fxuxatis of
Fc*zatiE ar
dministration

Education 121 4 Dickstein-1
wihiama-3

G 553X 25 1 Mintcn-1

G 560 Discip1ina Irxixy in
Education 247 8 Dickstein-6

Dickstein &
wihians-1
Wihiama-i

G 561 The Canmunity Collee 30 1 Dickstein-1

G 601 Higher Education in the U.S. 15 1 Olsnrl-1

G 616 General Sdiooi dministration 79 3 BrcMnmiller-1
Williama-2

G 676 Supervision of Instruction lo i Dickstein-1

G 678 Educational Sociology 35 1 Dickstein-1

G 684 administration of Biinual
Educational Prcgraiis 16 1 Willians-1

G 695a Issues in Educational
dininistration 32 2 Dickstein-1

Willians-1

Electrical
az ccmpiter U 101 Introduction to Electrical
Engineeriri ineerirx 150 1 Baldwin-i

E1ish U 101 Freshman COEnposition 4694 138 Abrama-2
Barnard-2
Bezanson-i
Boehin-5
canterbiry-1
Carbone-2
Carter-7
cxates-2
cckbirn-i
Curtis-2
D'Antonio-2

Ferreli-i
Fieen-3
Fitzgerald-3



U 102 Freshman Carçosition
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Flint-4
Fontain-i
Franklin-i
Friesen-3
Greenfield-7
Hennirfeld-4
Hof fman-18
Hocçes-1
Jimanez-2
Jclmson-2
Kelly-i
Iiight-6
Lee-i
IJDn-1
?overn-2

ntoya-2
A. Hoore-2
S. More-2
!4,.nt-1
Mulcahy-i

Pfarxler-4
Padford-1
Rawan-5
Reic*iel-2
Reitz-2
Risch-2
Russeli-2
Scott-3
Siiver-2
Smith-2
Sorensen-3
Steere-2
Talley-3
Wiiiiaits-3

1416 59 Berq-1
carr-2
Dixon-2
Fitzgerald-i
Flint-2
Frontain-2
Greenfield-3
Hennir'feld-1
Himler-4
Kierney-i
tee-2
Lorg-6
!.ore-2
Newby-1
Nickoi-2
OisnI-i3
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Olsrud &
Parsil-i
Parsil-8
Pfarder-1
Swedenrg-2
Uhrig-1
WihianE-1

U 104H Freshman Caiposition 17 1 Olsrud-1

U 106 Er1ish Ccmpositiofl for
Foreign Students 20 1 Newby-1

U 307 &isiness Writir 437 23 cchran-4
Devito-i
Dickstein-1
Ferreli-3
Gilreath-i
Hawbaker-9
Hawbaker &
Devito-i
I.or-2
Olsrud-i

U 308 Technical Writir 273 34 Baldwin-i
Baldwin &
Nelwby_].

Frank-i
Hawba]c.er &

Smith-i
Jones-5
Mautner-5
!'ore-1
Newby-6
Olsrud-1
Pfarder-8
Whitley-4

U,G 407a advanced Ccmiposition for
Foreign Students 85 5 Pfarder-5

G 40Th advanced Ccariposition for

Foreign Students 49 3 Pfarder-3

G 596 Seminar 27 2 01sxt-2

Exercise ard G 570 Researcth Design in Exercise

Sport Sciences 42 2 Wiflians-2arxl Sport Sciences

Family ard U 117 I&man Develcçrnent ard

csrr Relations 159 2 Dickstein-2

Resrces
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U 327 Parent Education aM
Guida 55 1 Dickstein-1

U 413 Issues in Iifl 35 1 Ferrell-1

U 428 Professional Presentations
aM miques 12 1 Dickstein-1

U 454 New Develcçirients in the

Textile Field 27 1 PfaMer-1

U 457 Bio-Social Determinants iitley &

of Socialization 60 1 Dickstein-1

G 609 Supervision in Vocational
Education aM Extension 5 1 Dickstein-1

G 610 Investigation aM Sb.xìies
Ha Encirtics 5 1 Dickstein-1

Finance ar U 221 The Stock Market (guide only) 50 1 Hawbaker-1

Real Estate
U 311 Corporation Finar 250 2 Hawbaker-2

U 412 corporate Financial Pr1is 60 1 Hawbaker-1

U 42]. 120 2 Hawbalcer-2Invesents

G 569 Information aM Financial
Decisions 22 2 Hawbaker-2

French ard
Italian

U 405a Literature of the 18th
15 1 Williams-iCentury

G 510 Materials & Methods of
Research 15 1 Williams-i

Geograthy
ard Regional
Develcçzrent

U

U

103b

104b

Human Geogray

tiysical Geograthy Lab

135

49

1

2

?b.mt-1

Minton-2

U 305 EcorKmdc Geogra*iy 150 1 Minton-1

U 360 Environmental Perception 20 1 Ferreil-i

U 379 Urban Grc»th aM Develcçxnent 90 1 Ferrell-1

U 456 Urban Geogray 60 1 Ferreli-i

U 461 Geography of Pcpilation aM
Resonroes 25 1 Ferreil-i
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U 497a Geogra*iy for Teachers 8 1 Wihian-1

G 500 Current Geograical Research 30 2 Ferreli-i
Minton-1

Health Related
Professicts U 181 Elntazy School Health

Education 138 3 Smith-3

U 434 Sex Education 18 1 Smith-i

History U/G 396a Prosninar 24/25 3 Rice-3

Jirralin U 205 Reportix the News 56 3 Hawba]cer-1
Long-1
0lsrx1-1

G 596h Sninar 25 1 0lsr-1

Language U 304 Decodi.ng Skills in the Travers-2

Reading ar Elntary School 96 3 Willian-1

Culture
U/G 435 Secorary School Reading

in the Classroau 9 3/55 5 Travers-2
G. Smith-3

G 481X C1illdren's Literature in 103 2 Dickstein-1
Dickstein &the Classrocxn
Travers-1

U 494 Practilm 48 1 Travers-1

G 504 language ar culture in
Education 21 1 Dickstein-1

G 525 Educating the Bilirgual thild 25 1 Dickstein-1

Latin U 595j colloquium 8 1 Hoopes-1

Anrican
Sthies G 596a Sninar 20 1 Hocpes-1

Library G 480 Literature for thiidren in
Science Libraries 36 1 B.r,rnú1ler-1

G 505 Basic Reference 169 6 cochran-i
Ferreli-i
Hawbaker-2
Willians-2

G 570 Advard Reference 34 2 Jones&
Baldwin-i
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G

G

573

583

Government PublicaticrE

Aiiio-Visual Theory and
Practica

25

24

1

1

Seavey-1

Newby-].

Liruistica G 414 Findations of Thonological
Theory 31 2 Olsrud-2

G 697 Workshcç-LinguistiC Theory 91 Olsrod-1

Management U 332 Legal Aspects of the Criminal

and Policy Justice Prcss 30 1 Ferrell-1

Marketii U 372 Small Bisiness Marketir Hawbaker &

and Management 35 1 Mitchell

U 440 Marketirg Research 95 2 Hawbaker-1
Hawbaker &
Mitchell-i

U 452 1vertisir and
60 3 Hawbaker-3PraTxltional Management

U 456 International Marketing 120 2 Hawbaioer,

Gilreath &
Mitchell-2

G 672 Qualitative Research Methods
in Marketirg 32 2 Hawbaker-2

Media Arts U 100 Orientation to Sbxly in Flint-1

Mprii Arts 350 7 Greenfield-3
Hoffman-i
Sorensen-2

Mdcan
American U 485 Mexicaria/Ciìicafla WaTen' s

Sties History 91 Hoopes-1

Music U 107 Survey of Music 250 1 D. Smith-1

U 330 History of Western Music 192 4 D. Smith-4

G 410a Piano Peagogy 10 1 D. Smith-1

G 600 Introduction to Graduate
Stxy in Music 13 1 Olsrod-1

Plant U 205 General Plant Pathology 81 !4xnt-1
Pathology

G 616 Plant Virology 121 Jones-i
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Plant Scien U 110 Agroiumic ar Horticultural
Crcp Science 34 2 Mauther-i

Pfander-i

Politicel U 448 Mexican Goverrment & Politice 50 1 Hocpes-1
Science

U 457 Interaiirican Politice 60 1 Hocçes-1

G 582 Research ai Methodology 12 1 Ferrell-1

Psychology U 255 Research Methods 350 8 Ferreli-8

Renewable G 487 Forestry in Arid Erivirorments 19 1 Jones-i
Natural
Resroes G 546 Principles of Research 3 1 Pfander-i

G 595e lAR 11oquii.0 12 1 !'bint-i

Sociology U 100 Introduction to Sociology 380 8 Ferrell-8

U 150 Sociology of Wcinen 100 2 Dickstein-2

U 161 The thicano in Anrican
Society 45 1 Hoces-1

U 201 Sociology of Aierican Prth1 30 1 Ferrell-i

U 243 Sociology of Adult Life 30 1 Ferrell-1

U 404 Sociology of the Southwest 16 i Rice-i

G 595a 11oquium 10 1 Ferrell-1

Spanish a
Porttuese G 596 Sninar 8 1 Hoopes-1

Special
Fucation an G 550 Teachir thildren With 20 1 G. Smith-i
Rehabilitation Behavioral Disoriers

Syst ar
Irustrial

ineerin
U 310 Human Factors Fundamentals 25 1 Baldwin-i

Teachir
a Teacher

U 225 Introduction to Teachirg 109 4 Dicjcstein-2
Wihians-2

Fucation
U 322 Teathir Lanuage Arts in

the Elementary School 82 2 Dickstein-1
Wihiame-1



U 322/ Teachirg taruage Arts/Read Dickstein &

323 in the E].ntaxy School 70 2 WilhianE-1
WihianE-1

U 327 ¶Iadiir Social Sbies in the Kollen-i

E1ientary School 68 2 Minton-i

U 329 Oirricula ar Methods in Dickstein-3

SecorKiary Exlucaticti 170 5 WihiaITE-2

U 330 Teadiin in Secordaxy Schools 190 5 Dickstein-3
Wihiaits-2

U 338 The Teadiir of Serdaiy Travers &
School Subjects 50 1 Smith-i

U 417 Media in Instruction 148 3 Greenfield-1
Wi11ian-2

G 520 Science O.rrith.un in the
E1enntaxy School 25 1 Wi1iian-1

G 535 Organization ard Functions of
the Secorxary School 20 1 Dickstein-1

U 100 Introduction to Wczten' s

StL1ies 215 4 Dickstein-4

U 496a Work, Family ard Female
Identity 22 1 Dickstein-1



-URSE RElATED DETRLL'rIAL SES8IC
(Stw1'nts, Faculty, and Staff)

1987-1988
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# #

Grcxp Description PEP SES Instructor

Faculty NH Stminer Sninar on Recent Trerds in 12 i Rice-i
Anrican Irdian History

Faculty Grant Program: Teachirx Wciin's Stuiies
fran an International Perspective

25 1 Dickstein-i

Faculty Personal r i i Hawbaker-i

Faculty Saithern Arizona Writir Project 22 2 Dickstein-2

Faculty Tcur for Spanish TA's 7 1 Hoopes-1

Faculty Irdividual ir/Marketir i i Hawbaker-1

Faculty!Sent CN Services (Steward) 12 1 Baldwin-i

Faculty/
Staf f/ S Online Session 51 7 Whitley-7
Sent
Faculty/
Staff!

Quicksearth 348 37 Greenfield-i
Hawbaker-1

Stixent )'bnt-5
Newby-6
Pfazxler-4
Wi11iait-2
Staff-18

Staff Career & P1acennt Services il Lon-1
Staff Interns/Sttent cainselirq 3 1 Olsrud-i

Staff Visitirg Librarians fran Niger 2 1 Lor-i

Staff New Staff Orientation 185 33 Alvillar-i
Beardsley-2
Bcsdi-2
BaJer-1
Frank-i
Friesen-i
Gilreath &
Haas-1
Gilreath &
Voyles-i
Greory-1
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Hennlngfeid-2
Hsaio-2
King-i
Kollen-i
L1e1lyn-1
Mautner-1
Milenski-1
Mille-2
Minton-i
Mitdiell-i
Rthrock-2
Thile-i

C. Smith-i
D. Smith-i
Spelbring-i
Tal].man-2

Travers-i

Staff Slide Media Orientation for D Staff 2 1 G. Smith-i

Sti.ent Career Center 18 i Long-i

Sb.ent Career Center - 3isiness/Enineerir 40 2 Long-2

Sents

StixJ.ent Center for Erglish as a Secor Language 424 24 Greenfield-1
Hocçes-9
I.ong-3

Pardieck-6
Smith-i
Wiiiian-4

Sbent 9 i Olsr'.xI-iEditir Program for Minority Jc*imalists

Sent Horizons Unlimited 20 1 Greenfield-1

Stent International Association of Sttents in
5 1 codiran-iEconcznicz ar ccztnir

Sent International Sttxients Tcir 67 2 Greenfield-1
Pfarxler-i

Sbent MBA Stz.zlent Association 8 1 Hawbaker-1

Stient Milton Institute 22 1 Oisrud-i

Sent N1I Smixer Session for college Teadiers 11 i Olsn-1

Sbent New Foreign Language TA's 15 1 Wihian-i

Sbent New Graduate Students - Political Scier 12 1 Ferreli-i
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Sti.xlent New Graduate Sti.xlents - Psythology 20 1 Ferreli-i

St'.x34ent New Graduate Students - Social Work 30 1 Ferreil-i

Stent New International Sttr3.ents 43 2 Hocçes-1
D. Jones-i

Student New Start 40 2 Greenfield-1
Flint-1

Student Orientation Deparbint biildir tc*ir 3 1 !mt-1

Student Orientation-New Foothail Players 76 4 Olsrud-1
Smith-i
WiUiau-2

Student P1acnt Center 3 1 Willians-1

Student Pre-enineering seminar 24 1 Frank-i

Student ansfer Student Tcxir 7 1 I"b.nt-i

Student iJA dvertisir Club 11 1 Hawbaker-1

Student Visitirg scholars (frm Pakistan) il i Nauther-1
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)ai-TRsE TFD 1MUNIT! JP 8ES8I(

Instructor

1987-1988

Grc*W

AlTrliitheater High School 8 1 Minton-i

AZ State Museum Pilot Training Cirse 15 1 Dickstein-1

Catalina High School 12 1 Mautner-1

tholla High School (advanci placement class) 15 1 Greenfield-1

tnt Trairiirg Program 20 1 Travers-1

i).irican High School 12 1 Greenfield-1

Girl Si.it Troop 9 1 D. Jones-i

Green Fields School (historj class) 30 1 Hieb &
Mitchell-i

rrr Technical School (Technical Writing class) 24 2 D. Jones-1
Mautner-1

La tholla High School 48 1 Greenfield-1

?Iierson college 5 1 Wilhiaits-i

MESA Project (Office of Minority Affairs) 128 2 Frank-1
Pfarer-i

New Mexi State University Librarians 2 1 Kollen-1

"Organization of Teachers Applying Wtole language" 30 1 Dickstein-1

Piitia Cctuainity College - Marketing 111 17 1 Hawbaker-1

Pi.xna Cammmity College - MEC 230 5 1 B7er-1

Puna CQT!runity College - Writing 102 85 4 Long-2
Olsrt.1 &
Parsil-i
Rice-i

Rinoen High School (Library practice) 25 1 Greenfield-i

Sunnyside High School (advanoei biology class) 31 2 Pfarer &
Prcinis-2
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Tanbste High Scthool 35 1 Pfarxer-1
Frank-i

Tør - Higher Education GA's 4 1 Dickateimi

Tc*ir - Ni Faailty 4 1 Dickstein-i

University of phoenix lo 1 Hawbaker-i

of roenix - aisiness Researdi 487University 12 1 Codwan-i
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LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1987/88

SUMMARY

The Loan Department survived a year of increased service demands
and personnel changes. The increased undergraduate enrollment
left an impact on building and collection use in the Library.
Overall in Main and SEL the gate count, reshelving, check-outs,
holds/recalls and fines collected increased.

David Buxton served as acting department head from February
through September when Merri Hartse joined the staff as the
permanent department head. For over seven months staffing
remained at full capacity, an unusual occurrence for a 20 career
staff operation. However, since March seven positions were
vacated creating a hardship for remaining staff during the
busiest time of the semester. Staff who left for other
opportunities include Snowden Wyatt, Rhonda Pritchard, David
Franklin, Homa Moghaddasian, June Gregory and Sue Spence.
Tragically, Jeff Mihalek, Library Clerk III in the Science-
Engineering Library, died on May 16. Jeff contributed to the Loan
Department for over seven years and was well known for his
kindness, his humor, and his helpful attitude. His loss is keenly
felt by all who knew and worked with him. On a happier note a
creative solution to two individual scheduling needs was found by
allowing the LAI stacks person to switch jobs with the LAI
evening supervisor in SEL Loan.

The department clarified several areas of policy. The holds/
recalls, searches and RBR staff worked with acquisitions staff to
improve communication regarding the status of books on order.
Information is exchanged more rapidly, and a new item status in
GEAC has been created which reflects orders for which a
replacement is still being sought. Due to the dropping of the
fees receipt the department adopted a policy for spring semester
whereby students were queried as to their enrollment status and
dubious responses are checked using a terminal hooked up to the
Student Information System. This has been a major success with no
significant increases in abuses. The fines amount at which
students are denied library privileges was lowered from $100 to
$25 since the Library can no longer encumber student records.

The building closing hour was increased from 1 a.m. to 2 a.in. On
the average the number of people using the building during the
last hour dropped from 2 percent of all exits to 1 percent (148
people compared to 68 exiting during the last hour).
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Loan Department's major strength lies in the high level of
staff commitment. Despite increased service demands arising from
increased undergraduate enrollment staff provided courteous and
efficient desk service, reliable holds/recalls and searches
service, equitable application of fines policies, fast turnaround
time for processing reserve material, and an impressive 24-hour
turnaround time for reshelving materials. Eleven Loan staff
contributed their expertise by working the Information Desk one
hour a week. Loan's contribution allowed the Central Reference
Department to extend Info Desk hours from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.

The GEAC circulation system remains a major strength. Despite the
aging of the hardware the system performed at 99 percent
availability. All loan activities revolve around GEAC and its
assistance in providing efficient patron services should not be
underestimated.
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MAJOR WEAKNESSES

Lack of funds for the Loan Department's student wages budget is a
major weakness. A crisis developed mid-year when it appeared that
not enough funds would be available to keep basic operations such
as shelving going. Shelley Phipps, Acting University Librarian,
secured emergency funds from the Provost's Office and the crisis
was averted. Naturally the department would prefer to operate
under more secure conditions. The Loan Department was
instrumental in a fall campaign to recruit work study students.
22 work study students were hired into the Library system.

Lack of an interface with the Student Information System (SIS) is
also a major weakness. After converting to SIS in the fall the
Bursar's Office was no longer able to accept a GEAC tape of
encumbrance transactions. Thus, the Library lost the ability to
flag students during registration for outstanding fines. Also,
with the advent of SIS it was hoped that student records could be
loaded into the GEAC system giving the Library current enrollment
status and address information. That has not occurred to date.

Lack of space for housing the collection worsens each year.
Despite the addition of shelving to 4A last summer the overall
shelving capacity of the Main Library is at 76 percent. This
becomes even more significant with the realization that the
collection grows at 3 percent per year and that 80 percent
capacity is considered full. At that point it becomes markedly
difficult, time-consuming and expensive to shelve into the
collection. That capacity will be reached in two years, sooner in
some areas. Shelving capacity in SEL is at 74 percent after the
addition of 20 sections of shelving on the 4th floor in June.

Lack of building security is another weakness. Security for
staff, patrons and the collection needs to be strengthened. A
student shelver was attacked and beaten and other student workers
were verbally threatened by library users. Several patrons,
predominantly female, reported being harassed throughout the
year. Main and SEL buildings are open 19 hours per day, Sunday
through Thursday. Security needs to be improved. The security
exit gates and dectection units are at the end of their life
expectancy and were broken through most of the year. Without
operable detection equipment more of the collection walks out of
the building every year. The collection is also threatened by the
continued disregard for the no food or drink policy. The
department was able to hire one student assistant to patrol for
food and drink. However, that person could not begin to cover the
hours needed to deter such activity.

Lack of space still remains a problem in the SEL Reserve Book
Room. No creative solutions were found this year.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1987/88

FUTURE PLANS

Plans for the coming year include a major renovation of Cl and B2
which, if funded, will combine Current Periodicals and Reserve
Book Room functions. This will greatly expand the services
offered by the Loan Department and will have a major impact on
staffing. A primary focus will be on coordinating the temporary
displacement of services during renovation.

The department has identified two key policy areas for
examination. The feasibility of providing a telephone renewal
service and a proposal to eliminate graduate due date (the single
day of the semester on which all books checked out by graduate
students are due) will be presented to the Library Planning
Council.

Other major plans include working with computer operations staff
and appropriate administrators to interface the Student
Information System with GEAC to accomplish two goals: 1) provide
a current patron database reflecting valid student registration,
and 2) permit the encumbrance of students in SIS for library
fines.

The Loan Department will also rigorously apply Library
affirmative action guidelines in hiring and promotion activities
and increase targeted minority staff in the department.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL STATI STICS

1987/88

Main and Science-Engineering Libraries

SEP1988

RECEIVED
LIBRARY
OFFICE
UOF4

- 1"
-z

t -2'

Activity 1987/88 1986/87 1985/86 1984/85

People Using Buildings 2,294,843 2,325,240 2,440,129 2,498,585

Books Circulated 628,826 620,523 623,491 617,399

Books Reshelved 1,459,036 1,413,343 1,409,953 1,363,718

Holds Placed 32,739 30,918 30,695 28,173

Fines Collected $144,937 $163,816 $139,684 $130,518



u4uTg . ! -J

Library Lan Departset
Statsticai Suuaries

SHELVIN6 SUMMARY

EXIT SATE SUMMARY

LOAN DESK CIRCULATION SUMMARY

5ERVE CIRCULATIC SUARY

HOLDS SUMMARY

SPELFEADIN6 SUMMARY (hours)

Pcups Dschar3es Total

SCIENCE

Pickups DisPiìr;es Total Year Total

1980/81 423,114 277,857 700,971 206,999 104,544 311,343 1,012,514

lsel/82 456,852 292,460 749,312 237,776 144,757 382,533 1,131,845

1532/83 473,451 329,784 803,235 208,232 151,948 363,180 1,163,415

!983184 451,054 426,736 877,790 231,695 198,337 426,532 1,314,322

1984/85 435,810 484,193 920,003 220,296 222,419 443,715 1,363,718

1985/86 442,578 527,629 970,207 249,508 190,238 439,746 1,409,953

1986/87 452,009 471,608 923,617 255,828 232,898 489,726 1,413,343

1987/88 456,699 490,046 946,745 267,464 244,827 512,291 1,459,036

Nain Science Year Total
1981/82 1,705 1,263 2,969
1982/83 2,4% 918 3,414
1983/94 2,78 993 3,701

1,118 701 1,819
1985/86 1,941 524 2,465
1986/87 1,194 856 2,050
1967/38 2.013 1,576 3,595

Nain Science Year Total
1983/84 1,758,647 859,647 2,618,294
1984/85 1,658,268 840,317 2,498,585
1985/86 1,598,565 841,564 2,440,129
1986/87 1,552,178 773,062 2,325,240
1587/86 1.489,926 804,917 2,294,843

Main Science Year Total
1963/84 318,794 133,390 452.184

1984/85 309,969 139,588 449,557

1385/86 305,309 158,799 464,108

1586i87 307,366 153,706 461,072
1587,38 336,290 155,223 431,513

Main Science Year Total
1383/84 123,248 73,626 196,374

1334/85 104,306 63,036 167,842

1385186 92,137 67,246 139,383

1936/87 96,337 63,114 159,451

1937/88 83,224 54,089 137,313

Main Science Year Total
1933/84 16.954 10,362 27,316
1984/85 16,775 11,398 28,173

1985/86 17,957 12,738 30,695
1986/87 17,056 12,862 30,918
1987/88 18,783 1..,956 32,739



'Jnive'sity of Ariz,na

in Library Exit 1311C Coit

1983/04 1984185 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88

July 81,810 84,121 88,095 80,810 70,121

August 113,183 96,8I 87,014 84,192 69,556

September 204,928 191,963 180,531 188,297 158,173

October 206,359 226,311 210,080 194,661 193,359

4ove.ber 195,443 185,578 160,933 151,202 170,481

Deceaber 119,341 115,066 118,089 121,455 124,142

January 121,410 91,179 90,846 91,081 91,035

February 183,835 145,660 147,799 146,495 146,651

Narcli 164,781 150,539 151,674 144,994 149,069

ArtI 201,811 171,055 176,692 166,988 146,508

Nay 98,034 128,173 113,317 105,995 98,393

June 67,712 71,942 73,495 76,008 72,438

lUTAI 1,758,647 1,658,268 1,598,565 1,352,178 1,489,926

1983/84 average onthly exits: 146,554

i94/85 average ionthly exits: 138,189

1995/86 average .onthly exits: 133,214

1986/87 average monthly exits: 129,348

1987180 average monthly exits: 124,161



University of Arizona

kience-Enqineerinq Library Exit 6ate Count

1983/84 1984/85 1985186 1986/87 1987/86

July 37,267 36,962 40,235 36,146 34,114

August 54,485 41,387 38,830 37,913 33,067

Septeaber 103,119 a9,544 96,190 90,654 90,333

October 102,887 104,890 109,678 95,217 101,681

fove.öer 95,610 88,890 85,362 77,401 87,411

Dece.ber 68,703 71,755 68,355 64,878 69,970

January 52,622 50,956 49,363 47,514 50,373

February 91,050 90,128 88,268 79,660 85,981

March 78,619 77,430 81,271 75,445 79,295

April 91,913 93,695 91,716 82,565 85,482

May 51,152 63,215 58,544 52,238 51,059

June 32,220 31,465 33,752 33,43! 36,15!

TOTAL 859,647 840,317 841,564 773,062 804,917

1983/84 average ionthly exits: 71,637

1984/85 average onthly exits: 70,026

1985/86 average onthly exits: 70,130

1986/87 average .oth1y exits: 64,422

1987/88 averaae aonthly exits: 67,076



University of Arizo

Nain Library Circulation Count

loan Desk

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88

July 19,775 19,447 18,905 18,625 17,856

August 19,785 16,616 18,945 16,906 16,169

Septeaber 30,564 28,329 29,749 28,498 29,872

October 30,795 34,615 30,828 37,859 38,225

Noveaber 40,429 40,900 36,778 30,131 36,868

Deceaber 21,412 18,628 17,581 22,576 21,215

January 22,434 22,900 24,078 22,067 22,343

february 29,627 28,230 26,832 26,989 29,979

arch 32,389 28,904 30,081 32,314 37,041

Aør:l 34,827 33,749 34,151 33,918 38,183

lay 19,511 20,493 20,033 19,471 20,325

June 18,246 17,158 17,348 18,012 22,208

a

TOTAL 318,794 309,969 305,309 307,366 336,290

1983/84 averaqe sonthly circulation: 26,566

1984/85 averae aonthly circulation: 25,831

1985/86 average onthly circulation: 25,442

1986/87 average .ontly circulation: 25,614

1987/88 ava? age .ontkly circulation: 28,024



University of Ar.zona

Science-Engineering Library Circulation Count

Loan Desk

1983/84 1984185 1985/86 1986/87 19fi1/88

July 8,107 7,702 9,551 9,269 9,414

August 10,040 8,606 11,379 10,522 9,465

Septeaber 12,669 12,063 14,641 15,889 13,715

October 12,549 14,107 20,787 16,655 16,134

Novesber 15,526 15,518 15,313 11,918 14,193

Deceuber 9,392 8,424 10,171 12,499 13,919

January 10,519 12,065 14,399 13,540 11,469

February 11,778 123l7 12,855 12,508 13,645

Narch 13,415 13,092 14,018 15,536 14,229

April 12,722 14,128 14,430 14,857 15,466

Mai 8,999 12,051 10,857 11,117 12,259

Jiè 7,674 9,515 9,798 ,396 11,255

TOTAL ¡33,390 139,588 158,799 153,706 155,223

ia3/a4 averaoe onthly circulation:

1984/85 ayeraae aonthly circulation:

1985/86 average aonthly circulation:

136ì87 average oritnly circulation:

167/88 average ontMy circulation:

11,116

11,632

a' 'lJph

12, 809

12,935



University of Arizona

lain library Circulation Count

Reserve Book Roo.

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986181 1987/88

July 2,382 1,955 1,945 2,260 1,475

Auqust 4,962 2,282 2,266 2,376 1,405

Seg:e.Der 18,116 15,494 14,940 12,570 12,681

Uctooer 15,549 15,216 10,007 11,500 11,786

cveaber 12,417 13,335 10,100 10,332 8,287

Oeceaber 8,295 7,821 7,200 8,361 7,712

JUàrv 8,150 4,634 4,783 4,998 5,247

Føruary 19,362 15,438 11,514 12,718 10,608

Iarcn 12,287 8,959 10,189 10,873 8,501

April I4,63 10,868 10,907 11,585 9,912

May 5,834 7,366 6,345 6,595 4,298

Jrne 1,331 1,438 1,341 2,169 1,312

TOTAl 123,248 104,806 92,137 96,337 83,224

1983/84 averaac aontPily circulation: 10,271

1984/85 average ontnly circulation; 8,734

1985/86 average .onthly circulation: 7,678

1986;97 average aontflly circulation: 8,028

1987/88 averane ont$ly circulation: 6,935



University of Arizona

Nain library

I4oHs PIgcÑ

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88

July 1,088 1,072 1,032 1,266 939

Auqust 1,470 1,385 1,807 1,420 1,280

Septeuber 1,562 1,461 1,696 1,576 1,739

October 1,691 1,815 1,776 2,017 2,056

Novesber 1,997 1,824 1,888 1,506 2,000

OeceEer 1,055 940 902 1,114 1,171

January 1,429 1,476 1,838 1,667 1,425

February 1,769 1,743 1,717 1,331 1,867

iarch 1,690 1,658 1,766 1,644 2,173

Aor:l 1,525 1,525 1,674 1,667 1,856

Nay 794 1,029 959 899 1,115

June 884 847 902 889 1,156

TOTAL 16,954 16,775 17,957 17,056 18,783

l93/84 average sonthly solds placed:

1984/85 average ontflly holds placed:

1985/86 average sonthly holds placed:

1986/87 averae onthly holds olacd:

1987188 average onthly holds placed:

1,413

1,398

1,496

1,421

4e¡J



University of Arizone

Science-Engineering Library

HolJs P1ìcd

1983/84 1384/85 1985/86 1986187 1917/88

July 620 624 575 892 832

August 1,022 968 1,388 1,163 1,169

Septeaber 1,072 1,062 1,377 1,494 1,616

October 1,018 1,111 1,080 1,659 1,451

$ovesber 1,065 1,123 1,129 927 1,191

Dece.ber 605 568 763 1,051 915

January 994 1,184 1,430 1,463 1,260

February 1,034 1,163 1,231 :,301 1,519

March 1,050 1,323 1,275 1,259 1,298

April 810 999 1,077 1,216 1,143

May 533 668 714 705 633

June 539 605 639 732 879

101M. 10,362 11,398 12,738 13,862 13,956

1983/84 averaoe onthiy holds placed: 864

1984/85 averaae sont$ty holds placed: 950

1985/86 averaQe sonthly holds placed: 1,062

¡386/81 averaqe soitLy holds placed: 1,155

1987/88 average on:hly holds placed: 1,163



To: Merri Hartse, Head Lc'an Librarian

Frcm: Norma Perez, Supervisor, Library Fines Office

Pe: Fines Office Statistics 1967-88

Fires Cifice collected the fc'llc'wincj amounts for the 1987-Be

Library card replacements s 2,578.00

Library bock replacements: S 12,475.76

Library fines: S 97,662.3

TOTAL: S 112,716.15

Library fines collected at the Business Office

FcLiifleS5 OfT1Ce S 32,22Ö.66
a

TOTAL FINES FOP BOTH LOI::ATIONS: *144,936.81
t

There was an pverall decrease of $16,889.33. This was in prt
re:au ':t t'e inability for the Bursars Office to encu'rber
students due to the implementati cn cf the Student Inforrnt i on
System. Since October 16, 1987 we have been unable to provide
the i n for at i on needed. We di:' hi:'pe to be abl e to work :'ut s.:rne
kind cf inter face with their new system in the future.
Hciwever, the Library Fines Office has increased in the ':ollection
:f iine ir, our cf fice by di f feren:e ':'f $19,667.58, which i an
ove'.11 increase ':f 21.147.. The cc'lleu:ticn cf Library Card
eplaernents has increased 15V. and Library Bcicd: Replacements have

increased by 30.047.. The Fines Office has surely increased in
i t; prcJ':ti vity and we still ccintinue to prcivide prompt and
cu:,LIrtei:ius servi':e to all patrons.
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University of Arizona
Science-Eno:eerinq Library Circulation Count
Reserve øoo'k Roo.

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1997/88

July 1.910 1.672 1,354 1,106 749

August 3,638 1,305 1,222 1,058 516

Segtesber 10,367 7,025 9,601 8,289 7,322

October 10,006 8,983 11,197 9,000 8,375

oveaer 8,512 6,852 8.275 8,125 6,223

Decesoer 5,316 5,711 6,103 6,180 5,871

January 4,016 2,679 2,623 2,414 2,146

Feoruary 8,514 8,128 7,741 7,286 6,460

arcn 7.418 6,341 6,118 6,337 4,950

Ari1 8,723 7,480 6,929 7,562 6,794

av 4.219 5,323 4,939 4,817 3,659

June 987 937 1,144 940 1,024

TOTAL 73,626 63,036 67,246 63,114 54,089

1884 averaoe onnly circulation: L ti

1984/35 average ant?ly circulation: 5,253

1985/86 average iont1y circulation: 5,604

1986/87 averaq. onthly circulation: 5,260

1987/88 average ontkly circulation: 4,507
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S1.WARY

1987/88 was marked by a series of tijor staff changes in the Nap Collection.
Jack 1bunt , fornrly full tn in SEL assuned the O . 5 Fif uap reference position
vacated by Gill in July 87 . Jack continues O . 5 FrEI in SEL. In Oct . 87 Linda
Cottreli received a three mnth leave of absence and subsequently resied in
January 88 . This position remained vacant for three uonths . In late Dec . , thris
Kollen was appointed to a full titre , tnporary position as map cataloger . Upon
Cottreil' s resiation , thris was given ari extention to Dec . 88 . There were eight
new student appointnits and nine resignations . Q.irrent student staffing is at four.
The depar1nt head will be coirpleting his final year having chosen to not pursue
continuing status at the university . With the exception of thristine Ziegler , the
&itire staff of the departirent has changed over during the past year.

A couplete rearrangennt of the technical services area occurred during the year .
The map cataloging office was converted to a PC , supplies , departrrental files office.
Storage books were relocated and roì made for ai eventual relocation of the Landsat
imagery collection frc CPNM to the departint . Shirley Deeter , &i intern fran the
Graduate Library School , vorked in the collection during the Spring serxster . Shirley
was trained by and worked with several staff nrbers . She worked on the loan/reference
desk , re-wrote and clarified a book processing procedure , and worked with the
depar1iEnt head in rewriting policies.

Several geologic indexes were generated during the year by Jack Five issues
of the Map News ì»bnthly were also produced. A ne guide series was initiated with
a-ia on hoc to locate geologic maps within the collection. Chris Ziegler produced a
self help guide to finding sheet maps in the collection. So far this guide has reduced
the nurrber of luirs staff spend in explaining hcM maps are filed and accessed.
Bibliographic instruction continued with presentations to library science, geography,
gao science, education, engineering, and architecture classes. A revised photocopy
policy was irnplenented restricting the use of large format atlases and locked case
maps in order to better preserve them. Several letters were sent to new faculty along
with brochures and other publications frcxn the departrrnt. A location guide to relief
maps, globes, and wall maps was prepared by Chris Ziegler.

Chris Kollen rewrote cataloging proc for maps and s'orked closely with an assistant
fran Cataloging in generating copy records. The OCLC terminal was relocated, a
ccxputer printer located, and print outs made for map records. These print outs were
edited and input according to the new procedures. This new process appears to 'working
and nora than 170 records were generated over a three uonth period. The shelf list
was transferred to a new 60-drawer unit. Kollen also reorganized the departrrrit' s
cataloging manual and the cataloging student assistants training manual. All book-
like materials were renDved fran the vertical file location and re-shelved on the
book cases. The dept. acquired a cariiunications program for accessing Innovacq via
PC and nDdem. Staff are becoming fanrLliar with the system but no inputting of records
will occur this fiscal year.

A series of maetings were held to discuss collection developrint during 87/88. Out
of these maetings cax a draft copy of a collection develoiEnt policy for cartographic
materials based on a nodal drafted by the Collection Developoent Ccmittee. Staff also
prepared several gao-political profiles. These country by country profiles should
provide developmant guidance for years to cain. A major weeding project was undertaken
for books and wall maps. Over 200 books and 108 wall maps were withdrawn. Staff also
participated in the serials review project reccxmnding several titles for withdrawal.

Jack Munt organized a map exhibit for the SEL Fall open house to display the various
services and resources of the departnEnt. Dates for inclusion in the locked case were
changed to include all dates of maps through the 1920s. A survey of all rare uncataloged
maps was made and these were placed into acid-free folders.

A large anount of tima was spent by all staff rribers in training a new reference
librarian, cataloger, and several new students.



MAJOR s'mENGrHS

The quality, education, knowledge, and experience of the Map Collection staff
continue to be the major strength of the departmant. Even with niy changes
of staffing at all levels during the past year, staff have been able to accOEn-
plish nx)st of the goals set for 1987/88. A well-developed training program used
for students and librarians assisted in the ability to offer excellent service
to library patrons.

All students and staff have been trained on and use the departxiEnt' s I PC and
wordprocessing programs. Many of the office files for acquisitions and reference
have been converted to machine readable ones.

A major strength too is that the collection of cartographic materials ±s nore
than a mare depository collection of items received through the GPO program, but
is material that has been keenly selected by Map Collection staff to fit a recent-
re-written collection policy statrnt. The departmant has been far ahead of other
units within the library systan in addressing collection developmsnt policies.

An emphasis is placed upon serving the users first, then processing. The use of
cartographic materials is wide-spread across the campus and Tucson. There is a
consistant inter-disciplinary use of these materials as well.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The single litnitating factor to offering better service and developing the
collections has continued to be a shortage of staffing. The departzent con-
tinues to operate with a reduced (0.5 F1'E) reference librarian position which
ixipacts cxi the ability to free the map cataloger from reference/loan ass iuents
in order to address a grcing backlog of sheet maps. Limited staffing also
prevents the departmant fran offering evening or extended weekend hours. It
too forces the departnt to staff the reference/loan desks with students which
trDst departmsnts are unwilling to do. In-depth reference assistance arid corruter
database searching have never been offered to any extent that the campus should
expect.

Faculty liaison, public awareness programs, and bibliographic instruction are
also short changed because of staffing limitations.

The full cataloging strength that was written about in years past has dwindled
to being a limitation. Access to the backlog hampers both collection developmsnt
activities and patron use. Full analytics for USGS maps has been discontinued.

Current staff are spread very thinly in accoirplishing several duties. While
serving on the reference desk, staff trust answer the deparnt telephone, act
as a security check, and operate the AC loan system.

The lack of additional PC workstations hampers the ability of a cc:xnputer-trained
staff from realizing their full effective potential.

The MA2 NEWS M)NTHLY continues to be issued only every other nïnth.

Access to local, state, national, and international geographic information systems
via ccxrputers will be the major limitation in providing users with state-of-the-
art information.

The primsry staff need for the coining year would have to be the appointmant of
a full tima clerical assistant.



FlEURE PLANS: 1988/89

The following is a list of goals established for the University Library Map

Collection for 1988/89:

- 1. Work with the AUL for Central Services in the orientation of

the new Head, Nap Librarian.

- 2. Expand and update student assistant reference training unit outline.

Identify areas of need for pathfinders and prepare them for patron

use.

Evaluate, test, and consider implemation of "Librarian' s Helper"

(PC Program) for in-house cataloging of the book backlog.

Continue to develop geo-political profiles as an aid in collection

developnnt.

Explore and evaluate need for offering on-line database searching

services for library patrons in the Nap Collection.

Explore the feasibility of changing the categories of materials

which are circulated and those which are stored in the locked cases.
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THE FILL RATE INCREASED BY 4%; THEREFORE, THE FILL RATE FOR THIS

FISCAL YEAR IS 88%.

BORROWING:

Total requests received from UA patrons 7,918

Total requests filled 6,938

Total requests pending & unfilled 980

REASONS FOR UNFILLED:

Cancelled by patron 295

Cancelled by ILL 134

Holding library will not lend 340

Insufficient citation 67

Patron cannot pay borrowing fee 106
942

SUMMARY:

Number of Loan requests filled: 3,996

Number of Photocopy requests filled: 2,942

THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED INCREASED BY 12% THIS YEAR.
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SUMMARY
During the past year the Media Center:

Reorganized its departmental structure in January 1988 when the
University's Film Library was administratively transferred to it. When
the transfer occurred, three positions in the fi 1m library were vacant,
and several Media Center staff were assigned to work there. Thus, both
the Film Library and the Media Center operated with reduced staff
through April 1988 while maintaining service at or above previous
levels.

Received several reclassifications for staff largely because of the
Film Library transfer. Two Audiovisual Technician II positions were
relassìfied to Library Assistant I positions; a Library Assistant II
position was reclassed to a Library Assistant III level; and a Clerk
III position reclassification request is pending. The former Film
Library Manager 's position was converted to a professional librarian
line which was filled on a temporary basis in February. It is currently
being advertised as a permanent position vacancy. Personnel Department
assistance to reclass needs was vital and responsively met.

Established reserve service for VHS videotapes when it received VHS
playback equipment in January 1988.

With Acquisitions Department assistance, established a first copy and
awards approval plan for Juvenile Book collection development.
Retroactive to September 1987, the plan reversed the reliance on
faculty order requests for building the Juvenile Collection and allowed
the department to secure titles at less cost. More than 550 new book
titles were requested for less than $5700 in the past nine months with
90% being "department" requests. (The previous year more than 800
titles were ordered for $10,000 with less than 20% being "department"
requests.) Faculty concerned with the collection welcome the change for
English Language titles. However, individual order requests still need
to be placed for titles in other languages.

Conducted several on-line bibliographic searches using, for the first
time, the microcomputer equipment and telecorrmunications software
located in the Media Center itself. Used the equipment to also
experiment with on-line placement of order requests into the Innovacq
system.

Secured an I«3B monitor and telephone line for the smaller Media
classroom permitting on-line searching demonstrations in either or both
department classrooms.

Initiated the reclassification and recataloging of an estimated 2000
Juvenile books from Dewey to Library of Congress.

Realized increases in circulation service, reference service, and
equipment and room use for a sixth straight year.

Accepted responsibility for continuing the Classic Film Series as a
coimiunity outreach activity.



STBENGTHS

Increasing visibility of department' s services as demonstrated by

increased service demands: circulation, in-depth reference, equipment

and facility use, and a nearly doubling of videotape playback hours.

Loyal, flexible, talented, and skilled staff: This was an extraordinary

year for all department staff and student assistants. Rosemary Maddock

provided valuable assistance to the Film Library by covering the

absence of Katherine Holsinger prior to the January transfer of that

unit to the Media Center, especially in relation to maintaining the

scheduled showings for the first half of the Classic Film Series. Tod

Gregoire, Mary Musgrave, and Kim Pardieck with no prior experience in

the Film Library assumed major responsibilities in January and February

for services in that unit. All three had their work assignments split

for several weeks in both the Film Library and the Media Center.

Maurene Gray, Gloria Smith and all of our student assistants in the

Media Center picked up the load of additional circulation and reference

service during the transition period that also brought three new staff

meners, Snoen Wyatt, Linda Dols, and Carol Friesen, into the

department. These three brought skills to their new positions that has

permitted them to assume important responsibilities within a minimal

training period.

Technical improvements: Department staff are able to utilize a nunber

of word processing and spread sheet programs in compiling procedural

and statisitical data related to their jobs. Thus, the availability of

microcomputer hardware and software has increased efficiency and staff

bave shown a great deal of creativity in finding new and better ways to

get work done. By using on-line capability, both order request

placement and bibliographic searching can now be done in the department

itself. New media playback equipment such as monitors and VHS units

bas permitted the department to better meet the demands placed on it

for video service.

Collection growth: The approval plan for Juvenile Material and the

transfer of the Film Collection to the Media Center can be viewed as

actions that broaden not only the size but the parameters of collection

development for the department. With the acquisition of the Film

Library and its archives, the Media Center is now responsible for more

than 100,000 pieces of non-print library material. Ten yers ago the

department was responsible for less than 35,000 pieces. In the same

ten years the juvenile book collection has nearly doubled to its

present size of 23,000 volumes. Obviously, the increased collection

size corresponds positively to the ability of the department to meet

real albeit specialized curricular needs at the University.



LIMITATIIS

Facility and Space:
Department services and staff are located in separate buildings

that are a considerable distance apart. This creates special
management problems.

The Film Library facility needs major rennovation, equipment,
and furniture to function as a film/video service unit.

The Film Library's ceiling contains encapsulated asbestos which
poses a question of safety for library staff working there.

Budget:
The department's present materials allocation is not sufficient

to support acquisition of new film for the film/video unit.
The film library represents a new responsibility for wages,

capital, and supplies budget al locations from already
strained library accounts.

Systems and access:
The film library holdings have not been cataloged on the OCLC

system as have Media Center materials. Until they are, films
can not be included in the library's future on-line catalog.

No automated booking system or up-to-date access information is
currently available for Film Library holdings.

The Media Center is nine months behind in filing cards in its
department card catalogs due to staff shortages,

reorganizational concerns, and a pending reclassification.

Staff
The permanent librarian position for the film library will not

be filled until at least November 1988 and the temporary

position will become vacant at the end of July 1988.

Management of the unit will be a major fetter on department
staff resources in the coming months.

One staff member will be on medical leave for needed surgery for
several weeks

The department faces the test of whether or not it is able to
further accomodate a staff member who this past year seemed
to have an adverse sensitivity to environmental working
oonditions in the Media Center.

Equipment
The department' s irmediate needs for playback equipment include

an array of items for both the Media Center and Film Library
units. Of special concern will be videotape inspection
units; film projectors; player/recorders compatible with PAL
or SEXAN videotapes; additional slide/tape viewers and

audiocassette players.
The film library needs a GEAC terminal and access to the

library's circulation system database.



FUTURE PLANS

Proceed with plans to integrate the film collection into the Library

system: intitiate a new printed catalog of film/video materials, secure
a GEAC terminal for the film library, and enter data for film material
into the GEAC database or investigate an automated booking system to
replace the manual booking card system currently used.

Establish a film/video unit in the facility nc used solely for film

materials if asbestos ceiling material can be removed and needed

rennovation accomplished; consider reallocating department staff,

equipment, and hours for increased access to film/video materials.

Fill the position for a Media Librarian who will manage the film/video
unit; provide training and orientation information that will enable

this person to contribute to the job, the Library, and the University.

Continue to submit reclassification and recataloging requests for Dewey
classified Juvenile Collection books.

Provide opportunities for the majority of Media Center staff and Film
Library staff to cross-train for maximum flexibility in both areas.

Increase the number of on-line bibliographic searches done in the
department for library users.

Promote and offer the 1988-89 Classic Film Series.

Begin identifying and indexing the Advertising Film Archive materials
formerly and currently deposited in the Film collection.

Maintain the high levels of loan, reference, and instructional service
the department offers to its users.

Submit purchase requests that will upgrade the department's

collections; analyze the effectiveness of the Juvenile Collection

Approval Plan begun this past year.



Section I

Media Center Acquisitions and Holdings

* Total GEAC records for collection
** Estimated figures.

A. Holdings Summaries 1985-1988

19 85 1986 1987 1988

Media Titles 10,139 10,452 10,770 10,838
K-12 Texts 11,926 11,673** 12,193** 12,226
Juv. Books (Statistics also kept

by the Catalog Dept.)
21,932* 23,974

B. ORDER REQUESTS placed through Media Center

1,985-86 1,986-87 1,9 87-8 8

Media Titles 247 107 80

Book Titles i22 966
1073 671Totals 719

C. 1986-1988 MedIa TITLES cataloged

1,986 Holdings 1,986 Adds 1,987 Withdrawals 1,987 Holdings
346 7 10,77010,452

1987 Holdings 1,987 Adds 1,988 WIthdrawals 1,988 Holdings

D. 1986-1987 Media PIECES Cataloged

1986 Holdings 1,987 Adds 1,987 Withdrawals 1,987 Holdings
3,002 1993,330 96,313

1987 Holdings 1,988 Adds 1,988 Withdrawals 1,988 Holdings

96,313 3,103 33 99,383

10,770 172 12 10,930



RESERVE STATISTICS

Section II

Comparative Summaries of Services 1985 - 1988

A. INFORMATION REQUESTS

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

*(No GEAC statistics included for November 1985)

Reference 3,960
Directional 4,750
5-Minute n.a.

B. INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS

5,658
5,849

506

5,369
6,492
1,004

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

Total Sessions 23 40 20

Total Students 492 733 482
Total Hours 21 36.25 21.25

C. EQUIPMENT AND ROOM USE

19 8 5-86 1986-87 1987-88

Equip. Requests 7,977* 8,183 260

Room Requests 2,537 2,926 3,538
Room Hours 3,269 3,311 4,622
VTR Hours 2,445 2,749.5 4,237.51

D. CIRCULATION

198 5-86 1986-87 1987-88

Media Titles 23,944* 28,104 29,735

198 5-86 19 86-8 7 19 87-88

Items on reserve 479 917 566

Reserve circ. 5, 635* 5,115 4,397



Section III

Film Library Statistics

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE

Film Bookings
Campus 275 126 112 62 116 129

Student Teachers 6 19 27 42 8 0

Previews 104 121 31 47 50 28

Rentals 119 59 42 19 7 6

MONTHLY TOTALS 504 325 212 170 181 163
(GRAND TOTAL = 1,555)

Cancellations
Campus 6 3 1 2 0 0

Student Teachers O O O O O O

Rental 10 2 0 0 0 0

MONTHLY TOTALS 16 5 1 2 0 0

(GRAND TOTAL = 24)

unavailable Films
Campus 4 0 1 0 0 1
Student Teachers O O O O O O

Rental 8 3 0 0 0 0

MONTHLY TOTALS 12 3 1 0 0

(GRAND TOTAL = 17)

Films Inspected 302 489 538 322 485 381
(GRAND TOTAL = 2,517)

Films Rented From
Outside Sources 22 37 48 56 10 11

(GRAND TOTAL = 184)
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

SUMMARY

The past year has been a momentous one in terms of systems and
plannïng, The decision to purchase INNOPAC as a prototype online
catalog for the Science/Engineering Library was probably the
most important event of the year. Considerable amounts of staff
time and effort have already been put into the task of preparing
for the installation of the system in late July. As for other
systems, INNOVACQ was enhanced by the addition of six ports (two
for Serials, one for Acquisitions, one for Bindery, one for
CPNM, and one for dial-up access), Geac continued to operate
with a minimum of down time, a number of personal computers were
purchased and installed throughout the Library, a tape backup
unit for the System/36 was purchased and installed, and three
OCLC modems (each costing $3,000 annually to rent) were eliminat-
ed as a result of the installation of extended distance cables.

Planning Council has gone through its second iteration of the
strategic planning process. The lesson learned from this tedious
experience was that we need a more efficient method of revising
the plan and developing action plans annually.

In the Science/Engineering, Music, and Library Science branch
libraries the major factor was the enormous increase in activity
brought about by the rise in the number of incoming undergradu-
ate students this year compared with previous years. Added to
this extra burden was the Serials Review Project, and in SEL,
INNOPAC implementation. The response on the part o-f the staffs
of these branch libraries has been to rise to the occasion with
enthusiasm and renewed vigor. However, it is only a matter of
time before the increased demands on the staff translate into
fatigue and burn-out. The only possible relief would be to in-
crease the size of the staff proportionally with the increase in
enrollment. This is unlikely to happen, however. The alternative
is to eliminate lower priority services to free up staff to
handle the increased activity. This may be necessary in the
coming year.
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The quality of the automated systems in use in the Library must
be considered strengths. Old as it is, Geac is still a very
reliable circulation system. INNOVACQ has survived its initial
difficulties and is now absolutely dependable.

The staff are well-trained and seem relatively content) which
means they are reliable and productive.

The collections of the branch libraries are well developed and
seem to serve their clienteles well.

Planning Council has matured and seems to be able to deal with
matters more effectively.
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

While the quality of the automated systems in use at the U of A
Library may be a major strength, certainly the variety must be
considered a major limitation: there are just too many systems,
each with its own peculiarities, and each providing only a por-
tion of the information needed by the Library's staff and its
users.

The proliferation o-F stand-alone PCs is also a problem. Their
inability to communicate with one another hinders them from
fulfilling their potential of enhancing productivity.

Lack of staff is limiting the amount and quality of service the
Library can provide.

In the Music Library especially, but also to some extent in the
other two branches, lack of space for materials and for readers
is a very major limitation.
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SYSTEMS AND PLANNING DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

FUTURE PLANS

The implementation of the prototype online catalog is one of the
most exciting future plans, both in terms of systems and plan-
ning, and the SEL branch library. In spite of the enormous im-
pact this will have on staff time and effort, the staff seem to
be enthusiastic about the prospect.

Geac will be upgraded by the addition of another disk drive.
This will allow the system to support more patron and item data
without burdening the computer operations staff with the problem
f off-loading certain files to tape and then restoring them to
disk whenever disk-intensive operations are carried out.

Remote access to INNOVACQ via the IDX will allow branch librar-
ies to place orders and to determine the status of their materi-
als budgets more easily and in a more timely fashion.

The placement of PCs on the desks of all department heads should
enhance their ability to generate reports and to use planning
software. When and if the PCs are all linked together, if only
through the lOX, the need for as many meetings as we now have
should diminish as electronic messaging and document transfer
become commonplace.

This year Planning Council will charge a task force with the
responsibility of drafting a five-year automation plan. This
will go a long way toward clarifying what our automation goals
are and what options are available to us. In addition, Planning
Council will work to devise a more efficient method of continu-
ing the strategic planning process.

The staff o-F the Music Collection will continue to plan for
their new facility in the Fine Arts Complex.

All branches will continue to participate in the Serials Review
Project.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY

Thanks to the $190,000 supplement to the book budget plus the return

to the original base allocation for 1986/87 acquisitions activity

returned to a more normal level for monographs. Serial title orders

continued to be held while the second year of cancellations took

place.

The Catalog Policy Board streamlined the processing flags for new

materials. This project involved staff in every department. The

results are much simpler forms and far fewer of them than in the

past. The Board has also established the policies and procedures for

cataloging state documents. These changes were needed to accommodate

the move of the state documents collection from Special Collections

to Government Documents Department.

The Collection Development Committee updated the old Collection Devel-

opment Policy, redraf ted the Expensive Purchases Policy and drafted a

gift policy. They allocated the budget for the year and monitored it

quarterly. Serials Review was turned over to a special committee

chaired by the Head Serials Librarian. A plan for the second year

was developed based on the first year's experience. Even more of the

Library staff participated in the the review. The slide show on

serials pricing purchased from the University of Michigan Library was

used with a number of groups on campus in an effort to educate the

faculty and the administration. The response from the university

community has been generally supportive. The result of the review is

another $100,000's worth of titles cancelled.

The Serials Department put a great deal of time into updating records

to reflect the first year's cancellations. They also continued to

build the INNOVACQ check-in records. With full staffing the time

required to check-in any serial title has been reduced from days or

even weeks to 24 to 48 hours.

Bindery Preservation Department starred in a KUAT television program

on preservation. The short version of the documentary "Slow Fires"

was shown to Campus Library Council and to interested Library staff.

Discussions were held with the new conservator from Arizona State

University Library about bindery practices. The grant application

for state wide preservation planning has been delayed for another

year.

The planning for the on-line catalog and retrospective conversion of

catalog records consumed time and energy all over the Division. The

Catalog Department reallocated staff to conversion efforts. Senior

members of that department became key players in the automation plan-

fling.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The dedicated staff in the Division continue to be its greatest
strength. Retirements in Acquisitions and Serials have allowed us to
make some staffing changes and to seek new skills and abilities in
the new staff. The on-line catalog implementation planning has demon-
strated the expertise of our catalog personnel in both the Catalog
and Serials Departments.

The supplement to the book budget was a welcome relief. Monograph

acquisitions grew in number. The second year of serials cuts have
allowed us to consider adding about $20,000 in new commitments to the
serials budget. Whether or not we can continue to consider the Li-
brary's collections to be one of its greatest strengths will depend
upon continued steady funding support which allows for inflation and
the low value of the U. S. dollar.

The automation all ready in place in Technical Services is being used
creatively by the staff. The INNOVACQ system has been key to the

Serials Review process' success. It has given us valuable reports
and financial information about monograph acquisitions as well. This

has included accreditation reports and grant support reports for
several departments. Data Linx, the system which connects us to our
largest serials vendor, is also heavily used both for departmental
work and review project work. OCLC is an essential tool for serials,
cataloging and acquisitions. By shifting the times during which we
input records we have continued to keep the costs down. Fewer books

received has also reduced costs.

We have stretched budgets through prepayment discounts with our bind-
er and new arrangements with our main approval plan vendor. The

annual Paxon invoices are handled as early as possible to receive

the highest discount. Thus, in spite of escalating materials costs
and the declining value of the dollar, we have fulfilled all appropri-
ate requests for monographs from the faculty and students this year.
A committee is presently considering the new serial titles which we

will add in 1988/89.

We have been fortunate to receive a number of useful gifts this year
which have been added to collection. The Parents Association donated
over $12,000 which was used for current imprints of interest to under-

graduate students. The Friends supported Special Collections and

fine arts purchases. The Colorado Alumni Association has also shown
an interest in assisting in building our southwest collections.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The space and environment in which the staff of the Division work has

been recognized this year as a major limitation. There are at least

thirteen more people working in the area and twenty more terminals

than were originally planned. We continue to seek ways to improve

our use of the existing space. All four departments have made either

major or minor rearrangements in an effort to make staff more comfort-

able.

A committee has surveyed the staff to determine what environmental

factors they would like to see changed in the area. The report is in

and will require time and attention from the Library Administration

in order to assess what can be done and when we can do it. It is

obvious that in our rush to automate we have not always been careful

to consider some of the associated changes.

Staffing in Bindery Preservation continues to be a major problem.

The training received by the Head at a Library of Congress and Ameri-

can Library Association sponsored workshop two years ago cannot be

fully used because of a lack of staff. The continuing maintenance

and repair of the collections always slips to last priority in the

press of the current work.

Changes in Acquisitions and Serials due to automation have dictated

staffing changes as well. Neither department is large enough to

support major staff shifts for anything other than temporary

projects. Students are no longer used for check-in on a regular

basis in Serials, but they still do all of the pre-order searching in

Acquisitions with varying degrees of success.



FUTURE PLANS

We begin work on the environmental report recommendations in 1988-

89. This is the top division wide priority. Staff time and funding

will be necessary to achieve success. Since both commodities are in

short supply, it will take at least two years to make major changes.

The last year of serial review is before the whole library. If we

can continue to receive increments to the budget equal to our experi-

enced inflation rates, we will be able to meet most of the campus'

monographic needs and many of the serial needs. A modest selection

of new serial titles will be added in 1988-89.

Part of our efforts to make the most of our acquisitions dollars will

include more detailed collection development statements for the use

of library selectors. We will continue to involve and inform as many

staff as possible in collection development. We will also examine

ways to improve our service to the undergraduates. More CD Rom prod-

ucts will be added to the collections in 1988-89.

Retrospective conversion will continue in the Catalog Department, and

the Serials Department will begin a pilot project using the serial

records for the Center for Creative Photography.

Early in the new budget year we will bring up the INNOPAC on-line

catalog and view our MARC records for the first time. The training,

record clean up and reorganization of work flow will be a major bur-

den on the Catalog Department and the Catalog Section of the Serials

Department. There are many problems facing Technical Services and no

prospect for less work in the future. In spite of this, the staff

are eager to go on with the project.

The planning for a grant to facilitate state wide preservation plan-

ning is scheduled for the coming year. We hope that our local ef-

forts can be expanded in 1988-89 to include some photocopying of out

of print, heavily used materials and filming of less used materi-

als. The additional searching, copyright clearance, and other prepa-

ration activities will have to be added to the heavy work load in

Acquisitions. The Bindery Preservation Department Head will be in-

volved in reviewing our commercial binding practices. If the budget

allows it, Special Collections will again use the services of a local

conservation expert.
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University of Arizona Library
Acquisitions Annual Report: 1 June 1988

SUNN.ARY

fl 87-88 might wall be called the year of contradictions: strengths

became limitations, and limitations became strengths; turnover in key
positions threatened already overtaxed staffing, but offered windows of
hiring opportunity in return; serìals Inflation pruned the growth of the

budget and of collectIons, yet provided an insight into the process of
collection maìntenance and evaluation. Much can be learned In the face of

hardships.

IAJOR STREIGTES

A well trained staff. Supplementary contributions. Two professional and
two career staff positions became vacant in 87-88. Staff members had to

pull together and fill ìn for the vacant positions by learning and
carrying out the duties of those vacancIes. The result was, in effect,
crosa-traìning and broadened the scope of all in the department. It

brought about staff ref lectìon on a wide range of aoquisìtìons procedures,

and produced three up-dated section manuals with new processes and

procedures.

The opportunity to fill each of these vacancies permitted the Aquisitions
staff to review the responsibilites of the position and to adapt them to
meet changes in Technical Services technology. The Receiving section was

reorganized to accomodate the needs of automated receipt. In the past

year, the new LA III took charge and began fìne-tuning the processes,

procedures, and the types of order/receipt information gathered. The

consequence ìs a new perspectìve on the acquisitions database.

The positìon of Science AcquisItions Librarian was filled as a model of
communication in collection development activities. A cluster of Scìence
librarians and the Acquisìtìons librarian was formed to coordinate
collecting activities and to form a network in the selection process. The
Acquisitions librarian began training and assumed public ref arance duties
in the Science Library. Serials deselection in the sciences was
facilitated through automation and through information sharing.

The postions of Social Soìences Librarìan and Head of Gifts and Exchanges

fell open this Spring with the retirements of Jeanne Briner and Harry von
Bergen. Selection for the Librarian positìon is underway, and the Gifts
position has recently been filled by Robert Hershof f, formerly of
Bookmans. His bìbliophìlìsm and years of experience ìn the book trade
show promise as Harry's successor and come at a time when the collection
can benefit from them most.

Inflation eroded a static budget, but budgetary relief came in the form of

a one-time supplement. A $3.8 million base budget is a significant
budget, and It can take several dry years and still recover, especially



when temporary relIef is available. This year a supplement from the
Provost of $190,000 dollars to the materials budget combined with $100,000

of serials cuts, kept the serials budgetary expansion from harming

monographic acquisitions. The Parents' Fund contributed $12,000 to the
monographìc book fund and successful negotiations with Blackwell North

America stablized the discount for monographìc acquisitions and negated

the monographic ìnflatìon rate of 7-8.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Staffing. Equipment. Funds. Automation has brought change. Greater

accounability is available, and this availabilìty brings about demand.

The Receiving section has changed from a processing unit in the in-

process, on-order control system, into a provider of information for
collection maìntenance and development. The acquisitions database now

incorporates information on publication status (out-of-print, not-yet-

published), desiderata, interdisciplinary studies (Women's studies, Latìn

American studies, etc.), as well as, the routine bibliographìc, receipt,

cataloging, and accounting information. All this ìnformation must be

input, processed, and kept current.

Likewise, the Gifts and Exchanges section is undergoing change and

scrutiny and this places a new perspective of accountability on gifts

donated to the Library. This accountability requires better inventory
control which means on-line, in-process control of donatìons. This

control further taxes the database and database maintenance.
Decentralized input of order requests promises to expand the acquisitions

database and generate the need for even more maintenance.

A larger database for continued expansion of bibliographic information on

selectìons, additions, and desiderata for the collections; staff to

process the ìnformation; and access to equipment for processing it are the

the ma or limitatIons to present. Shrinking funds for the future
acquisitions of collection materìals, staffing, and equipment round out

the cycle of denial.

FUTURE PLANS

To perservere. With the knowledge of what the future requires--greater
acoountabìlity and tighter controls on acquisitions--and what the future

holds--loss of purchasing power and shrinking funds, Acquisìtions will

continue to pursue a course of introspection while seekìng rationalized

expansìon in the areas of staffing, equipment, and funding.

We will look at improvìng our own procedures, streamlining them whenever
possible, reorganizing them whenever necessary, but we will remain
conmiitted to providing accountability for the monographic development of

the collections. To support more rational collection development in the

coming fiscal year, we will request limited supplemental funding in the

areas of staffing, and equipment.



COLLECI0N RESOURCE STAiISTICS
1987-88

*Film Collection added in 1987/88

TOTALS
1986-87

Number of
Pieces/Vole.
ADDED

Number of
Pieces/Vole. TOTALS

WITHDR.MJN 1987-88

BOUND VOLUMES

Monographs 69,296 3,604

Serials 15,819 456

TOTAL BOUND VOLUMES 1,955,828 85,115 4,060 2,036,883

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Depository 19,212

Non-Depository 6,242

TOTAL 886,389 25,454 6,095 905,748

MICROFORMS

Microfilm 98,608 0

Microfiche 136,080 636

Microcard O O

TOTAL 2,992,501 234,688 636 3,226,553

MAPS 194,799 5,042 144 199,697

MEDIA

Commercial Sound Recordings 641 184

(Music & SWYC)
Other
Media Center 3,103 33

Film Collection* 7,436

TOTAL 123,003 11,180 217 133,966

MUSIC

Sheet Music 28,996 0 2,144 26,852

TOTAL HOLDINGS 6,181,516 361,479 13,296 6,529,699



VA LIBRARY MATERIALS

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

1987/88

*Consisting of donations from Alumni Foundation, Parents' Fund, and individuals.

NON-STATE ACCOUNTS

Book Replacement (209863) $16,544.17 $7,452.18

Hattich Memorial (302348) $694.07 $434.98

Pickrell Memorial (302470) 199.34 $99.34

*Library Materials (302492) $32,201.14 $20,559.54

Sullivan Memorial (311551) $3,140.65 $2,136.35

Lamb Memorial (340114) $938.69 $0.00

Asset Disposal (680444) $6,696.57 $2,203.49

Non-State Accounts Total $60,314.63 $32,885.88

TOTAL LIBRARY MATERIALS $4,126,571.63 $4,098,914.73

APPROPRIATIONS EXPENDITURES

STATE ACCOUNT (101444)

Book5 $1,905,425.00 $1,907,316.72

Serials $2, 155,875.00 $2, 153,755.13

Account 101444 Total $4,061,300.00 $4,061,071.85

STATE ACCOUNT (103117) $4,957.00 $4,957.00
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SUMMARY

The major activities in the Bindery & Preservation Department this year
concerned training and education of faculty, staff, students and future
librarians. The major feature was a presentation including the showing of
the film "Slow Fires" to the faculty at Campus Library Council and to the
Library Staff. This film describes the disintegration of millions of pages
in books, pamphlets, photographs, drawings and maps, due to the acids used
in the paper making process.

Another area of training and education was the special feature of the Bindery
& Preservation Departmeit and staff on KUAT-TV's Science & Technology portion
of "Arizona Illustrated" program on January 27, 1988. This film describes what
is happening specifically to material at the University of Arizona Library,
including damage by patrons, staff and the environment.

In conjunction with the annual Fall semester display on book care and the
steps taken to restore the damaged material, students from the Graduate
Library School received special instruction in the use of conservation treat-
ment procedures used here at the University Library. During the Spring
semester Dr. Miller's Systems Analysis Class did an extensive study of the
Bindery & Preservation Department's processes and procedures. The class
created various flow charts for procedures and formulated a cost analysis
report.

Staff from the Bindery & Preservation Department toured the facilities of
Roswell Bookbinding Company, our present commercial bindery. We observed
both, the trade and library binding departments. At that time Roswell was
installing new preservation procedures to meet the changing standards set by
LBI (Library Binding Institute).

The staff from this department participated in workshops offered by the Staff
Development committee. Anita Godfrey, Library Assistant III, attended word
processing classes and Jane LaVetter, Library Clerk II received training in
time management. Susan Beardsley, Administrative Assistant IV attended a
seminar on management skills put on by the Office of Management Studies in
El Paso, Texas.

During this half of the year we had two staff members promoted, Nancy McFaul
to Library Assistant I in the Catalog Maintenance Office at the Science
Library and Michelle Nickol to Library Clerk III in the Serials Department.
We were able to hire an affirmative action candidate for one of the positions,
Diane Lewis, Library Clerk II. The other position remains temporarily vacant.
Two members of the department were reclassified, Anita Godfrey to Library
Assistant III and Susan Beardsley to Administrative Assistant IV.

As I mention above the main direction for the department, beside the ordinary
assigned mission, was in the field of education and training. The education
involved faculty, staff, students and future librarians in the preservation
and conservation of library materials with the hope of extending the life and
quality of our library materials for future generations.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of the department remains within its people, in that they

continue to remain flexible with an ambitious attitude inspite of the

routinism of the work. I encourage participation in the various training

programs and the employees eagerly participate always maintaining a

harmonious attitude, remaining a group of knowledgeable and skillful

employees.

This year Aida Short, Data Entry Operator II, received her fifteen year

service recognition award. Alma Gaona, Data Entry Operator II, completed

her training and is self sufficient in her position since being promoted.

Roswell bookbinding Company maintained an even schedule with its deliveries

facilitating our work schedules to an even flow. Roswell upgraded their

procedures to meet the changing LBI (Library Binding Institute) standards

giving us a better quality of books and serials.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

I feel repetitious in the fact that I must report again that one of the

major limitations remains in the fact that the employees in library

clerk II positions immediately seek promotions as soon as they are trained.

This is due to the low entrance rate of pay and I understand their ambitions

and needs but nevertheless this causes a disruption in the workflow, as I

have to hire and train new personnel. This process also effects the morale

of the unit as a whole. An allocation of additional student assistants could

perhaps fill the gaps between selection on new hires and the backlogs that

accumulate.

Currently there are three library clerk II positions to be upgraded. The

reclassifications have been sent to the Personnel Department for audit and

approval. These reclassifications would slow the promotion and turnover in

the department.



FUTURE PLANS

The future plans for this department are to continue striving to accomplish
those goals established by Planning Council pertaining to this department,
specifically strategic goal number five which states: "The library will strive
to perserve and conserve its many collections which include books, serials,
archives, photographs, films, videotapes, maps, microforms and sound recordings,
following accepted national practices as promulgated by the various concerned
national organizations".

This coming year the library management will establish a committee to assist
in the development of a state-wide cooperative preservation program that will
include the sharing of state resources with other state supported universities.
The first year's work will be a review of the application for an NEH planning
grant for the state which will be prepared by the conservator at Arizona State
University Library.

Other goals for the year include the following:
To send Susan Beardsley to a national workshop on binding in

Atlanta, Georgia.
To continue processing the new materials, @85,000 items per

year in an efficient and accurate manner.
Spend and monitor the Bindery Budget of $275,000.00.
Continue educating other staff, patrons and faculty in care

and handling of library materials.
Keep informed about INNOVACQ and INNOPAC and be ready for new

procedures when processing bindery material and work
with other departments as the changes occur.

Work with Acqusitions librarians and send material to a
commercial microfilmer and/or for photoduplication when
rebinding or replacement of material is not an option.

Hopefully, if some of these goals are achieved, we will be able to improve
our products and offer our patrons better and more extensive materials for
successful research.



BINDERY STATISTICS----1 987-88

TYPE 0F
PERCENT OF

BINDI:G 1986-87 1987-88 DIFFERENCE

TOTAL
STANDARD UNITS 30,443 28,699 -5.73

TOTAL
RUSH UNITS

1,31+1 1,217 -9.25

r'T' T' rnT1''

STA DARD/RUSN UNITS 31,784 30,099 -5.30



BINDERY STA TICS____19S7!-

PERCEIT OF
TYPE OF
BINDijiG

i986- 1987-88, DIFFEPEI:OE

Special Binding

.USjC LJ8 271 -39.51

Atlases
91 112 +23.08

j. '-J .J. tt

S?ECIAL BINDI;G
791 609 -23.01

Theses

i:e:spapers

Dictionaries

156

36

28

97 _37.52

+

+57.î

Slipcases
12 15 +25.00

Portfolios
1 9 +500.00

ClamshellS
7 5 +l.29

Phone Directories 0 3

Full Pestorations 12 1 -_ j



Fush Books-
:.ylars

;:ain/Science/CSC 46 16 -65.22
Central ReI, 15 8 -46.E7
CC? 1 7 +600.00
Science Ref. 3 2 -33.33
Oibrar,; Science i

TOTAL
RUSE BOOKS-
:YLAPS 68 34 -50.00

BINDERY STATISTICS----1987-88

TYPE CF PERCENT CF
BINDING 1 986-8? 1 987-88 DIFFERENCE

Standard Books-
My lars

!.:ain/science/oSc 6,667 5,249 -21.27
77 32 -58.44

Library Science 68 28 -58,82

TCTAL
STANDARD BOOKS-
I:YLAps 6,812 5,309 -22.06



-

J. .-, - - -J

PUSE BOOKS-
-,-,,-.

Rush Books-
Class A

;.:ain/Science/OSC
Central Ref.

Science Ref.
::usic
CC?
Library Science
:edia Ctr. Ref.
Cat. Dept.

Ctr..eia
Nusic Ref. o

282

ForeigflBOUfld Books

Han Wen 0 183

262 -7.09

182 193 +6.OL+

30 3L 13.33
52 18 -65.38
12 7 -1.67

1 3 +200.00

1
2 +100.00

1
2 +100.00

1 2 +100.00

0 1

I

BINDERY STATISTICS---198?86

PERCENT CF
TYPE 0F
BINDIiuiG 1986-87 1987-88 DIFFERE':CE

Standard Books-
Class A

ìain/ScienCe/3S0 8,883 9,811 +10.Lf5
-L+1.62

CC? 197 115
:ap Coli. 1 99 +9,800.00

-23.38
Library Science
Spec. Coli.

77
6

59
+150.00_____

TOTAL
STANDARD BOCKS- 9,lc



OeriaLE

Library Office
CSC, Persian

TOTAL
RUSH JCURAS

BINDY STATISTICS---198788

L)

o
o

921

TYPE CF
BINDIì 1966-8? 1987-88

PERCENT OF
DIFFERENCE

Push Journals

Science Ref.
Central Ref.
Documents
CP.:R-Science
Stacks/Repair
1:u sic

Cat. Dept.
OSO, Chinese
T;SO, Persian Ref.

521
252

65
30
2

5
3
o
o

¿+58
222
178
37
17

5
1

-12.09
-11.90

7.88
+23,33

+750.00
0

( ,--o.o7
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BINDERY/PRESERVATION STATISTICS*

*Statistics do not include standard labeling, pocketing or tattle taping of new
or reclassified books: or the lettering of microfiche.

**Total budget spent on binding for 1987/88 was $312,833.63. This includes monies
for restorations of material for Special Collections, non-state funds and the
regular bindery account.

Type of
Activity 1986/87 1987/88

Percent of
Difference

Repairs
Phase boxes 394 532 +134.34
Minor 3,969 1,500 -62.21
Intermediate 358 2,341 +653.91

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 3,957 1,996 -49.56
Signs 26 13 -50.00
Cut pages 228 199 -12.72

New Books Needing
Special Processing
Music Collection

Folders 267 133 -50.18
Pain-binders 550 776 +141.09
As-Is 241 232 -3.73
Envelopes 3 0 -300.00
Records,

Tapes & Cassettes 240 262 +109.16

Special Collections and
Ctr for Creative Photog.
Paper Jackets 915 882 -3.61
Mylar Jackets 525 353 -32.76
Flags 630 394 -37.46
Pam-binders 452 221 -51.11

Special Lettering 348 606 +174.14

Microfilm Processed 3,310 1,671 -49.52

Total number of items
Receiving Additional
Processing 16,140 12,111 -24.96

GEAC Statistics
Adds 2,912 3,825 +131,35
Updates 16,989 17,422 +102.55
Updates series 1,093 787 -28.00
Series adds 395 1,836 +464.81
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I. Summary of Activity

The Catalog Department has changed its look and its outlook this past year. We

went through a major reorganization of our work space. We have also embarked

on the most exciting and challenging project to face this department since the

implementation of OCLC -- the Innopac online catalog. We are only in the

planning and preparation phases so far with Innopac, but many department

members are involved in that planning and Innopac has been the topic of

discussion at numerous department and section meetings all year.

We have cataloged 39,000 titles in the first 10 months of this year and hope to

catalog 47,000 by the end of the year. Also by the end of June, we will have

converted 71,000 monographic cataloging records to machine readable biblio-

graphic records, an increase of 4,500 over the combined totals of the last two

years. We will have converted 139,000 records since the project began in

February 1986. This year's new cataloging statistics represent a decrease from

last year, that decrease in productivity reflects 1.) the decrease in the

number of new (and usually easier to catalo) books we have received, and 2.)

the reallocation of department personnel on a permanent basis to retrospective

conversion and subject catalog maintenance and on a temporary basis to other

sections or departments when the decline in the number of new books meant that

there was not enough work for some department members to do.

The cataloging backlog is decreasing in size each year and at the same time it

is being put into better order. Thousands of older titles have been cataloged

and thousands more have had short records entered into GEAC, thus making them

more accessible to the public. In addition, many sections of the backlog have

been weeded and items needing repair have been identified. The backlog is in

such fine order that of the almost 300 items that have been requested out of it

so far this year, all but four have been found.

The Cataloging Policy Board has been revitalized and they were extremely

successful in designing one technical processing flag that replaces many

different flags and meets the needs of all technical and public services

departments.

In April, our department was granted "Enhance" status from OCLC. Our book

cataloging was reviewed by the Quality Control Section of OCLC and was judged

to be of superior quality. We can now upgrade other libraries cataloging on

OCLC, thus permanently improving this national bibliographic database. Of the

thousands of libraries that belong to OCLC, we are one of 87 chosen to have

this status.

Department staff continue to contribute to activities in the library the

university and the profession. We have department members serving on almost

every library administrative, Innopac, LFA, and LSA committee. We have served

on eleven selection advisory committees this year, four of those for vacancies

in this department. We have contributed hundreds of hours of service on the

reference desks in Central and Science-Engineering Reference, the Music

Collection and Government Documents; on serials review committees; and in

library instruction. We have members serving on four university committees and

on ten state or national committees of professional organizations. Staff have

also been actively participating in staff development activities. During this

year Catalog Department staff have attended a wide variety of workshops offered

by the library, the Personnel Department or outside agencies.



II. Major Strengths:

The major strength of this department has always been its incredibly
knowledgeable, conscientious, adaptable and hard working staff. From the
section supervisors through the student assistants, all show a dedication to
the work of the department that is commendable.

Pre Catalog Section: They do an excellent job of searching and distributing
material and maintaining and retrieving items out of the backlog. They took on
the additional responsibilities of creating all GEAC "CAT" records, plus
learning "fast" cataloging procedures and editing of Russian records on OCLC.

050 Copy Cataloging Section: They were hit hard by the drastic reduction of 050
books in the fall semester; but they proved their adaptability by reorganizing
section tasks and helping other sections. Two members of this section have
been reassigned this year to help with retrospective conversion for 30 hours
per week.

090 Copy Cataloging Section: This normally stable section has had two vacancies
this year, which weans two new people to train. They have also cross-trained
two members of other sections and had one section member assist with the
cataloging of maps, a new venture for our department.

Retrospective Conversion Section: With a very small staff and relatively
small budget, this section has managed to be very productive, producing five
batches of Microcon tapes, plus converting hundreds of records directly on OCLC
and creating hundreds of original records on OCLC.

Authority Section: They have fully implemented the LASS authority system and
creatively looked for ways to expand the usefulness of this system throughout
the library. They have also regrouped in order to efficiently deal with
subject catalog maintenance. This section has cross-trained two members of
other department sections plus one person from another department.

Bibliographic Support Section: They were heavily involved in the implementation
of LASS. Due to the reduction in typing because of LASS and' the reduction in
cataloging, this section has experienced free time. They have used that time
constructively to help other sections and other departments with their work.
They have also had section members cross-train in the Authority Section and in
the Acquisitions Department.

Original Catalogers While two catalogers left and two new ones joined the
group, the amount of original cataloging has increased this year. They have
also begun to enhance records on OCLC and three catalogers were named as
Cataloging Resource/Mentors for the ANIGOS network.

The Catalog Department has a strong commitment to service. We give rush or
priority handling to items requested by patrons or by library reference areas,
3200 items have had this special handling so far this year. We try to be
sensitive to the needs of the different departments for which we catalog and to
promote positive working relationships and strong communication links with
each. To facilitate this we have a formal liaison person assigned to each of
these departments. We also try to assist in every way possible the staff of
each department who are responsible for catalog maintenance.



III. Major Limitations:

Reduction in the number of new books and corresponding reduction in new title
cataloging: This was a problem last year and in my 1986/87 annual report, I
mention that we expected the number of new books to pick up in the new fiscal
year. This did not happen. In fact the number of new books dropped below
3,000 per month for four of the first six months of this year, this being 1,000
fewer titles than we received per month in 1985/86 and 500 fewer per month than
last year. The reduction in new books was felt most drastically in the 050
Copy Cataloging Section, but it even had an effect of the 090 Copy Cataloging

Section. During October and November, members of both those sections helped
with bibliographic searching of backlog items in order to create enough work

for themselves. While the number of new books has picked up in February, March
and April, the psychological effect of not enough work and having to scramble
to find work and to keep busy has left its mark on both copy cataloging
sections. The 050 Section's cataloging statistics are down 3,000 from last
year and the 090 Section's are down 2,000.

Lack of proper computer equipment: This too was a limitation last year and

little has changed this year. The Authority Section continues to have to input
the Established Heading List on 40 floppy disks, which causes them to be very
inefficient in their work. They need a computer with a hard disk. The

Bibliographic Support Section also needs a computer with a hard disk to
facilitate their work with LASS. We only have two M300 OCLC terminals in the
department and we have 10 soon-to-be obsolete OCLC terminals that need to be
replaced. We need more M1O terminals, the only ones that can handle the LC
character set. We have had only one personal computer for 49 staff members to

share. As more and more of the staff learn word processing, scheduling on that
computer has become a nightmare. We need more personal computers in the
department.

Special language cataloging backlogs The only backlogs in the department that

continue to grow are those for special languages: Russian, Arabic, Persian and

Hebrew. The backlogs of Arabic and Persian are caused by the fact that we lost
the full-time Middle Eastern Cataloger in December and those books continue to
come in at an alarming rate. We are also receiving a large number of Russian
books and with only two people in the department who can catalog them, that
backlog has grown greatly this year. We have been fortunate this year to have

a student catalog the current Hebrew books. When she started she had a backlog
of several hundred titles and she has worked on that backlog while valiantly
trying to keep up with incoming Hebrew books. This backlog will grow, if we

can't fund her position for next year. We also received a large gift of Hebrew
books and we have no place to store those books.

Poor working environment for professional staff: The professional staff not
only have to meet the demands of the cataloging portion of their jobs, but they
must also provide service to the library, the university and the profession and
work on scholarship. They do not have office doors that they can shut if they
are preparing a committee report. working on a research project or planning a

conference program. If they take professional leave, they cannot stay at their
desks for they will undoubtedly be interrupted. They have to meet the same
requirements for continuing status as all librarians in the system, but their
work environment is far inferior to that of public services librarians.



Future Plans:

Implementation of Innopac: In more than one past annual report this section on

future plans has included a goal of 'planning and preparing for the online

catalog.' Now that online catalog has a naine, Innopac, and an installation

date, July 1988, and it will become a reality for all of us in the coming year.

It will affect the work of every member of the department, some greatly and

others more subtiely; but it will leave no one in the Catalog Department

untouched. It will be challenging, exciting, frustrating and a little

frightening; but most important it will finally be here and be real and will no

longer be that elusive nameless online catalog of the future. We will learn to

work with this new system and learn how it fits in with all the other systems

we know and use daily; we will make adjustments in how we do our work and the

work that we choose to do; and we will discover amazing and awful things about

our OCLC archival records and we will begin to clean up and maintain those

records online.

Catalog Management Librarian: One of the key people who will help steer us

through this new Innopac course will be the Catalog Management Librarian. This

is an important new position to the department and the library, and we will be

looking for a creative, dynamic person to fill it.

Space and environmental needs: We had a major physical reorganization of the
department in July 1987 and it improved the work environment of most of the

members of the department. However since that move, we have had some changes

in the department that require further rethinking of our space. We must

accommodate the four Innopac terminals and the new personal computer that we

will be receiving, we must create a work station for the LAIII from Oriental

Studies who will be spending 50% of her time in the Catalog Department and we

must relocate the workstation for the new Catalog Management Librarian. We

need to provide more shelving for the original catalogers and also respond to

the needs that were brought out in the report by the Technical Services

Environment Committee. Staff have learned to live with noisy machines, no

privacy, uncomfortable computer workstations, improper lighting and no windows;

but we need to address as many of these concerns as possible in the next year.

Backlog books on GEAC: We will finish entering short CAT records for all of

the backlog books in the machine room into GEAC. We will move as many books

from the remote backlog room as possible into the machine room and enter those

onto GEAC.

Retrospective conversion project: The project will continue and we plan to

complete five Microcon batches and send them to OCLC. We will work on

finishing the science library original records and recon problems and we will

begin to explore retrospective conversion of music.
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TABLE 1.

Catalog Department Production: Summary

OCLC AND MANUAL

*Volume count is of books; non-book materials are not included in the count.

**Volume count lower than title count due to number of microform titles included,

the piece count for microforms is in Table 2.

Type of
Cataloging

1984-85
Titles/Volumes

1985-86
Titles/Volumes

1986-1987
Titles/VolUmeS*

1987-1988
Titles/Volumes*

OCLC Copy 50,772/54,890 50,506/54,332 49,362/51,369 42,671/44,340

Cataloging

OCLC Original 4,062/5,264 5,043/6,225 3,790/3,42l** 4,306/3,860**

Cataloging

TOTAL OCLC 54,834/60,154 55,549/60,557 53,152/54,790 46,977/48,200

CATALOG ING

Manual 1,183/1,262 406/635 386/488 847/950

Cataloging
With Copy

Manual 746/1,315 504/855 355/546 732/1,039

Cataloging
Original

TOTAL MANUAL 1,929/2,577 910/1490 741/1,034 1,579/1,989

CATALOGING

ADDED COPIES /3,402 /4,574 /4,210 /3,881

AND VOLUMES

TOTAL 56,763/66,133 56,459/66,621 53,879/60,034 48,556/54,070

CATALOGING



TABLE 2.
Catalog Department Production: New Cataloging by Type of Material

Type of 1984-85 1985-86 1986-1987 1987-1988
Material Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces

Books 54,912/61,863 54,035/63,816 51,815/55,824 46,575/52,995

Microfilms 24/438 84/596 162/578 3/4

Microfiche total 637/1,595 751/14,082 699/2,572 668/3,555
(U of A theses) (578/1,142) (599/1,172) (646/1,291)

Serial 804/868 1,019/1,128 871/941 1,028/1,075
Analytics

MUSIC COLLECTION
Phonodiscs 164/534 185/340 89/204 94/179

Compact discs 0 0 20/30 26/35

Audio-cassettes 0 1/1 1/1 5/6

Reels 7/8

Videorecordings 3/4 10/11

TOTAL MATERIALS 164/534 186/341 113/239 142/239
FOR MUSIC COLL

MEDIA CENTER
Filmstrips 52 95/176 52/55 26/26

Games 1 5/5 4/4 2/3

Kits 0 4/4 5/5 2/2

Slides 39 29/33 19/19 5/7

Phonodiscs 4]. 108/287 61/69 12/14

Audio-cassettes 43 45/180 124/157 24/49

Videorecordings 33 81/111 44/92 55/89

Miscellaneous 11 6/20 5/5 14/14

TOTAL MATERIALS 220 373/816 309/406 140/204
FOR MEDIA CENTER

TOTAL NEW 56,763 56,459 53,879 48,556
TITLES PROCESSED,
BOOK AND NON-BOOK



TABLE 3.

Catalog Department Production: New Titles Processed for Branch Collections

*Tjtle count includes reclassifications

Branch 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

Collection Titles Titles Titles Titles

Center for Creative 769 891 662 751

Photography

Library Science 680 554 682 415

Media Center 252 456 418 175

Juvenile Collection 869 1,241 2,513 1,660

Music Collection 1,054 1,137 1,087 1,107

Special Collections 4,510 6,088 2,824 1,928

Maps (Books) 469 370

State Documents 46

Oriental Studies
Collection
(By language)
Arabic 385 1,996 843 553

Chinese 721 618 464 1,203

Japanese 446 326 275 376

Persian 51 157 114 41

Turkish 26 14 32 2

Hindi/TJrdu,etc 1,040 1,251 979 -

Total 2,669 4,362 2,707 2,175

TOTAL TITLES* 10,803 14,729 11,362 8,627

PROCESSED FOR
BRANCH COLLECTIONS



TABLE 4.

Catalog Department Production: New Titles Added by LC Classification

Classification 1984-85
Titles

1985-86
Titles

1986-87
Titles

1987-88
Titles

A General Works 354 205 156 177
B Philosophy, Psychology & Religion 3,497 3,712 3,241 2,683
C Auxiliary Sciences 332 463 373 275
D History of Europe, Asia, 4,235 6,087 5,685 3,968

Africa, Oceania
E America, History of the U.S. 865 1,002 972 1,089
F History of U.S. (local) & 2,128 2,112 1,924 1,844

Latin America
G(except GB-GC) Geography, 871 1,367 1,606 1,211

Folklore, etc.
GB-GC Physical Geography, Oceanography 180 237 187 219
H-HJ Economics 4,859 4,632 4,587 4,110
HM-}iX Sociology 2,275 1,927 2,112 1,828
J Political Science 1,175 1,080 1,119 1,042
K Law 737 633 677 795
L Education 1,373 997 998 899
M Music Scores 816 803 929 918
ML-MT Music Theory 808 823 773 710
N Art 2,968 2,783 2,765 2,223
P-PA Philology 804 767 819 657
PB-PH Modern West European Languages 563 512 491 530
PG Slavic Languages 1,152 986 1,202 48
PJ-PM Asian, African, American 1,659 2,636 1,742 1,829

Indian Languages
PN Literary History 1,153 1,234 1,157 1,012
PQ1-3999 French Literature 1,226 990 847 948
PQ4000-5999 Italian Literature 329 430 257 304
PQ6000-8999 Spanish Literature 1,940 1,720 1,707 1,411
PQ9000-9999 Portuguese Literature 469 419 398 368
PR English Literature 2,156 2,299 2,374 1,991
PS American Literature 2,109 2,429 2,214 2,182
PT German, Dutch, Scandinavian 1,245 822 1,015 877

Literature
PZ1-90 Juvenile Literature 501 1,009 1,212 646
Q-QE Pure Sciences 3,252 3,522 3,176 3,307
QH-QR Natural Sciences 1,696 1,715 1,733 1,635
R Medicine 1,094 1,024 1,014 912
S Agriculture 808 950 954 849
T(except TR) Technology 3,323 3,467 3,302 3,022
TR Photography 457 577 480 494
U-V Military and Naval Sciences 376 383 396 318
Zl-1199 Library Sciences 713 665 704 477
Z1200- Bibliography 81 99 104 94

PZ2001 Science Fiction 33 13 10 1
Arizona Classification 312 558 368 225



*Tjtle count not available

TABLE 5.

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

Type of 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
Activity

Withdrawals 816/1,357 */4,960 */2,166 2,207/3,604
(Titles/Volumes)

Recataloging and 4,553/6,096 4,139/5,017 4,780/5,897 3,598/4,815
Reclassifications
(Titles/Volumes)

No. of Authority
Records Made

Names 8,663 8,612 7,607
Series 4,944 4,390 4,103
Total 9,577 13,607 13,002 11,710

No. of Authority
Records Updated

Names 3,200 2,093 1,211
Series 666 458 221
Total 3,866 2,551 1,432

No. of Cards 632,999 669,402 604,690 528,553
Filed in Main
Library Catalogs

No. of OCLC 697,195 769,168 753,689 645,174
Cards Received

No. of In-house 112,165 115,334 74,107 59,065
Cards Made



TABLE 5. (cont.)

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

Type of 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
Activity

No. of original
records input by

3,963 2,378 3,262

Bib. Support Section

No. of contributed
copy records input
by Bib. Support Section

24,834 30,160 34,111

No. of contributed
copy records input
by Government Documents

6,064 2,070

OCLC searches

ist search 50,174 42,067 40,677

2nd search 15 261 18,136 14,698

TOTAL OCLC SEARCHES 65,435 60,203 55,381

Items given Priority 3,947 3,599
Searching and Cataloging

RETROSPECTIVE CONVERS ION
(Project begun 2/86)

No. of search keys sent 48,598 43,423 93,098

No. of records converted 39,346 20,732 65,666

No. of records converted
directly on OCLC

copy 7,022 3,984
original 597 901
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I. SUMMARY

"I'm doing things that hasn't been done before." Goy. Evan
Mecham, os Angeles Times, April 27, 1987.

This year, while continuing to build on past achievements and
strengths, the Serials Department became an active agent of
change in meeting the needs of Library users and fulfilling the
priority goals of the Library.

Implementation of INNOVACQ continued with 10,000 current serial
check-in records created, compared to 8,000 last year, for a
total of 18,000 check-in records added to the database. The
successful integration of one FTE into the Receiving Section
allowed reorganization and redistribution of tasks which
promoted, for the first time in recorded history, current check-
in turn-around time of 1-2 days for all serial publications
received in the department--a vast improvement for patron access.

Department members coordinated the completion of Year One of the
three-year Serials Review Project, updated all records requiring
changes in INNOVACQ, OCLC, SOLAR, UA Serials List, GEAC, shelf
lists, and the public catalogs, and acted as liaisons with
Librarians and faculty, answering all questions related to the
Review. Approximately 1,000 serial titles, targeted for
discontinuation during Year One of the Review, were cancelled,
recovering approximately $100,000 for the Serials materials
budget. The Serials Acquisitions Librarian, Travis Leach, became
indispensable as a contact person and coordinator for faculty and
staff during the Review process. He helped plan new procedures
for Year Two of the Review, helped organize Library-wide review
teams, generated and distributed over 150 title lists to
Librarians/selectors and faculty, researched the status of titles
on DATALINX for the most current information for Review teams,
and prepared a statistical analysis of Year One of the Review.

Sharon Scott, new Senior Serials Catalog Librarian, investigated
190 looseleaf publications to determine their monographic or
serial status, and based on LC interpretations of rules for
cataloging looseleaf materials, transferred those designated as
monographs to the Acquisitions Department and the Catalog
Department for recataloging. Based on Ms. Scott's suggestions, a
Library-wide SUPERFORM processing form was developed, saving
money by combining numerous slips and forms; indexing notes were
discontinued on catalog cards, saving money in card costs and
storage space on our OCLC tapes and future online catalog; and
retention notes on catalog cards were targeted for elimination,
to be replaced by an automatic stamp, which will save money in
OCLC charges and staff time required for re-editing records.

The Cataloging Section completed the cataloging of new, non-
document Special Collections titles that had been placed on hold
for over two years, and began the recataloging of state documents
in conjunction with the Library decision to transfer state
documents, published from 1985 on, to the Government Documents
Department. The analyzed serial backlog was reduced by half.
Approximately 14,000 updates to the UA Serials List, and 2,000
updates to SOLAR were completed.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

"I received congratulations from many for having accomplished at
this time what no one could remember in the past of having done."
Goy. Evan Mecham, in a column he wrote for The Phoenix Gazette,
March 2.

The major strength of the Serials Department continues to be the

staff. The successful achievements of the Serials Department are
the result of the combined efforts of each individual in the

department.

In February, Roger Scanland joined the Serials Department as a

Serials Cataloger, filling a vacant professional line that had

been open, basically, since January of 1986. And on April 18,
1988, the department was fully staffed for the first time in over
five years!

This was the first year the department had a Senior Serials
Catalog Librarian heading the Cataloging Section, and the impact
was substantial. The advent of Sharon Scott's arrival, her
knowledge and expertise in serials cataloging, and her leadership
style unified the Cataloging Section into a cohesive group with a
defined purpose, dedicated to high quality and high quantity
cataloging, responsive to Library staff needs and Library
priorities and goals. Under her direction, cataloging practices
were reviewed and standardized for all section members for the
first time since the two serials cataloging sections were
integrated in 1986. All catalogers now uniformly adhere to the
highest level of cataloging practices, as defined by national
standards.

The new procedures developed for Year Two of the Serials Review
Project elicited better faculty understanding and support for the
necessity of the project, as well as informed involvement in the
process. Better project coordination with Librarian/selectors
also contributed to a much smoother review year. The INNOVACQ
database had sufficient information entered to be of valuable
assistance this year in the production of review lists.
Departmental staff rose to the challenge of updating all records
affected by the cancellations, and remained alert and responsive
to ever-changing priorities, and the need for updated procedures.

Workstations were created using open office landscaping in the
Cataloging and Acquisitions Sections to provide staff with seated
privacy, acoustical benefits, and a place in which uninterrupted,
concentrated activity can occur. Two INNOVACQ terminals were
added to the Receiving Section, and one much-needed, and heavily-
used personal computer was added to the Department Head's Office.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

"We also know that the things that you mentioned here, but
particularly this will solve the problem that I've been concerned
about and that is but within this and really was hoping,
anticipating talking with the Council of Presidents and yourself
about it, was to propose this so that it can be done in an
atmosphere not of inquisition, but in an atmosphere of
cooperation, certainly not one where anybody has the desire to
feel any fear, but that everybody cari join in with the desire to
improve and you've done that so very well." Goy. Evan Mecham, to
the Board of Regents, March 20.

Three major exterral factors continued to affect the serials
materials budget and the work within the Serials Department this
year. Subscription price increases at double or triple the rate
of inflation, the decline in the value of the dollar on the
foreign trade market, and the differential pricing policy used by
some foreign publishers continued to dictate the need for a
systematic serials review and cancellation project in order to
manage and maintain control over the 1.9 million dollar serials
acquisitions budget. Current factors indicated that we must cut
15% of our serial expenditures, just to maintain the remainder of
our current serial subscriptions. No new serial titles have been
added to the collection since 1985.

The Bibliographic Edit Section was the least stable of all the
sections this year with virtually constant staff turnover since
June of last year. This high turnover rate, and the constant
retraining required, did not allow for the smooth reallocation of
work within the section, precipitated by the transfer of one FTE
to the Receiving Section. Consequently, a large backlog of
bindery pick-up cards have accumulated, which, with stable
staffing should be eliminated in the coming year.

With the addition of more terminals and work stations, limited
space has become a primary factor in efficient processing. The
addition of panels and redesign of some work areas allowed
recovery of space in the Cataloging Section, but the impact was
not felt on the rest of the department.

The addition of acoustical panels also helped to buffer
departmental noise to some extent. Noise from people, training
sessions, printers, and high traffic areas has been identified by
department members as a problem requiring additional attention,
if productivity is to be enhanced. The glare from the
fluorescent lighting also presents a problem for people working
at terminals. Staff also have indicated that better climate
control and attention to other ergonomic working conditions would
improve their disposition, as well as their productivity.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

"My ambition is to make sure the future is the kind we have the
opportunity to have." Goy. Evan Mecham, to Avondale Junior High
students, April 28.

The third phase, and follow-up of the second phase, of the three-
year Serials Review Project will be completed. Cancellations of
titles recommended for deselection will be forwarded to

publishers and vendors by the Acquisitions Section. All sections
will update departmental and Library records to reflect status,
retention, and holdings changes. Procedures for Year Three of
the Review will be reviewed and updated as necessary to
facilitate a more efficient review process. Vendors will be
informed of purchase order number changes, to the INNOVACQ order
number, to facilitate record keeping and tracking of

subscriptions.

The Receiving Section will carry out final INNOVACQ database
implementation efforts, completing record creation for currently
received serial titles. The Section will continue to review
INNOVACQ claiming procedures to develop the most efficient use of
the systematic claiming capabilities. The Receiving Section Head
will continue to give demonstrations on INNOVACQ for staff
throughout the Library. In conjunction with the Acquisitions
Department, the Serials Department may investigate ways to set
standards for quality control of the INNOVACQ database. The
Department will request the enhancement of at least one INNOVACQ
terminal in the Serials Department to increase its storage
capacity to hold large serials review files.

The Cataloging Section will prepare for implementation of INNOPAC
in SEL, complete machine conversion of all serial titles in CCP,
and begin machine conversion of serial titles in Music. A
departmental Task Force will investigate the possible
alternatives for linking science serial records downloaded into
INNOPAC from our OCLC tapes, or directly from an in-house OCLC
link, to the recorded information on current titles available on
INNOVACQ, and begin to test the process. The Cataloging Section
Head will investigate the steps required to become a CONSER
Library.

The Department will monitor the continuation of SOLAR record
creation for the backlog of approximately 4,500 problem titles
remaining from the original project, for new titles, for titles
needing updating, and monitor the impact of the SOLAR database on
use by our Library and other libraries in the state and nation.
The Cataloging Section Head, as chair of the state-wide SOLAR
Technical Advisory Committee, will foster awareness of the
continued need for quality control in the database.

The Department will aggressively recruit, identify, screen, and
interview minority applicants for vacant professional and

classified staff positions, and hire and promote minority
applicants from targeted groups identified as underutilized in
the workforce, based on availability/current staffing data
gathered by the Library Affirmative Action Committee and outlined
in the Library's annual plan.

The Department will look forward to a year of state employment
under the refocused direction of Goy. Rose Mofford.



Serials Deoartaent Statistics

Fiscal Year: 1987-1988

Suuarv Sheet

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-Date

SERIALS CATALO6INE

Total Titles Catalooed 310 332 531 559 1.732

Ne Titles 99 105 94 161 459

Title ChanQes 164 163 326 272 925

R&R 47 64 111 126 348

Total Hardcooy Volumes Added 4.225 3.467 3.207 4.920 15.819

Nei Titles 195 61 581 205 1.042

Existino Titles 4.030 3.406 2.626 4.715 14.777

Total Microforms Added 23.767 21.748 19.151 .92á 98.592

NewTitles 2 2 0 0 4

Existinc Titles 23.765 21.746 19.151 33.926 98.588

RECEIVIN6/BIBLIOGRAPHIC EDIT

Total Pieces Checked In 41.328 42.081 39.023 55.805 178.237

Other Pieces Processed 3.193 4.699 5.724 4.850 18.466

Pieces Clairned 758 787 1.172 1.329 4.046

Analytics Processed 197 79 220 240 735

Withdrawals

Titles 17 12 3 0 32

Vol urnes 91 173 136 56 456

SERIALS ACQUISITIONS

Total Orders Placed 183 167 288 402 1.040

Titles Cancelled 1.003 0 0 0 1.003

Sifts Processed (Issues) 5.821 20.586 6.210 4.053 36.670

First Class Mail Processed 20.500 30.600 35.000 25.700 111.900

(Pieces)

UNION LIST OF SERIALS

Number of Records
52.020

Analysed Serials
1.926

Continuations (C.I.)
2.984

Newsoapers
500

Periodicals
22.096

Serials
24.514

Currently Received Titles
22.049

Current Subscriotions (Includes Nultiole Conies)
23.114



Serials Deoartment Statistics

Fiscal Year: 1987-1988

Accui sitions

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total Orders Placed 183 167 288 402 1.040

Periodicals O O 10 iS 25

Serials 0 2 23 44 6?

Continuations (C.l.) O O 0 5 5

Backfiles 0 0 14 39

Reolacements 18 165 241 29? 888

Titles Cancelled 1.003 0 0 0 i.00

Vendor Subscriotion Trans4ers O O
r 14

First Class Mail Processed 20.500 30.600 3S.000 25,700 111.800

6ifts Processed

Titles 20 6 32 46 134

Bound/Unbound Issues 5.821 20.S86 6.210 4.053 36.670



Serials Deoart.er.t Statistics

Fiscal Year: 1987-1989

Receivin;fBibliograDhic Edit

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total Pieces Checked In 41.328 42.081 39.023 55.805 178.237

Bound/Unbound Issues 22.842 22.455 22.568 24.034 91.899

Newsuaoer Microfili 350 207 198 234 989

Microfiche 17.611 18.871 15.659 31.006 83.147

Looseleaf 548 598 531 2.202

Other Pieces Processed 3.193 4.699 5.724 4.850 18.466

(Ducs/Di scards/Ses/Snags/5efldtO)

Claus (ist + 2nd-3rd follow-uc

Titles Claiaed 352 415 606 487 1.860

Pieces Claiied 758 787 1.172 1.329 4.046

Analytics Processed 197 7e 220 240 735

Total Microforis Added 23.767 21.748 19. 151 33.926 98.592

Mi crol ile

NewTitles 2 2 0 0 4

Existio Titles 451 297 292 367 1.407

Microfiche

Newlitles 0 0 0 0 0

Existing Titles '14 1.449 18.859 33.559 97.181

Withdrawals

Titles 17 1 o

Hardcopy 17 12 3 0

Nicrofili O O O O O

Microfiche 0 0 0 0 O

Volu.es 91 173 136 56 456

Hardcocv 91 173 136 56 456

Microfil. 0 0 0 0 0

Microfiche O O O O O



Serials Deoartient Statistics
Fiscal Year 1987-8E

Cataloqinq Section

New Titles

Microf ores

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total titles cataloaed 'C 531 559 1732

New titles cataloaed
09 105 94 161 459

Volumes added 195 61 581 1042

New titles as oercentace

of all titles cataloced 31.94% 31.63% 17.70% 28.80% 26.50

Breakdown by record tve

0roiral 1 9 7 67 97

Used 85 96 87 94 362

LC cocv 11 2E 15 20 74

Contributed 74 68 72 74 28E

Manual O 0 1 0 1

Breakdown by serial t'oe

Anlvzed O O O O O

Looselea' 1 1 0 0 2

Newscace 0 0 1 0 1

Periodical 4. 42 7 1 159

Serial 49 62 56 130 297

Mcrcfche (titles)

Microfiche (fiche)

S

O

O

O

O

O

C

O O

Microfilm (titles) Ic! 7 4 1 22

Microfilm (reels) 2 2 0 0 4

Percentace breakdown by record tvoe

Oriainal 14.14% 8.577. 7.45 41.61% 21.13%

LC coov 11.11% 26.67% 15.96% 12.42% 16.12%

Contributed 74.75% 64.76% 76.60% 45.96% 62.75%

Manual
1.06% .22%

Percentaae breakdown by serial type

Analyzed 1.01%

Looseleaf 1.01% .95% .44%

Newspaoer 1.06% .22%

Periodical 49.49% 40.00% 39.36% 19.25% 34.64%

Serial 49.49% 59.05% 59.57% 80.75% 64.71%



Eerials Deoart.ent Statisti:s

Fiscal Year 1987-88

Cataloinp Section

Title Canoes

Ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Title Chanoes as oercentaae

of all titles cataloaed

Breakdown by record tvcE

Ori onal

52.90 4°. 10

2

61.39

17

48.44

o

Used 141 30c 894

LC :ov '8 £7 40 4'

Contri buted 134

Manual n o o

Breacn by ;er: t
nalv:ed

ccseeaf o O O O O

Nensaoer O O 0 3

Ferodzal 10 174 140

Serial 57 43 144 106 :70

M::rof:he (titles) O Û o o

:cro4ile (tities' 4 8 14 35

Per:entae brea:wn by re:rd tvoe
n ,,,

LC coov

t D

16.46: 17.18: 14.42:

-.

14.71: 15.351

Contributed 81.11 81.60 80,371 81.99: 8.30

Percentace breakdown by ser'.al voe

Analyzed 2.4411 4.29: .92: 2.21: 2.14:

Looseleaf

Newsoacer .92: .321

Periodical 62.801 57.061 5.99 58.921

Serial 34.76: 38.6511 44.17: 38.97: 40.001

Total Titles Cataloced 310 32 531 55! 172

Title chanoes catalooed 144 63 26 272 925



Serials QeDarteent Statisti:s
Fiscal Year 1987-BE

Cataloøing Se:tion

Ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3r Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total titles cataloced 310 332 172

R & R titles cataloced 47 4 111 126 348

Veluies 41 476 569 765 2225

R & R titles as 39r:entac!

cf all titles catalcced 15.16% 19. 28% 20.90 22.E4 20.

Breakdown re:rd tice
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.98%

LC cc 21.28% 17.19% 21.82% 23.02% 21.26%

Contributed 78.60% 82.81% 77.48% 75.19% 77.87%

Percentace breakdown by serial tvoe

Analyzed 6.38% 3.13% 8.11% 6.35% 6.32%

Looseleaf .79% .29%

Newsoaoer 4.26% .79% .86%

Periodical 27.66% 29.69% 36.04% 30.16% 31.61%

Serial 81.70% 61.19% 55.86% 61.90% 60.92%



SERIALS OEPARTENT STATISTICS

Fiscal Year: 1S7-198E

NEW SERIAL TITLES (BY LC CLASSIFICATION)

LC class Titles of total L class Titles of total
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PE I 23% 21200- 4 .93

PJ-P B 1.B6% Arizona 2 .47%

Goy Docs 7 1.62%

TOTAL 429
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